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ABSTRACT
Mental illnesses are serious disorders of the brain that have devastating effects
on individuals and society. In addition to their disabling and impairing effects, mental illnesses have deep social and economical implications, accounting for an estimated loss of 12 billion working days and a care cost surge to $6 trillion a year by
2030. For diseases such as depression and anxiety, enhancing preventive programs
and treatment accessibility, in combination with accurate early diagnosis and personalized treatments, are projected to result in a four-fold return on every dollar
invested, a strategy that can drastically help curtail those losses. Notably, within the
neuroimaging community, blind source separation (BSS) methods have been at the
center stage of a push towards guided diagnosis and prediction, playing a key role as
tools for disentangling brain “networks”. Moreover, current trends show an increased
interest in joint analyses of multiple datasets, both multi-subject and multimodal, as
a means to enhance individualized assessments, driving efforts toward data sharing
and multi-site collaborations. A growth in investments such as the BRAIN initiative
v

and the UK Biobank enhanced imaging study further highlight a requirement for
innovation in multidataset image analysis. This work adds a key component to this
picture: a new unifying framework for modeling and analysis, combining numerous
methods and re-framing the entire BSS field. With new connections among both
classical and upcoming methods, highlighting their differences and advantages, and a
multidataset mindset, I present a new, general BSS model for joint analysis of multiple datasets called Multidataset Independent Subspace Analysis (MISA). Besides
demonstrating MISA’s capacity to solve the classical independent component analysis (ICA) problem, we show that it can also solve its independent vector analysis
(IVA) and independent subspace analysis (ISA) extensions, plus a novel problem of
ISA over multiple datasets. In addition, the present work also includes an extensive
review of the BSS literature, a thorough description of good practices on synthetic
data generation and model verification, and extensions of joint ICA and IVA to the
case of multi-site decentralized data. The results demonstrate MISA’s capabilities in
challenging noisy scenarios, hybrid simulations, and real multi-subject, multimodal
data, highlighting its flexibility and potential to shed new light on the underpinnings
of complex mental disorders and improve early diagnosis and treatment outcomes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) methods (Comon & Jutten, 2010) have been widely
used in the study of the brain. They can be adapted and made compatible with a
number of brain imaging, genetics, and non-imaging modalities, fueling applications
to neurophysiological measurements such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)—
both structural MRI (sMRI) (Xu, Groth, Pearlson, Schretlen, & Calhoun, 2009)
and functional MRI (fMRI) (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Pearlson, & Pekar, 2001a; V. Calhoun, Liu, & Adalı, 2009)—magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Tang, Pearlmutter,
Zibulevsky, & Carter, 2000), electroencephalography (EEG) (Eichele, Rachakonda,
Brakedal, Eikeland, & Calhoun, 2011), diffusion weighted MRI (DWI) (Arfanakis,
Cordes, Haughton, Carew, & Meyerand, 2002), copy-number variation (CNV) (Boutte
et al., 2012), single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (Liu, Demirci, & Calhoun,
2008), methylation (Liu, Morgan, Hutchison, & Calhoun, 2010; Renard, Teschendorff, & Absil, 2014), metabolomics (Bartel, Krumsiek, & Theis, 2013), and questionaires (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1963; Spearman & Jones, 1950), among others. Continued
technological advancements in neuroimaging data acquisition (Bianciardi et al., 2015;
Feinberg et al., 2010; Feinberg & Setsompop, 2013; van der Zwaag et al., 2015) have
fostered the development of novel computational methods for data analysis and the
proliferation of a growing collection of BSS methods and tools. Their applications
range from the study of human brain deficits associated with certain mental disorders
to the neurophysiological associations with cognitive and behavioral measures.

1.1

Multidataset Analysis of Brain Imaging Data

As datasets increase in dimensionality due to better resolution, faster acquisition, and
novel contrasts, data analysis methods have to evolve in order to meet ever growing
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efficiency, flexibility, and generality needs.
The trend in neuroimaging has been group analyses of a single imaging type,
leaning towards multimodal analyses in the past decade or so. In group analyses,
multiple datasets of the same imaging type are combined to compare groups and
identify traits which can differentiate populations of subjects.
In multimodal analyses, multiple datasets originating from different imaging
modalities on the same subjects are brought together in order to identify connected
views about the same trait on a given population.

1.2

Related Work

The “blind” property of BSS models makes them a powerful tool in applications
lacking a precise model of the measured system and with data confounded by noise
of unknown characteristics. Brain imaging is an area where these properties are
especially emphasized. We now briefly review some applications of BSS models to
brain imaging data. The first case focuses on data from a single imaging modality
(unimodal) while the other considers current attempts to identify common motifs
from two or more imaging modalities (multimodal).

1.2.1

Unimodal Data

On one hand we consider the analysis of a single dataset, of which there are two
instances: if it contains data from a single subject, the model captures subjectspecific information; if instead it contains subject-specific summaries from a certain
population, then the model characterizes underlying group patterns. On the other
hand, we consider the analysis of two or more datasets simultaneously, where each
dataset contains information from a single subject, yielding shared patterns across
subjects from which group trends can be derived.
Although group trends offer useful conclusions about population differences, pre-
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serving subject-specific information is also important, especially for clinical diagnosis
and personalized treatment. Besides this inter-subject variability, BSS models have
also been used to help capture inter-trial (multiple datasets on the same subject)
variability.
Single Dataset Analysis: the BSS method of independent component analysis (ICA) has been successfully utilized in a number of exciting applications, especially those that have proven challenging with the standard regression-type approaches (V. Calhoun & Adalı, 2006; McKeown, Hansen, & Sejnowski, 2003). For
fMRI (Biswal & Ulmer, 1999; V. Calhoun et al., 2001a) and EEG (Bridwell, Kiehl,
Pearlson, & Calhoun, 2014; Eichele et al., 2011, 2005; Onton, Westerfield, Townsend,
& Makeig, 2006), ICA reveals dynamics for which a temporal model is not available (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Pearlson, van Zijl, & Pekar, 2002), finding largely nonoverlapping, temporally coherent brain regions without constraining the shape of
the temporal response. The Infomax ICA algorithm with a sparse prior is particularly well suited for spatial analysis (Petersen, Hansen, Kolenda, Rostrup, &
Strother, 2000). Besides fMRI, the brain grey (Caprihan et al., 2011; Xu et al.,
2009) and white matter (Caprihan et al., 2011), as well as functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) (Morren et al., 2004) have also been analyzed by ICA to study
the diseased brain. In addition to its wide use for recovering spatial networks as
independent components—in DWI (Arfanakis et al., 2002), positron emission tomography (PET) (Park et al., 2003), and even MEG (Brookes et al., 2011)—ICA is also
promising for temporal (Baker, Silva, Calhoun, Sarwate, & Plis, 2015; Smith et al.,
2012) and spectral (e.g., magnetic resonance spectroscopy imaging (MRSI) (Pulkkinen et al., 2005)) domains of brain imaging.
In modalities such as EEG, MEG, and multi-neuronal recordings (Takahashi,
Anzai, & Sakurai, 2003), ICA is mostly used for artifact reduction/removal (Makeig,
Bell, Jung, & Sejnowski, 1995; Vigário, 1997) or real-time control in brain-computer
interface (BCI) applications (Makeig, Enghoff, Jung, & Sejnowski, 2000). However,
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for artifact reduction in MEG, the second-order blind identification (SOBI) algorithm
was shown to be superior to other BSS methods available at the time (Tang et al.,
2000) (also see (Delorme, Sejnowski, & Makeig, 2007; Tang, Sutherland, & McKinney,
2005) for another comparative study).
Multidataset Analysis: group ICA (GICA) (V. Calhoun et al., 2001a) of
fMRI (V. Calhoun et al., 2009) is one of the most successful BSS tools for neuroimaging analysis, providing a means to handle multi-subject datasets. It enables network
identification under task and rest regimes (Allen et al., 2012). The connection patterns
between these networks is very interesting and useful for differentiation (V. Calhoun
et al., 2012; Damaraju et al., 2014; Jafri, Pearlson, Stevens, & Calhoun, 2008; Yaesoubi, Allen, Miller, & Calhoun, 2015) and neurodiagnostic discovery (V. Calhoun &
Adalı, 2012).
The methods of canonical correlation analysis (CCA) and multi-set CCA (mCCA)
have been successfully utilized in applications ranging from single- (Friman, Carlsson, Lundberg, Borga, & Knutsson, 2001) to multi-subject analysis of fMRI (Correa,
Adalı, Li, & Calhoun, 2010; Y.-O. Li, Eichele, Calhoun, & Adalı, 2012), as well as
BCI (Z. Lin, Zhang, Wu, & Gao, 2006; Y. Zhang, Zhou, Jin, Wang, & Cichocki, 2014).
Partial least squares (PLS), on the other hand, has also been successfully applied to
neuropsychological and MRI relationships (Nestor et al., 2002), while temporal ICA
was investigated in (Baker et al., 2015; V. Calhoun, Adalı, Pearlson, & Pekar, 2001b;
Smith et al., 2012). Finally, independent vector analysis (IVA) has found great value
in leveraging the success of independence-based methods while better characterizing inter-subject variability (Gopal et al., 2016; J.-H. Lee, Lee, Jolesz, & Yoo, 2008;
Michael, Anderson, Miller, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2014).

1.2.2

Multimodal Data

Multimodal analyses are intended to leverage information contained in multiple data
streams by modeling the relationship among modalities. Convergent evidence sug4

gests that combining functional and structural information is useful in clinical research (Kolb, , & Whishaw, 1998; Schlösser et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009). Moreover,
multimodal studies often demonstrate some congruent effects across modalities and
different brain pathologies (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009; Camchong, MacDonald, Bell,
Mueller, & Lim, 2011; Keightley, Chen, & Ptito, 2012; Sui et al., 2011; Toosy et al.,
2004). Also, the complementary information in multimodal data typically contributes
to increased differentiation power among diseases. Unlike multimodal approaches that
use one modality to constrain or filter the other, multimodal data fusion seeks hidden shared information underlying the signals from each modality simultaneously.
Multimodal data fusion applications are by and large viewed as multidataset problems (X. Chen, Wang, & McKeown, 2016; Lahat, Adalı, & Jutten, 2015). However,
for the most part, current neuroimaging multimodal fusion schemes have only focused
on pairs of modalities.

1.3

Motivation and Research Questions

Mental disorders affect millions of people every year. They comprise a broad range
of problems with different symptoms and varying degrees of severity, including migraines, depression, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, autism
spectrum disorders, Huntington’s disease, bipolar disorders, dementia, multiple sclerosis, anxiety, insomnia and many others. They constitute one of the most prevalent
categories of disease in the European Union (EU), being a leading cause of work
absence and early retirement, and often associated with stigmatization and social
exclusion (European Parliamentary Research Service Blog, 2016). However, unlike
other diseases, brain diseases have no objective lab tests and few effective treatments.
On top of that, drug development is slow and expensive.
The effects of mental illness range from minor disruptions in daily functioning to
incapacitating personal, social, and occupational impairments and premature death.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), mental illnesses account for
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more disability in developed countries than any other group of illnesses, including
cancer and heart disease (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). Also,
the aging of the population is resulting in increasing prevalence of dementia (typically
5% in people over 65 and 20% of those over 80 (WHO Regional Committee for Europe,
2013)), which is an abnormal part of aging characterized by deterioration in memory,
thinking, behavior and the ability to perform everyday activities. It is estimated that
between 2015 and 2050, the proportion of the world’s population over 60 years will
nearly double, from 12% to 22% (from 900 million to 2 billion people) (World Health
Organization, 2016).
In the United States (US), nearly 10 million adults (1 in 25) have serious functional
impairment due to a mental illness, such as a psychotic or serious mood or anxiety
disorder (T. Insel, 2015). This is roughly the same for children aged 13-18 (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). By comparison, 8.3% of children under age 18
have asthma and 0.2% have diabetes. In fact, adolescence is the period when mental
health problems are most likely to develop, with up to 50% of mental disorders having
their onset during that period (European Parliamentary Research Service Blog, 2016).
Incidence data from other countries also suggest that in the US around 100,000 people
per year have a first onset of psychosis (McGrath, Saha, Chant, & Welham, 2008).
Mental illnesses take a big toll on societies and, thus, are considered one of the
most significant public health challenges of this century. It is estimated that one
in four people (and one in five children) will experience a mental health problem
in any given year (most commonly depression and anxiety), and nearly half of the
population will develop at least one mental illness during their lifetime (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). In the US (T. Insel, 2015), this translated
into 43 million Americans and a cost of at least U$467 billion in 2012 (T. R. Insel,
2008), coming to U$247 billion annually among persons aged under 24 years (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). In Europe, this corresponds to 165 million
people (Trautmann, Rehm, & Wittchen, 2016; Wittchen et al., 2011) and a cost of
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up to EUR 800 billion every year.
Clearly, mental illness is an important public health problem, both in its own
right and because the condition is associated with other chronic diseases and their resulting morbidity and mortality (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011).
According to the WHO, depression alone is expected to become the second leading
contributor to the global burden of disease across all ages by 2020 (Wittchen et al.,
2011). Moreover, it is estimated that around 12 billion working days — or 50 million
years of work — will be lost to mental illness each year from now until 2030 (Chisholm
et al., 2016). Recognizing the economic severity of mental illnesses, the World Economic Forum (WEF) (Bloom et al., 2011) report estimated mental disorders as the
largest cost driver in health care worldwide at U$2.5 trillion in 2010 and projected to
surge to $6.0 trillion by 2030. Quite surprisingly, the costs for mental disorders were
greater than the costs of diabetes, respiratory disorders, and cancer combined. The
same report suggested that mental illness alone will account for more than half of the
projected total economic burden from non-communicable disieases over the next two
decades and 35% of the global lost output. No surprise, mental disorders account for
25-44% of social welfare benefits and disability pensions in european countries (WHO
Regional Committee for Europe, 2013). A review of the Global Burden of Disease
study (US Burden of Disease Collaborators, 2013) found that, in the US, brain disorders (mental, neurological, and substance abuse) are the single largest source of
disability-adjusted life years (DALY), a score that combines years of life lost to premature mortality and years lost to disability, representing nearly 20% of the disability
from all causes.
Much of the economic burden of mental illness is not the cost of care, but the loss
of income due to unemployment, expenses for social supports, and a range of indirect
costs due to a chronic disability happening early in life. While medication, visits to
a clinic, or hospitalization constitute a true economic burden, in reality the burden
of disease — and mental disorders in particular — goes far beyond these “direct”
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diagnostic and treatment costs. Furthermore, development and implementation of
sound and effective diagnostic and treatment measures for mental health is still in its
relative infancy; many evidence-based treatments and interventions have only become
available during the past 30 years. Thus, capacity building in terms of personnel,
infrastructure, and other resources is still far behind other disease areas (Trautmann
et al., 2016).
What makes these numbers especially important is the realization that they can
be reduced. In fact, for diseases such as depression and anxiety, addressing economic
policies to enhance preventive programs and treatment accessibility, in combination
with accurate early diagnosis and personalized treatments, are projected to result in a
four-fold return on every US dollar invested (Chisholm et al., 2016). Notably, within
the neuroimaging community, blind source separation (BSS) methods have been at
the very center of a push towards guided diagnosis and prediction. Combining such
neuroimaging techniques with neuroinfomatics systems, it is anticipated that unique
patterns for both patients and diseases would emerge, setting a promising path towards the early diagnosis of brain diseases. Such systems would eventually be able
to outline a disease “road map” that could be used to better diagnose individuals,
determine the severity of their disease, and personalize treatment to their specific
needs, thus providing critical support in favor of the aforementioned preventive programs. Indeed, numerous advances in the study of the human brain were already
attained as a result of the successful application of BSS methods to a wide range of
imaging modalities, focusing on disentangling and extracting brain “networks” represented as latent sources. Further trends in neuroimaging suggest an increased drive
for joint analyses of multiple datasets, both multi-subject and multimodal, as a means
to enhance individualized assessments, resulting in efforts toward data sharing and
multi-site collaborations. In addition, growing investments such as the BRAIN initiative and the UK Biobank enhanced imaging study further highlight a requirement
for innovation in multidataset image analysis.
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In order to move towards this vision, we asked the following research questions:
1. What methods have been successful in BSS and what are their connections to
each other and to multidataset analysis?
2. How can we properly assess the strengths and limitations of such methods in
the context of multidataset analysis?
3. What improvements should be made to these methods in order to produce
significant innovation in multidataset analysis?
4. What strategies could be developed to leverage decentralized data and enable
private data-sharing and multi-site multidataset analyses?

1.4

Implications and Thesis Statements

By addressing the first research question, this work adds a key component to the
picture: a new unifying framework for modeling and analysis, combining numerous
methods and re-framing the entire BSS field. This framework organizes the diverse
landscape of BSS models by exposing its key features and combining them to establish
a novel unifying view of the area. In the process, important connections among models
according to their properties and subspace structures are unveiled. Consequently, a
high-level descriptive structure is exposed, ultimately helping practitioners select the
right model for their applications and developers to identify new research directions.
By addressing the second research question, this work identifies key principles for
statistically rigorous design of multidimensional distributions, a central concept in
multidatasets analysis. These simulation design principles guarantee statistically adequate, unbiased assessments about the strengths and weaknesses of high-dimensional
multidataset models. These principles lead up to guidelines for source distribution design that improve the contrast between advantages and limitations of the BSS models
under evaluation. Together with careful experimental design (Myers, Montgomery, &
Anderson-Cook, 2009), these guidelines empower both researchers and practitioners
to make sound comparisons, verify performance, and build solid understanding about
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classic and new BSS models in a manner that has not been possible previously.
By addressing the third research question, this work identifies several strategies
to develop and study a new, general BSS model for joint analysis of multiple datasets
called multidataset independent subspace analysis (MISA). In addition to demonstrating MISA’s competency to solve the classical independent component analysis
(ICA) problem, we show that it can also solve its independent vector analysis (IVA)
and independent subspace analysis (ISA) extensions, plus a novel, under-explored
problem of ISA over multiple datasets. Thus, it has large potential to open new
paths for multidataset data analysis research.
Finally, by addressing the fourth research question, this work highlights two examples of conventional BSS models that support extension to the case of private multisite multidataset analysis. This enables the pursuit of new multi-site collaboration
consortia with a potential to expand research into general population, developmental,
and rare disease areas.
With an understanding of the implications of this work, we put forward the following thesis statements:
1. A new unifying modeling framework can be achieved by taking a fresh new
look at the BSS field. This will lead to a re-framing of its structure and reveal
hidden features and new research paths for multidataset analysis.
2. Better research on multidataset analysis can be produced by rigorous and
careful design of multidimensional distributions for synthetic data, which will
enhance the understanding of BSS models for multidataset analysis.
3. Innovation in BSS for multidataset analysis can be achieved by understanding
and combining properties from previous BSS models, resulting in the development of multiple new research areas.
4. Decentralized data can be leveraged with no penalty to privacy, enabling distributed solutions for data-sharing and multi-site multidataset analysis.
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1.5

Aims

Equipped with that vision, we put forward the following aims to support the study
of the proposed research questions:
1. To review the current state of BSS applications to neuroimaging.
2. To outline a new unifying modeling framework for BSS that encompasses the
vast number of BSS models in the literature.
3. To define guidelines for synthetic data generation intended for algorithm verification in BSS of multidataset neuroimaging data.
4. To develop new BSS methods for multidataset analysis based on the insights
obtained from the new unifying modeling framework.
5. To explore the properties and applications of these new methods in synthetic,
hybrid, and real multidataset settings.
6. To identify strategies for the extension of BSS models to cases of decentralized
data multidataset analyses.

1.6

Contributions

In reviewing the literature on BSS and its applications to brain imaging data, we
have identified four key issues:
1. a unified theory of BSS was not available;
2. proper procedures for verification of BSS methods via simulation of synthetic
datasets was not in place;
3. only a handful of BSS models were available for joint (simulataneous) analysis
of multiple datasets;
4. no methods were available for processing of decentralized data.
The present work addresses all of these points by:
1. putting forward a unified multidataset modeling framework (UMF), which
organizes and unifies methods previously deemed unrelated; the gained insight
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into model connections elicits a broader sense of generalization, highlighting
several new directions for model development;
2. laying down principles and guidelines for the design and curation of multidataset synthetic data, as well as a reshuffling approach to assign multidimensional samples into meaningful spatiotemporal features;
3. outlining a new general BSS model for a large class of under-investigated multidataset problems, thus opening a path for new developments and research;
4. developing novel extensions of conventional BSS models to handle decentralized
data while retaining privacy.
The work presented here is developed with a solid footing in numerical optimization, statistics, and engineering, bring key innovations to the field. Besides partly
contributing to other studies (V. Calhoun et al., 2013; Rachakonda, Silva, Liu, &
Calhoun, 2016), this work addresses many questions that have been largely ignored
in the BSS literature, making a significant contribution to the continued development
of the field.

1.7

Overview

This dissertation is organized into six main chapters. Chapter 2 provides background
information on the properties of neuroimaging data and multidataset analyses, concluding with the introduction of the proposed unifying multidataset modeling framework and a review of the BSS literature. Chapter 3 presents the principles and guidelines for synthetic data generation in multidataset analysis. Chapter 4 introduces the
new MISA model and discusses strategies for its implementation. Chapter 5 illustrates the application of MISA to synthetic, hybrid, and real neuroimaging datasets.
Chapter 6 describes two BSS extension strategies for decentralized data multidataset
analysis. Finally, Chapter 7 outlines some concluding remarks and directions for
future development.
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Chapter 2

Background
Brain imaging provides a wealth of information about the function and structure of
the brain, offering unique views into the complexities of this highly interconnected
organ. In order to parse this information into useful bits, numerous approaches have
been developed to decompose brain images. Currently, new and exciting trends toward the combination of multiple types of information collected on the same subject,
as well as multi-subject data, is driving the demand for novel methods that can capitalize on the strengths of each data type. Achieving this, however, requires strong
generalization efforts to transform classical methods from literature into flexible tools
that can support and combine all information from different datasets into a single joint
analysis. In the following we review common multi-dataset settings in neuroimaging,
including multi-subject and multimodal analyses, the basic principles of data acquisition and preprocessing for different modalities, and a new unified modeling framework
for BSS.

2.1
2.1.1

Multidataset Analysis
Multimodal Data Fusion

Techniques pursuing the combination of information from different types into a single
joint analysis are commonly referred to as “multimodal data fusion” as they draw
information simultaneously from all data types (or modalities) in order to identify associations, rather than separately analyzing each modality. The power of multimodal
data fusion lies on its ability to cue into the underlying processes driving the multimodal associations. To illustrate this point, Figure 2.1 shows a hypothetical example
of the benefit of multimodal studies: they enable evaluation of the joint information
between the datasets while separate analysis of each modality cannot leverage that.
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Figure 2.1: Toy example: Joint information for group differentiation. Two
hypothetical subject groups which are not separable from the information contained in
either of the modalities (x and y) individually. When both modalities are considered
jointly, an obvious separation between the groups becomes clear (solid line).
There are many data modalities used in neuroimaging. However, despite the rich
specialized views offered by each modality, these views are limited, still, due to the
high complexity of the brain. Therefore, no modality by itself can capture all of
the information available. Furthermore, since each modality stems from different
physical and biological phenomena, the data values and distributions often differ
greatly. This heterogeneity imposes great challenge for classical analysis methods.
Therefore, we conjecture that generalization is key to enable direct evaluation of the
joint information and help accommodate these discrepancies, ultimately leading to
new discoveries.
Combining modalities may not only help uncover hidden relationships but also
elicit potential biomarkers for improved diagnosis. Thus, the key motivation for
multimodal data fusion is that a joint analysis can take full advantage of the crossinformation between heterogenic datasets and reveal co-variations that are only partly
captured in each modality.
Finding biomarkers that improve diagnosis is only the first step, however. In order
to translate these findings into actionable knowledge and personalized treatment, it
14

is necessary that the methods used for analysis have a means to also capture the
inter-subject variability. This can ultimately lead to disease severity assessments and
better treatments. In order to achieve that, it is important that new methods be
developed with subject variability in mind.
Below, we classify several multimodal methods using the following criteria: nature,
goal, approach, mechanism, input type, number of modalities, and use of priors.
N ature refers to whether or not a method is stochastic. Goal refers to what kind of
multimodal association is explicitly pursued (mixing-level, component-level, or both).
The approach describes how the multimodal data is handled and can be principled
(pursuing distinct decompositions for each dataset Xm ), ad hoc (imposing same A or
S same on all (or a subset of) modalities, e.g., concatenating the multimodal datasets),
or mixed. The mechanism utilized to obtain results is data-driven, hypotheses-driven,
or hybrid. The input type is commonly problem-specific and can be first-level data
(i.e., the same data used for single modality subject-level analysis) or second-level data
(typically results pooled from many subject-level analyses). The number of modalities
simultaneously handled by a method is either two (2-way) or more (M-way, M ≥2).
Some methods may or may not make use of priors, rendering them semi-blind or
blind, respectively. Table 2.1 summarizes various popular and upcoming stochastic
methods in the literature and how they fit under each of these criteria. In this work,
we will consider only stochastic, second-level, data-driven methods, with any form of
goal, approach, number of modalities, and use or not of priors.
Name

Author, Year

Nature

Goal

Approach

Mechanism

Input type

Number of Modalities

Use of priors

Joint ICA

(V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006)

Stochastic

Mixings

Ad hoc

Data-driven

2nd-level

M -way

Blind

Parallel ICA

(Liu, Pearlson, Calhoun, & Windemuth, 2007)

Stochastic

Mixings

Principled

Data-driven

2nd-level

2-way

Blind

Multimodal CCA

(Correa, Li, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2008)

Stochastic

Mixings

Principled

Data-driven

2nd-level

2-way

Blind

CC-ICA

(Sui, Adalı, Pearlson, Clark, & Calhoun, 2009)

Stochastic

Mixings

Ad hoc

Hybrid

2nd-level

2-way

Semi-Blind

CCA+ICA

(Sui et al., 2010)

Stochastic

Both

Principled

Data-driven

2nd-level

2-way

Blind

Multi-set CCA

(Correa, Eichele, Adalı, Li, & Calhoun, 2010)

Stochastic

Mixings

Principled

Data-driven

Both

M -way

Blind

Linked ICA

(Groves, Beckmann, Smith, & Woolrich, 2011)

Stochastic

Both

Mixed

Data-driven

2nd-level

M -way

Blind

mCCA+jICA

(Sui et al., 2011)

Stochastic

Mixings

Mixed

Data-driven

2nd-level

M -way

Blind

Table 2.1: Classification of stochastic multimodal data fusion methods in
neuroimaging.
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Combining modalities helps uncover hidden relationships (e.g., between EEGfMRI (Valdes-Sosa et al., 2009), fMRI-MEG, (Plis, Calhoun, Weisend, Eichele, &
Lane, 2010), genetic fMRI (Yang, Liu, Sui, Pearlson, & Calhoun, 2010)) and can also
provide more complete descriptions of altered connectivity in different groups (Skudlarski et al., 2010), eliciting potential biomarkers for diagnosis. Table 2.2 illustrates
the type of information conveyed by combining different modality types.
Modalities Combined

Features

Information Conveyed

fMRI-fMRI

-Beta- or t-maps

(multi-task)

of task contrasts (GLM)

the same level in a set of subjects.

EEG-fMRI

-Beta- or t-maps (GLM)

Regions of functional activity and time of neuronal activity

-ERPs

which are expressed in the same way over subjects.

-Beta- or t-maps (GLM)

Regions of functional activity associated with distant changes

-GM, WM, CSF

in tissue concentration.

fMRI-sMRI

Distant regions of functional activity that are expressed with

concentration maps
fMRI-DTI
sMRI-DTI

-Beta- or t-maps (GLM)

Regions of functional activity associated with changes in

-FA maps

the level of integrity of distant fiber bundles.

-GM, WM, CSF

Changes in tissue type concentrations associated with

concentration maps

the integrity of fiber bundles.

-FA maps

Table 2.2: Examples of the type of information conveyed by combining
different modalities. Combining the information from different modalities can
unveil new, unnoticeable characteristics of the underlying processes driving the levels
of activity and tissue expression in a group of subjects.

2.2
2.2.1

Data Modalities and Preprocessing
Data Modalities

In order to grasp the breadth of neuroimaging analyses and information, we present
the typical data dimensionality of several modalities in Table 2.3.
Next, we review some details about fMRI, event-related potentials (ERP), and
sMRI data.
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Modalities

Spatial
(Conventional)
(N > V )
XN ×V

fMRI

EEG
(raw)

EEG
(spectrum)

ERP

N = voxels
≈ 60K-150K
V = (time)
≈ (150-1500)
or
V = subjects
≈ 50-10K

N = time
≈ 40K
V = channels
≈ 20-512

N = frequency bins
≈ 200-1000
V = channels
≈ 20-512

N = time
≈ 400
V = channels
≈ 20-512

SMRI
(T1/T2/GM/WM)

DTI
(FA/MD/AD)

DTI
(CM)

SNP

N = voxels
≈ 300K
V = subjects
≈ 50-10K

N = voxels
≈ 60K-150K
V = subjects
≈ 50-10K

N = voxels
≈ 60K-150K
V = voxels
≈ 60K-150K

N = subjects
≈ 50-10K
V = gene loci
≈ 1M

Table 2.3: Data dimensionality in single dataset problems.
2.2.1.1

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

MRI is a noninvasive imaging modality that offers high-resolution, high-contrast three
dimensional (3D) anatomic images of the soft tissues of the living brain (and body).
In MRI, signals emerge from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) properties specific
to each tissue. Initially, a fixed main magnetic field (B0 ) aligns the spinning atoms
of the brain’s molecules. These atoms are then purposefully disoriented (excitation)
by certain brief modulations of variable radio-frequency (RF) fields, which lead to
particular, sometimes clever, pulse sequences that stimulate specific magnetic properties of body tissues. Signals then arise from such atoms when they return to their
normal spin (aligned with the fixed magnetic field). Such is the flexibility of magnetic
resonance (MR) pulse sequences that many different images representing different underlying characteristics can be created. One of such “clever” pulse sequences provides
means to create a dynamic series of images that can then be compared to estimate
blood flow, which, in turn, is interpreted as a natural compensation mechanism that
results directly from neuronal activity in the brain (Ogawa, Lee, Kay, & Tank, 1990).
This is what constitutes fMRI.
Brain fMRI data provide an indirect measure of neuronal brain function through
blood flow on a millimeter spatial scale and a sub-second temporal scale, therefore
its four dimensional (4D) nature. Because the minimal element in the study of the
brain through MRI is the voxel (or volume element), much of the study of the brains’
blood flow focuses on the time series evolution of the voxel’s signal and its underlying
hemodynamic response function (HRF). Usually, the pulse sequence’s parameters are
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set in such way that it is possible to approximate the brain to a linear time-invariant
(LTI) system whose impulse response function is given by some HRF. This allows
for certain processing strategies that account for particular hemodynamic properties
of the brain.
2.2.1.2

Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (sMRI)

Gray matter and white matter are the two dominant “tissue” types in the human brain
and are both surrounded by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The contrast mechanisms of
MRI refer to both the intrinsic NMR properties of each tissue and the excitation
characteristics selected at the scanner. These determine our ability to generate tissue
contrast (differences in intensity between different tissues) in MRI. Images are thus
classified according to their contrast type as T1-, T2-, and proton density (PD )weighted images. T1-weighted images emphasize gray and white matter structures
allowing low intensity values for CSF. T2-weighted images, on the contrary, highlight
CSF regions and display gray and white matter with darker image intensities. At last,
in PD -weighted images the image intensity is determined by the number of hydrogen
nuclei in the sampled voxel regardless of the specific brain structure.
Here we define sMRI analysis as the acquisition and processing of T1-, T2-, and/or
PD -weighted images. Multiple structural images are often collected to enable multispectral segmentation approaches. Both supervised and automated segmentation
approaches have been developed for sMRI analysis (Bezdek, Hall, & Clarke, 1993;
Wells, Grimson, Kikinis, & Jolesz, 1996; Y. Zhang, Brady, & Smith, 2001). The
near-exponential pace of data collection (Fox, 1997) has stimulated the development
of structural image analysis. Advanced methods include the rapidly growing field
of computational anatomy (Ashburner et al., 2003; Fischl & Dale, 2000; M. Miller,
Trouve, & Younes, 2002). This field combines new approaches in computer vision,
anatomical surface modeling (Fischl & Dale, 2000; Gerig, Styner, Shenton, & Lieberman, 2001), differential geometry (M. Miller et al., 2002), and statistical field theory
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(K. J. Friston, 1996; Worsley, Andermann, Koulis, MacDonald, & Evans, 1999) to
capture anatomic variation, encode it, and detect group-specific patterns. Other
approaches include voxel-based methods (Ashburner & Friston, 2000) and manual
region-of-interest approaches. Each technique is optimized to detect specific features,
and has its own strengths and limitations.
2.2.1.3

Electroencephalography (EEG)

EEG is a technique that measures brain function by recording and analyzing the scalp
electrical activity generated by brain structures. It is a noninvasive procedure that
can be applied repeatedly in patients, normal adults, and children with virtually no
risks or limitations. Local current flows are produced when brain cells (pyramidal neurons) are activated. It is believed that contributions are made by large synchronous
populations although it is not clear if small populations also make a contribution.
The electrical signals flow in regular waves that are then amplified, digitized, and
stored.

2.2.2

Preprocessing

2.2.2.1

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

Currently, a considerable number of fMRI data processing strategies are available
(Lange, Bandettini, & Moonen, 1999; Lange, Strother, et al., 1999). The two primary
approaches either include model-based methods that assume certain hemodynamic
properties and often utilize the general linear model (GLM) (K. Friston, Jezzard, &
Turner, 1994), or adopt data-driven methods, one of which has proven particularly
fruitful named ICA (V. Calhoun et al., 2001a; McKeown, Makeig, et al., 1998). ICA,
in contrast to other approaches, does not impose a priori constraints upon the brain’s
temporal hemodynamic evolution.
A strength of GLM approaches is they allow one to perform specific hypothesis
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tests such as “where in the brain do these specific hemodynamic patterns occur?”
In contrast, a strength of ICA is its ability to characterize fMRI activations in an
exploratory manner without an a priori hemodynamic model, as in answering“what
are the temporal and spatial hemodynamic patterns occurring in the brain?” Both
approaches have obvious advantages. Next, we will briefly discuss important preprocessing steps that are fundamental in establishing reasonable grounds for both GLM
and ICA analyses.
The main preprocessing stages for fMRI are 1) phase fix (or correction), 2) registration, and 3) normalization. Phase correction is necessary because each slice is
typically acquired sequentially, rather than acquiring all slices simultaneously and,
therefore, delayed from each other (V. D. Calhoun, Golay, & Pearlson, 2000; Van de
Moortele et al., 1997). Registration is also required because of subject head motion
between scans. There are numerous algorithms for estimating and correcting for this
motion including those based upon Fourier methods (V. D. Calhoun, Adalı, & Pearlson, 1998), Taylor approximations, Newton’s method (K. Friston et al., 1995), and
others. Like most of the human body, the brain’s shape and form are not at all identical across different people. The third preprocessing stage, normalization, is thus
necessary to 1) allow comparison of brains across different individuals, and 2) use
standardized atlases to identify particular brain regions. There are also many methods for applying spatial normalization, including maximum likelihood and Newton’s
methods (K. Friston, 1995), as well as localized methods.
2.2.2.2

Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (sMRI)

The primary outcome measure in a structural image may include a measure of a
particular structure (e.g. volume or surface area) or a description of the tissue type
(e.g. gray matter or white matter). There are many methods for preprocessing
sMRI data which may include bias field correction (intensity changes caused by RF
or B0 inhomogeneities) (Cohen, DuBois, & Zeineh, 2000; Tincher, Meyer, Gupta, &
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Williams, 1993), and spatial linear or non-linear filtering normalization (Gerig et al.,
1992). MR images are typically segmented using a tissue classifier producing images
showing the spatial distribution of gray matter, white matter, and CSF. Tissue
classifiers may be supervised (where a user selects some points representing each
tissue class to guide classification) or unsupervised (no user intervention). Bayesian
segmentation methods (Ashburner & Friston, 2000; Shattuck, Sandor-Leahy, Schaper,
Rottenberg, & Leahy, 2001; Warfield, Kaus, Jolesz, & Kikinis, 2000) assign each image
voxel to a specific class based on its intensity value as well as prior information on the
likely spatial distribution of each tissue in the image. The classification step may be
preceded by digital filtering to reduce intensity inhomogeneities due to fluctuations
and susceptibility artifacts in the scanner magnetic field. In expectation-maximization
(EM) techniques, RF correction and tissue classification steps are combined, using
one to help estimate the other in an iterative sequence (Wells et al., 1996; Y. Zhang
et al., 2001).
2.2.2.3

Electroencephalography (EEG)

ERP are small voltage fluctuations resulting from evoked neural activity. These
electrical changes are extracted from scalp recordings by (computer) averaging epochs
(recording periods) of EEG, time-locked to repeated occurrences of sensory, cognitive,
or motor events. The spontaneous background EEG fluctuations, which are typically
random relative to when the stimuli occurred, are averaged out, leaving the eventrelated brain potentials. These electrical signals reflect only that activity which is
consistently associated with processing the stimulus in a time-locked way. The ERP
thus reflects, with high temporal resolution, the patterns of neuronal activity evoked
by a stimulus.
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2.3

Unifying Multidataset Modeling Framework

Disclaimer : the following is a partial reproduction of the work published in (Silva et
al., 2016).

2.3.1

Introduction

Despite their wide application range, selecting the right BSS tools for a given
problem—or developing a new one—can quickly turn into a daunting task if an understanding of the underlying structure of the area is missing. This section addresses
this issue. It highlights fundamental connections among BSS models and offers a
novel, intuitive taxonomy, organizing BSS problems into specialized subproblems.
Also, our investigation of various assumptions embedded within BSS models refines
this structure, revealing hidden connections and differences.
To achieve that, we let BSS refer to any method for simultaneous model (or system) inversion of one or multiple datasets that uses only the observed measurements
(or outputs). Then, we put a number of methods originating from different areas in
perspective, focusing on three key properties: the number of datasets allowed, the
grouping of sources within a dataset, and the use of second-, higher-, or all-order
statistics. As a result, unanticipated connections and differences among seemingly
unrelated methods are revealed, culminating in a new unified framework for BSS
model selection and development. A hierarchy of increasing model complexity ensues, providing a sensible guide to practitioners in their domain-specific contexts.
Model weaknesses and strengths, as well as key differences and shared features, stand
out, exposing a high-level descriptive structure useful for researchers either interested
in pursuing new, unexplored directions, or simply trying to identify candidate models
for an application. These properties are finally summarized in a set of systematic,
yet simple, modeling choices, exposing new insight into future directions for the area
and advancing a novel unifying view.
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This unifying framework also describes a new, largely under-investigated class
of problems, paving a way for development of new models. These models are anticipated to be highly flexible, combining and expanding key features and subspace
structures from existing models. We expect that these models will play a key role in
neuroimaging research and improve how we understand the intricacies of the human
brain, laying out a promising new path for future research developments that could
easily extend beyond neuroimaging applications.
We introduce the unifying framework in section 2.3.2. We then describe how the
unifying framework specializes to different models and methods in section 2.3.3.

2.3.2

Unified Framework for Subspace Modeling and Development

The wide range of applications utilizing BSS methods to capture and analyze brain
networks requires a fairly broad understanding of the area by the average researcher.
The terminology and notation from different fields where methods have originally
been developed makes it an even harder task. Not surprisingly, the use of a BSS tool
for a certain application is often unintentionally limited to what has already been
applied to a certain datatype or disease. Our belief is that users and developers of
BSS tools can largely benefit from a clear and intuitive description of the underlying
structure among BSS methods. This is our guiding motivation throughout.
2.3.2.1

The Structure of BSS Problems

The BSS problem is broadly defined as “recovering unobservable source signals s from
measurements x (i.e., data), with no knowledge of the parameters θ of the generative
system x = f (s, θ).” It can be organized into subproblems depending on whether x
contains either single or multiple datasets, and whether or not subsets of s (within
the same dataset) group together to form one or more multidimensional sources. We
propose a novel taxonomy to define four general BSS subproblems, as follows:
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1. Single-dataset unidimensional (SDU): x consists of a single dataset whose sources
are not grouped, e.g., ICA (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Comon, 1994; Hyvärinen &
Erkki, 1997) and SOBI1 (Belouchrani, Abed-Meraim, Cardoso, & Moulines, 1993;
Yeredor, 2000), as in section 2.3.3.1.1;
2. Multi-dataset unidimensional (MDU): x consists of one or more datasets but
no multidimensional sources occur within any of the datasets, although multidimensional sources containing a single source from each dataset may occur, e.g.,
CCA (Hotelling, 1936), PLS (Wold, 1966), and IVA (Adalı, Anderson, & Fu, 2014;
Kim, Eltoft, & Lee, 2006), discussed in 2.3.3.1.2;
3. Single-dataset multidimensional (SDM): x consists of a single dataset with one
or more multidimensional sources, e.g., multidimensional independent component
analysis (MICA) (Cardoso, 1998; Lahat, Cardoso, & Messer, 2012) independent
subspace analysis (ISA) (Hyvärinen & Köster, 2006; Szabó, Póczos, & Lőrincz,
2012), discussed in 2.3.3.1.3;
4. Multi-dataset multidimensional (MDM): x contains one or more datasets, each
containing one or more multidimensional sources that may group further with
single or multidimensional sources from the remaining datasets, e.g., MISA (Silva,
Plis, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2014a, 2014b) and joint independent subspace analysis
(JISA) (Lahat & Jutten, 2015), discussed in 2.3.3.1.4.
Under these definitions, subproblems are contained within each other, as described
in Fig. 2.2, revealing a natural hierarchical structure among them. Accordingly, the
generative models describing data generation from sources should follow the same
hierarchy. Problem specification, therefore, contributes to the description of f (·)
itself and some properties of its parameters (θ) and inputs (s) in generative models.
This provides a new perspective about basic connections among models following
from problem specification.
In the presence of noise, x = f (s, θ) + e, where the sensor noise e is typically
1

While SOBI is typically a reference to an specific algorithm, here we use it to refer to the set of
SDU problems based on sample dependence.
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MDM

MDU

SDU

SDM

Figure 2.2: Venn diagram of the structure of BSS subproblems. SDU problems
are special cases of MDU, SDM, and MDM problems, while MDU and SDM problems
are special cases of MDM problems.
Gaussian. Noisy system inversion has been well studied, especially in linear systems,
with results such as the Wiener filter, which defines a system inversion ŝ = g (s, θ, x)
that minimizes ks − ŝk2 for known s and θ. Source estimation strategies for noisy
cases are different (see section 2.3.2.4) and largely tailored to SDU problems. Still,
noise-free BSS models are often fairly robust to noise.
2.3.2.2

Assumptions that Drive Model Hierarchy

A generative BSS model is completely defined only when the parameters (θ) and
source signals (s) are fully described according to three sets of assumptions. The
leading assumption is the presence of latent source signals in the data. Additional
assumptions act to counter ill-conditions, allowing sources to be identified from data.
These assumptions, combined with the problem hierarchy, induce a set of basic modeling choices, as described below and summarized in Table 2.4.
Presence of sources. Given N observations of M ≥ 1 datasets, we wish to iden
T
tify an unobservable latent source random vector (r.v.) s = sT1 · · · sTM , sm =

T
[s1 · · · sCm ]T that relates to the observed r.v. x = xT1 · · · xTM , xm = [x1 · · · xVm ]T
via a vector function f (s, θ). Learning both s and f (·, θ) blindly—without prior
knowledge of either of them—requires choosing the number of sources Cm in each
P
PM
dataset, with compound C̄ = M
m=1 Cm and V̄ =
m=1 Vm .
Mixture function. The assumptions imposed on the vector function f (·, θ) are
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Model Property

Choice to Make

Sources

Model order

Mixture

Mapping

C ∈ N (per dataset)
linear or non-linear

Layout

fully-connected
or structured

(optional)

Parameter
constraints

Statistical
Relationship

Subsets (which)

Orthogonality, sparsity,
match a template,
min. total variation

Interactions (how )

Type of Stats. (how )
(optional)

Options

Source
constraints

grouping of sources
and K ≤ C
graph (directed or not,
acyclic/cyclic,
tree/hierarchy),
and/or sample dependence
SOS, HOS, or both
Sparsity,
match a template,
min. total variation

Table 2.4: Typical choices in BSS modeling.
characterized by the following properties:
1. Mapping. Mixture functions are mappings of either a linear or non-linear type.
A linear function is any linear transformation by square or rectangular matrices
P
(A) with x = f (s, θ) = As = C̄
j=1 aj sj , and θ = A = [a1 · · · aC̄ ]. For quadratic
functions, x = f (s, A, Qv,

v=1..V̄ )

= As + z, z = [z1 · · · zV̄ ]T , zv = sT Qv s.

2. Layout. The layout is a cross-dataset indication of which elements of s generate
which elements of x. It is fully-connected if s in all datasets contribute to all x.
Otherwise, it is structured, such as in separable models where f (·) is either shared
(e.g., same A) or dataset-specific (e.g., block-diagonal A). Tensor models, such
as parallel factors (PARAFAC), offer further structured layout subtypes (Zhou et
al., 2016).
Statistical relationship among sources. This assumption regards which sources
are (un)related, and how. Only stochastic relationships are considered since all deterministic relationships can be absorbed in f (·). Sources can also be related to
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themselves through sample dependence (e.g., autocorrelation).
1. Subsets. This choice determines which sources are related to each other and
which are not. It leads to the notion of source groups (sk , k = 1, . . . , K), i.e.,
related sources that go together to form one of K groups, which are broadly
referred to as subspaces 2 . The number of subspaces (K) and their compositions
are key choices in S/MDM problems.
2. Interactions. This specifies directed (possibly causal) and/or undirected relationships among sources. Many graphical structures (Koller & Friedman, 2009) are
possible, including “self-loops” to represent sample dependence. For brevity, this
work emphasizes either undirected non-causal instantaneous relations, or those
based on sample dependence.
3. Type of statistics. When random variables are statistically related they are
said to be dependent. There are two types of statistical dependence to choose
from: linear dependence (captured by second-order statistics), and higher-order
dependence (captured by higher-order statistics). Unrelated variables, however,
are statistically independent, meaning their joint distribution is a product of the
Q
marginal distributions, e.g., p(s) = C
i=1 p(si ). Independence implies no grouping
and, thus, sources do not interact. Consequently, both second- and higher-order
dependencies are absent in that case.
Second-order statistics (SOS): This kind of statistics refers to so-called second
moments. The second moment of a zero-mean random variable is E[X 2 ], where
E[·] is the expected value operator. It captures the “scale” (or variability) of X
in the form of variance or standard deviation. For pairs of variables, however,
second moments become cross-moments E[X1 , X2 ], which capture the level of
linear relation between random variables in the form of a correlation coefficient
(ρ). In simple terms, SOS measures how well a straight line explains the joint
statistical relationship between two random variables. Independence implies all
2

The subspace terminology stems from the linear mixture function case (Cardoso, 1998) in which
the columns of A corresponding to sk form a linear (sub)space.
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SOS cross-moments are zero for zero-mean sources and, therefore, uncorrelation.
Higher-order statistics (HOS): This kind of statistics refers to higher-order
moments. A higher-order moment of a zero-mean random variable is the expectedvalue of its p-th power, E[X p ], for p > 2. It captures other properties of the
distribution of X, like skewness (p = 3) and kurtosis (p = 4). For tuples of
C variables, however, higher-order moments become higher-order cross-moments
P
Ep [X1q1 , . . . , XCqC ], C
i=1 qi = p, C ≤ p; Ep [·] is a p-order expectation. Put simply,
HOS measures joint relationships among multiple random variables beyond those
explained by a single straight line. Independence implies all HOS cross-moments
are zero for zero-mean sources.
SOS and HOS are at the core of statistical source relationship modeling, broadly
compartmentalizing the landscape of models into those capturing only one or both
types of statistics. The latter case is considered more general, as depicted in Fig. 2.3.
Often, all-order statistical information (i.e., both SOS and HOS can be achieved by
simply choosing an effective joint probability density model for the sources/subspaces.

2.3.2.3

Terminology and Indeterminacies

We intentionally generalize the definition of BSS to include cases of simultaneous
system inversion, which attempt to leverage information from multiple systems (via
their outputs) to jointly infer their mixture functions and sources. Utilizing multiple
datasets to infer each system may lead one to interpret the methods not as "blind" as
a single-dataset BSS. However, our view is that, together, all these systems/datasets
form a single larger system that needs to be identified only by the outputs provided by
each of its parts. This view aligns with prior work coined as joint BSS (Y.-O. Li, Adalı,
Wang, & Calhoun, 2009), and even more so with multimodal brain data analysis.
Like seminal works from the SDU literature (Rao, 1969), certain restrictions apply
with respect to the identifiability of SDM, SDU, and MDM models. In general, this
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Grouping
sources from
same dataset

2+
datasets

Difficulty

MDM

MDU

SDM

SOS only
Not grouping
sources from
same dataset

SDU

SOS + HOS

HOS only

1 dataset

Figure 2.3: Hierarchy of linear BSS models. Historically, BSS models have been
made more general by: A) increasing the number of datasets which can be jointly
analyzed [see Layout and Subsets]; B) moving from isolated sources to groups of
sources in the same dataset [see Subsets]; C) exploiting SOS, HOS, or both [see
Type of Statistics]. The arrows indicate the directions of increasing difficulty, model
complexity, and generality. Highly general models can address MDM problems by
incorporating lenient modeling choices.
is a result of how well the modeling choices (see Table 2.4) match the true generative
process. For example, the typical scale, sign, and permutation ambiguities from
the linear independence-based SDU models (Comon & Jutten, 2010) generalize to
arbitrary invertible linear transformations of the subspaces in SDM models (Cardoso,
1998). In linear second-order independence-based MDU models, identifiability is not
attainable in cases were two or more subspaces share an identical block correlation
structure (Anderson, Fu, Phlypo, & Adalı, 2014; Lahat & Jutten, 2016a). Recent
initial work (Lahat & Jutten, 2016b) developed for linear second-order independencebased MDM models suggests a combination of conditions from SDM and MDU. In
the non-linear case, however, independence-based SDU models are unidentifiable if
independence is the only assumption (Comon & Jutten, 2010, Ch.14). Additional
constraints are required and Bayesian approaches offer a nice framework for that.
A complete study of the identifiability conditions for each combination of modeling
choices, especially in the case of MDM models, is valuable but exceeds the scope of
this work. Note, however, that for noisy linear models optimizing for minimal error in
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s implies WA 6= I, i.e., W is not identifiable. Conversely, identifiability of W does not
guarantee identifiability of s in noisy models (Comon & Jutten, 2010, Ch.4). Finally,
the number of components C can be estimated by model order selection approaches
based on information-theoretic criteria (IC) such as Akaike’s IC (AIC) (Akaike, 1974),
Bayesian IC (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978), Kullback-Leibler IC (KIC) (Cavanaugh, 1999),
Draper’s IC (Draper, 1995), or minimum description length (MDL) (Rissanen, 1978).
However, we are unaware of methods for direct estimation of the number of subspaces
K and their compositions, except for post-hoc approaches using clustering (Ma, Li,
Correa, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2010) and non-linear correlations (Szabó et al., 2012).
Also, these approaches do not generalize trivially to multiple datasets.
2.3.2.4

Turning Models into Algorithms

After characterizing the model based on the choices outlined above, three additional
steps are typically required to translate it into an algorithm (Fig. 2.4): (i) define an
inverse model for s ≈ y = g (x; φ) based on the modeling choices made for f (·), s
and θ, where φ denotes a system inversion parameter, (ii) select a cost function J(φ)
that is sensitive to the properties of s, and (iii) choose an optimization procedure to
estimate φ by minimizing/maximizing J(φ).

Generative Properties
Model
of and

Inverse
Model

Properties
of

Cost
Function

Optimization
Strategy

Properties
of

Figure 2.4: Steps involved in moving from a model to an algorithm. The
properties of s and θ, selected during the modeling step, impose requirements on the
inverse model and cost function. The parameters φ of the inverse model are the inputs
to the cost function and change according to the selected optimization strategy.

The inverse model results directly from the choices in the generative model. In
noise-free linear BSS models, the inverse model must also be linear, in which case
φ is also a matrix, denoted W, and y = Wx. The cost function is typically one
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that reflects the desired properties of s, i.e., it attains a minimum or a maximum
when such properties are met (e.g. the likelihood function). It also changes with
the structure of A. Thus, a numerical optimization strategy (Nocedal & Wright,
2006) is selected to identify the optimal W that approximately attains such minimum/maximum from data. Typical unconstrained optimization algorithms include
line search methods, using regular, stochastic, relative (Cardoso & Laheld, 1996), or
natural (Amari, 1998) gradient descent, Newton or quasi-Newton descent (Nocedal
& Wright, 2006), as well as trust-region methods (Nocedal & Wright, 2006). Some
variations allow for constraints on θ, φ and/or s (Table 2.4), such as regularized
optimization, null-space methods (Strang, 2007), interior point (Nocedal & Wright,
2006), and multiobjective (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004) optimization. For example,
sparsity constraints on θ = A reduce the number of sources contributing to a sensor,
while low total variation of s has a smoothing and denoising effect.
Numerical optimization is key for Bayesian estimation (Comon & Jutten, 2010,
Ch.12) as well. Using priors, Bayesian methods infer the posterior distribution from
the likelihood function. This offers a nice, principled strategy to incorporate constraints as prior knowledge. Then, maximization of the posterior (MAP) jointly
estimates s and θ from x. Alternatively, maximization after marginalizing s out of
the posterior is thought to prevent overfitting by avoiding arbitrary peaks of the joint
posterior, leading to a better estimate of the posterior mass concentration. Variational Bayes (VB) approaches, such as ensemble learning (Choudrey & Roberts,
2003; Honkela, Valpola, Ilin, & Karhunen, 2007), carry out marginalization while
approximating the joint posterior by a product of factors, each corresponding to a
subset of the model (and noise) parameters θ. Marginalization can also simplify to
the likelihood function when a “constant” prior is used for θ. When no analytical
approximation is imposed on this likelihood, a general EM approach emerges (Delyon, Lavielle, & Moulines, 1999): conditional expectations of s are computed in the
E-step and used to update θ in the M-step (maximizing the likelihood). This was
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shown (Delabrouille, Cardoso, & Patanchon, 2003) to be particularly useful in the case
of noisy models, using the Wiener filter in the E-step. Marginalization of θ following
marginalization of s requires MCMC approaches for approximate integration.
2.3.2.5

Unified Framework

Building on the broad, general view of modeling and development in BSS problems
presented above, we propose a unified framework for description of BSS models based
on charting the modeling choices made for each of the three sets of assumptions
outlined in 2.3.2.2 and the type of problem being addressed. In the following section,
we illustrate the scope of this unifying framework by characterizing and reviewing a
number of BSS models popular for brain data analysis.

2.3.3

Review of BSS Models for Brain Data

Following the proposed framework, in this section we review BSS models and algorithms frequently employed in brain data analysis. Throughout the description,
models become progressively stronger by adopting more lenient choices, enabling
simultaneous analysis of multiple datasets, allowing multidimensional sources, and
exploiting both second- and higher-order statistics. High-level differences and relationships among these models become evident, as shown below. Applications to
various brain data modalities are presented last.
2.3.3.1

BSS Models

Here, both classical algorithms and recent models are reviewed through the framework we propose. Following Table 2.4, we first focus our attention on linear mixture
models (x = As) with undirected source relationships within subspaces and/or sample dependence, and no optional constraints. In all cases, we assume that sources are
zero-mean. The sections are organized by problem, following the structure in Fig.
2.2.
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2.3.3.1.1

Single Dataset Unidimensional (SDU) Problem: The linear mod-

els for the SDU problem assume a single dataset (M = 1) generated by an invertible
linear, fully-connected mixture (see Fig. 2.5). The classical model in this case is principal component analysis (PCA) (Andersen, Gash, & Avison, 1999; K. Friston, Frith,
Liddle, & Frackowiak, 1993; Leonardi et al., 2013; Pearson, 1901), which assumes the
sources s are uncorrelated, implying a diagonal source covariance matrix Σs . Thus,
SOS dependence among estimated sources y = Wx should be zero. Eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of Σx or singular value decomposition (SVD) of the observed
V × N dataset X identify such diagonalizing W, assigning sources to each of the
principal axes of the data, i.e., the (orthogonal) directions of maximal variability.
The PCA solution is unique only up to sign ambiguities. Also, sources with equal
variance are unrecoverable if A is a rotation matrix, since x would then be already
uncorrelated. Its focus on the top C sources with largest variability makes it prone
to error when the sources of interest have low variance.
A very successful model for brain data in this category is ICA (Arfanakis et al.,
2002; Boutte et al., 2012; V. Calhoun et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2008; Makeig et al., 2000;
Makeig, Jung, Bell, Ghahremani, & Sejnowski, 1997; McKeown, Jung, et al., 1998;
McKeown, Makeig, et al., 1998; Morren et al., 2004; Park et al., 2003; Pulkkinen et al.,
2005; Takahashi et al., 2003; Vigário, 1997; Vigário, Sarela, Jousmiki, Hämäläinen, &
Oja, 2000). The ICA model assumes statistical independence among the sources in
s and, thus, all HOS and SOS dependence among estimated sources should be zero.
Cost functions for dependence assessment are abundant (Cichocki & Amari, 2003;
Comon & Jutten, 2010; Hyvärinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2002; Kirshner & Póczos,
2008), including negentropy (Comon, 1994) (as in FastICA (Haykin, 2008; Hyvärinen
& Erkki, 1997)) and information divergence (Amari & Cichocki, 2010; Cichocki &
Amari, 2010), of which mutual information (Adalı et al., 2014; Cover & Thomas,
2006; Stögbauer, Kraskov, Astakhov, & Grassberger, 2004) is an important special
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case and a natural, general choice:

I(s) = −h(s) +

C
X

h(si ),

(2.1)

i=1

where h(s) = −E[log p(s)] is the joint differential entropy, and p(s) and p(si ) are
the joint probability density function (pdf) of all sources and the marginal pdf, respectively. When u ≈ γ(y) = γ(Wx), where γ(·) is an element-wise non-linear
transformation representing a fixed cumulative distribution function (cdf), and p(ui )
is the Uniform distribution in the [0, 1] domain, h(ui ) is zero. In this case, minimizing
I(u) is equivalent to maximizing h(u), which is the popular Infomax approach (Bell
& Sejnowski, 1995) when the sigmoid function is chosen as the cdf.
Another successful method, particularly in the field of EEG-based BCI, is called
SOBI (Belouchrani et al., 1993; Belouchrani, Abed-Meraim, Cardoso, & Moulines,
1997). SOBI considers the case of independent non-white stochastic source processes
si (t), in which sample dependence occurs within each source si through autocorrelation Rsii (e.g., lag-correlation Rsii (τ ), τ ∈ [0, T ]) but not highly among different sources
(e.g., Rsij (τ ) ≈ 0, i 6= j, ∀τ ∈ [0, T ]). This translates to high SOS of a source with
itself and low SOS with other sources, i.e, Rs (τ ) ≈ I for all τ . Finding W that
simultaneously diagonalizes Rx (τ ) for all τ is known as joint diagonalization (JD).
This principle is shared by many other techniques, such as the algorithm for multiple unknown signals extraction (AMUSE) (Tong, Soon, Huang, & Liu, 1990), which
pursues exact 3 JD between Rx (0) and Rx (τ ), for fixed τ 6= 0, and the time-delays
based separation (TDSEP) (Ziehe & Müller, 1998), which uses exact JD on two
weighted averages of multiple Rx (τ ). Weights-adjusted SOBI (WASOBI) (Yeredor,
2000) is a variant implementation of the SOBI model that attains better performance
by optimally weighting each Rx (τ ) and performing approximate JD via weighted
least-squares.
3

Exact JD is only attained in the case of two symmetric matrices.
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Seeking to combine the ICA and SOBI models, COMBI (Tichavsky, Koldovsky,
Doron, Yeredor, & Gomez-Herrero, 2006) proposes a “wrapper” algorithm that runs
both efficient (EFICA) (Koldovsky, Tichavsky, & Oja, 2006) and WASOBI, selecting
the “best” components from each (Tichavsky, Koldovsky, Yeredor, Gomez-Herrero,
& Doron, 2008). Recent developments utilizing mutual information rate to combine
ICA and SOBI principles have inspired unique algorithms like entropy rate bound
minimization (ERBM) (X.-L. Li & Adalı, 2010) and entropy rate minimization using
an autoregressive (AR) source model driven by generalized Gaussian distribution
(ERM-ARG) (Fu, Phlypo, Anderson, Li, & Adalı, 2013). The use of both sample
correlation and HOS of sources provides significantly better performance (Adalı et
al., 2014), although these have not yet been applied in BCI.
The last model we consider in this category is a simple but effective one, called
GICA (V. Calhoun & Adalı, 2012; V. Calhoun et al., 2001a). GICA is a popular approach for group analysis of resting-state fMRI data (Allen et al., 2011) that
implements “spatial ICA.” An actively growing research area called dynamic restingstate functional network connectivity (rs-FNC) (Allen et al., 2012; V. Calhoun, Miller,
Pearlson, & Adalı, 2014; Hutchison et al., 2013; Yaesoubi et al., 2015) analysis has
been built on top of results produced with this approach. GICA models several
datasets as if they were one (by temporal concatenation), assuming the same single set of sources s (the “aggregate” spatial maps) for all M datasets (the subjects):
xm = Am sm , s1 = · · · = sM = s. Dataset- or subject-specific variations in s are
then captured by a process called back-reconstruction (Erhardt et al., 2011). While
effective, this assumption is also somewhat restrictive and recent work suggests that
MDU-type models may capture subject-specific source variability better than GICA
when sm are highly distinct (Adalı et al., 2014; Michael et al., 2014) across datasets.
The class of SDU models includes those that extend beyond noise-free linear unconstraint approaches. We go over some of them. Factor analysis (FA) assumes
Gaussian sources with uncorrelated sensor noise (Lawley & Maxwell, 1962). Proba35

bilistic ICA (PICA) (Beckmann & Smith, 2004) is a FastICA approach that utilizes
a preprocessing step (namely, standardize each observation xn to zero mean and unit
variance) to condition the data prior to PCA reduction. This is based on an extended FA (Rao, 1969) to select the number of components, assuming sensor noise
is very low. Expanding Bayesian methods for linear ICA (Attias, 1999; Choudrey,
2002; Roberts & Choudrey, 2004), non-linear FA (NFA) and non-linear independent
FA (NIFA) approaches (Lappalainen & Honkela, 2000; Valpola & Karhunen, 2002)
have been proposed under a Bayesian framework too.
In tensor ICA (TICA) (Beckmann & Smith, 2005), the PARAFAC tensor model
xm = Am s, m = 1..M , where Dm is a diagonal matrix, is used to achieve a variation
of GICA. Identically to GICA on M datasets, shared sources s are recovered using
PICA. However, Am = ADm is obtained in a post-processing step of the concatenated
mixing matrices. Thus, the columns of Am are perfectly correlated across datasets
(subjects). While this can be useful for task-elicited activation in which the task
stimulus timing is identical, in the case of spontaneous activity, such as resting fMRI, a
model that does not assume perfectly correlated timecourses across datasets (subjects)
is preferred.
The use of tensor representations is also common in cumulant-based SDU methods (Cardoso & Souloumiac, 1993), but does not relate to modeling datasets as tensors. Instead, they seek to diagonalize second- and fourth-order cumulant tensors by
applying the same transformation matrix W to all dimensions of the tensor, effectively
achieving second- and fourth-order independence by driving cross-moments toward
zero. As for constraints, ICA-R (Q.-H. Lin, Zheng, Yin, Liang, & Calhoun, 2007;
W. Lu & Rajapakse, 2000, 2006) was proposed to allow references to be incorporated
and help extract certain specific patterns from data while pursuing independence.
The reference “guides” the decomposition, potentially overcoming high noise issues.
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2.3.3.1.2

Multiple Dataset Unidimensional Problem: MDU-type linear

models assume M ≥ 1 datasets generated by a linear, structured mixture. As such,
the combined mixing matrix A has a block-diagonal structure that confines sources
to their respective datasets: xm = Am sm , m = 1 . . . M . The number of sources is typically the same for all datasets (Cm = C). Although no multidimensional (grouped)
sources occur within any single dataset, sources are allowed to group across datasets
(see Fig. 2.5). The properties of these K = C cross-dataset M -dimensional source
groupings (or subspaces, sk ) mark the major differences among models in this category, particularly their choice of SOS, HOS, or both to describe (un)relatedness.
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Figure 2.5: General inverse models for linear SDU, MDU, and SDM problems. The models are presented as graphical structures where the lower layer corresponds to one 1 × V observation of the input data x. The middle layer represents the
C sources s obtained by linear transformation of x through the unmixing matrix W.
The top layer establishes the type of interaction between sources as described in Section 2.3.2.2, forming K subspaces sk . The problems are described in Section 2.3.2.1.
SOS-only models underly classical algorithms such as CCA (Hotelling, 1936) and
PLS (Anderson, Fu, Phlypo, & Adalı, 2013; Wold, 1966), as well as more recent
models such as mCCA (Kettenring, 1971) and second-order IVA (Adalı et al., 2014;
Anderson, Adalı, & Li, 2012; Anderson, Li, & Adalı, 2010). Thus, in these models,
unrelated sources are linearly independent (uncorrelated) and related sources are
linearly dependent (correlated). In the case of CCA and PLS, exactly M = 2 datasets
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are considered, meaning only corresponding sources from each dataset form related
pairs. CCA seeks a particular solution that maximizes the correlation between related
source pairs sk=i = [s1i , s2i ]T , s1i = W1i x1 and s2i = W2i x2 , i = 1 . . . C, where Wmi
is the i-th row of Wm , while PLS maximizes their covariance instead. For i = 1,
CCA solves the following constrained optimization (De Bie, Cristianini, & Rosipal,
2005),
T
W1i Σx12 W2i

max

W1i ,W2i

(2.2)

T
Wmi Σxmm Wmi
= 1, ∀m ∈ {1, 2},

s.t.

where Σxml is the (cross-) covariance matrix between datasets xm and xl , while PLS
solves a different constraint (De Bie et al., 2005),

max

W1i ,W2i

s.t.

T
W1i Σx12 W2i

(2.3)

T
Wmi Wmi
= 1, ∀m ∈ {1, 2}.

In either case, by Lagrange multipliers, the constrained optimizations reduce to generalized eigenvalue (GEV) problems Evi = λFvi , where


0
E=
Σx21

Σx12


 , FCCA

0





x
T
Σ11 0
W
 , vi =  1i  ,
=
T
0 Σx22
W2i

for CCA4 , and FP LS = I for PLS, both solvable by the power method (PM) of
numerical linear algebra. The structure of FP LS implies W11 and W21 are the left
and right singular vectors of the largest singular value of Σx12 , respectively (De Bie et
al., 2005). It also enables a popular variant of PM called non-linear iteration partial
least squares (NIPALS) (Wold, 1969), which converges in a single step when either
x1 or x2 is univariate (Vm = 1).
4

CCA is sometimes referred to as PLS Mode B (Wegelin, 2000).
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For i > 1, CCA requires additional constraints to enforce diagonal structure on
source covariances Σs11 , Σs22 , and Σs12 :
Σsml,j j̄ = Wmj Σxml WlTj̄ = 0, 1 ≤ j̄ < j ≤ i, ∀m, l ∈ {1, 2},
meaning all non-corresponding source pairs are uncorrelated. While sequential estimation in CCA simply yields the remaining eigenvectors of the GEV problem (H. Lu,
Plataniotis, & Venetsanopoulos, 2013), the same is not always the case in PLS (De Bie
et al., 2005). This is because different deflation strategies can be employed between
iterations i and i + 1, giving rise to a wide range of PLS variants (De Bie et al., 2005;
Höskuldsson, 1988; Rosipal & Krämer, 2005; Wegelin, 2000):

Name
PLS-SVD
PLS Mode A
PLS1/PLS2

Deflation
i
T
i
Xi+1
m = Xm − Wmi Wmi Xm
i
i
i
Xi+1
m = X m − X m Bm

Xi+1
= Xi1 − Xi1 Bi1 , Xi+1
= Xi2 − Xi2 Bi1
1
2

i
i
T −1
iT
i
T
where Bim = XiT
m Wmi (Wmi Xm Xm Wmi ) Wmi Xm , Xm is the m-th Vm × N data

matrix, containing N observations of the measurement vector xm at the i-th iteration,
and X1m = Xm . Alternating the PLS-SVD deflation with the basic PLS optimization
in (2.3), for i > 1, is equivalent to sequential rank-one deflations of Σx12 (De Bie et al.,
T
2005), or to additional orthogonal constraints Wmj Wm
j̄ = 0, 1 ≤ j̄ < j ≤ i, ∀m ∈

{1, 2}, all simply yielding the remaining eigenvectors of the initial GEV problem. As
a result, non-corresponding source pairs are uncorrelated in PLS-SVD (as in CCA).
This is generally not the case in PLS Mode A, although sources are uncorrelated
to each other within the same dataset (Wegelin, 2000) (since the residual Xi+1
m is
orthogonal to Xim ). The deflation in PLS Mode A is inspired by least squares (Stigler,
1981), seeking to remove the variability in Xim explained by Simi = Wmi Xim (the m-
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th 1 × N vector containing N observations of the source smi ) at the i-th iteration.
PLS-SVD and PLS Mode A are exploratory approaches recommended for modeling
unobservable relationships between datasets. PLS1 and PLS2, however, are intended
for regression, univariate (V2 = 1) and multivariate (V2 > 1), respectively (Rosipal
& Krämer, 2005), with X2 acting as the response variable and using the information
contained in X1 to make predictions about X2 . To that end, s1i is assumed to be a
good surrogate for s2i (Rosipal & Krämer, 2005), thus replacing it in the deflation of
Xi2 . After C deflations, a “global” multiple regression equation is derived which can
be used for prediction of X2 from new observations of X1 (De Bie et al., 2005; H. Lu
et al., 2013):
x2,pred = P2 (W1 P1 )−1 W1 x1,pred ,
where P1 and P2 are matrices whose columns are the projections p1i = Xi1 Bi1 and
p2i = Xi2 Bi1 , respectively, 1 ≤ i ≤ C, and W1 contains W1i at the i-th row.
Overall, for sources s estimated with a known inverse model g (·), (Haufe et al.,
2014) suggests that the generative model f (·) conveying optimal interpretation is
the one which minimizes the data reconstruction error kf (s) − xk. When the L2 norm is selected, the least squares solution ensues. For separable linear models,
T −1
T
(Wm Xm XTm Wm
) Wm Xm , and, thus, Am ≈ Σxmm Wm Σsmm −1 .
fm (sm ) = Xm XTm Wm

This is quite similar in nature to the PLS Mode A deflation, except that all sources sm
contribute simultaneously to the estimation of Am . This idea was explored in source
power comodulation (SPoC) (Dähne, Meinecke, et al., 2014), which pursued a CCAtype analysis between windowed variance profiles of s1 (in dataset m = 1) and a single
known fixed reference source s21 (in dataset m = 2), canonical SPoC (cSPoC) (Dähne,
Nikulin, et al., 2014), which pursued CCA between “envelope” transformations of sm ,
and multimodal SPoC (mSPoC) (Dähne et al., 2013), which pursued CCA between s1
and temporally filtered windowed variance profiles of s2 . The key differences between
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CCA and SPoC-type approaches are that s1 and s2 can have different number of
observations and at least one set of sources undergoes a non-linear transformation.
s s
Since covariance is E[s1i , s2i ] = ρs12i σ1i
σ2i , where ρs12i is correlation between s1i and
s
s
s2i , and σ1i
σ2i
are their standard deviations, respectively, maximizing covariance will

not necessarily maximize correlation5 . Thus, covariance might not detect sources with
high linear dependence (high correlation) if either of their standard deviations is low
(possibly the case in genetic data (J. Chen, Calhoun, & Liu, 2012)). Because PLS does
not prioritize correlation over scale, we consider it “deficient” from an optimization
perspective as it will always be biased by the scale of the data. Nevertheless, it may
still be advantageous to rely on this property, depending on the importance of scale
for a given application, such as regression, where larger scale translates into larger
explained variability.
mCCA (Kettenring, 1971) extends CCA to M ≥ 2 datasets. In this case, sources
are organized into K = C subspaces, each one spanning over M datasets, forming K
tuples made of one corresponding source from each dataset. The M sources contained
in each subspace (sk , k = i) share an M × M correlation matrix Rsk . The solution
sought in mCCA maximizes the entire correlation structure of each Rsk . This is
typically achieved by either minimizing its determinant det(Rsk ) or maximizing some
norm kRsk k. Consequently, sources in the same subspace sk are (potentially) highly
linearly related to each other and, therefore, statistically dependent. Typical cost
functions for mCCA include sum of squares of all entries of the correlation matrix
(SSQCOR) and the generalized variance (GENVAR). For i = 1, SSQCOR mCCA
solves the following constrained optimization (Dähne et al., 2015; Kettenring, 1971;
Y.-O. Li et al., 2009), with Rsk = Σsk , when the constraints are enforced, and k = i:
max tr(Σsi Σsi T ), Σsi = W·i Σx W·iT
W·i

T
s.t. Wmi Σxmm Wmi
= 1, m = 1 . . . M,
5

s
s
The constraint in CCA enforces σ1i
= σ2i
= 1. Likewise for mCCA.
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(2.4)

where, tr(·) is the trace operator, Σsi is the cross-covariance among the i-th source
from all datasets, Σx is the cross-covariance matrix among all datasets, and W·i is
P
a M × V̄ , V̄ = M
m=1 Vm , block-diagonal matrix whose m-th block contains the row
vector Wmi . GENVAR mCCA, on the other hand, solves (Kettenring, 1971):
min det(Σsi ), Σsi = W·i Σx W·iT

(2.5)

W·i

T
s.t. Wmi Σxmm Wmi
= 1, m = 1 . . . M,

which is a function of the product of eigenvalues of Ri . For i > 1, mCCA also requires
additional constraints:
Σsml,j j̄ = Wmj Σxml WlTj̄ = 0, 1 ≤ j̄ < j ≤ i, 1 ≤ m, l ≤ M,
meaning all non-corresponding source pairs are uncorrelated. Multi-block PLS approaches exist (Arteaga, Gallarza, & Gil, 2010) but are not common in brain data
analysis.
IVA is a model that seeks to minimize the mutual information between subspaces
sk (Adalı et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2006), similarly to (2.1):

I(s) = −h(s) +

K
X

h(sk ),

(2.6)

k=1

where K = C, h(s) = −E[log p(s)], and p(s) and p(sk ) are the joint pdf of all sources
and the marginal subspace pdf, respectively. The choice of distribution for p(sk ) distinguishes between different IVA algorithms. In second-order IVA (IVA-G) (Anderson
et al., 2010), p(sk ) is modeled as multivariate Gaussian, simplifying (2.6) to:
C Y
M
Y
CM log(2πe) 1
+ log
λmi
IIVA-G (s) =
2
2
i=1 m=1

−

M
X

log |det(Wm )| − const,

m=1
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!

(2.7)

where λmi are the M eigenvalues of the source covariance matrices Σsk , k = i, and e
is Napier’s constant. When Wm is constrained to be orthogonal, IVA-G is equivalent
to GENVAR mCCA (Anderson et al., 2010).
IVA assumes all sources are independent within each dataset, such that p(sm ) =
QC

i=1

p(smi ), m = 1 . . . M . This implies that second- and higher-order cross-moments

between non-corresponding sources are driven to zero and, likewise, become potentially non-zero for sources in the same subspace. For IVA-G, only SOS is considered
so that independence translates to uncorrelation. Thus, IVA-G shares the same base
model as CCA, PLS-SVD, and mCCA, except the latter three seek particular solutions that explicitly maximize some measure of correlation inside each subspace sk .
The relationship with IVA becomes clearer when we consider that the cost functions in
these algorithms assume zero-correlation among sources in different subspaces. From
an optimization theory perspective, this can be achieved, for example, by null-space
methods (Strang, 2007), which first project into a space that satisfies the constraints
(i.e., uncorrelates non-corresponding sources) and then find a solution within that
space. It should be clear that the constraints in CCA, PLS-SVD, and mCCA correspond exactly to IVA-G and that maximization of correlation/covariance gives a
particular solution within that space.
IVA-L (Kim et al., 2006), on the other hand, uses the multivariate Laplace distribution to model HOS dependence within subspaces. Due to its HOS nature, it
leads to independence, in addition to uncorrelation, among subspaces. Uncorrelation is imposed within subspaces, however, due to the assumed identity dispersion
matrix (Anderson et al., 2013):



√
M +1
CM log(4π)
− C log
πΓ
IIVA-L (s) =
2
2
C
M
X
X
+
ksi k2 −
log |det(Wm )| ,
i=1

m=1
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(2.8)

with k = i, ksi k2 = sTi si =

qP
M

m=1

s2mi , smi = Wmi xm , and Γ(·) is the Gamma func-

tion. IVA can explicitly pursue independence in each dataset while retaining dependence across corresponding sources. Estimating dataset-specific Wm and dependent,
rather than identical, sources sm enables greater flexibility to capture dataset-specific
variability. Under similar motivation, GIG-ICA (Y. Du & Fan, 2013) uses the source
estimates s from GICA as reference for dataset-specific estimation of Wm and sm via
ICA-R, effectively using two SDU approaches to attain an MDU result.
Next, we consider the joint ICA (jICA) model (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al.,
2006), commonly utilized in multimodal data fusion (V. Calhoun & Adalı, 2009;
Dähne et al., 2015) and “temporal ICA” of temporally concatenated fMRI (Baker et
al., 2015; V. Calhoun et al., 2001b). Originally proposed for (but not limited to)
exactly two datasets, jICA’s hallmark assumption is that the same mixing matrix A
generates both datasets. It also assumes none of the sources are statistically related,
Q QM
i.e., p(s) = C
m=1 p(smi ), and that p(·) is the same for all sources. Comparing
i=1
to the IVA model, this is equivalent to constraining the block-diagonal structure
Q
to Am = A, m = 1 . . . M , and modeling subspaces with p(sk ) = M
m=1 p(smk ),
k = i. The key difference between such a variant of IVA and jICA is that the
first uses an M -dimensional independent joint pdf for sk while the second combines
corresponding sources into a single one-dimensional pdf. Thus, jICA conveniently
follows optimization of (2.1).
In a similar fashion, the approach of common spatial patterns (CSP) (Koles, 1991;
Ramoser, Muller-Gerking, & Pfurtscheller, 2000) assumes the same generative system for two different datasets (typically from the same subject in different conditions). Like exact JD approaches for SDU models, it uses SOS from two covariance matrices, Σx1 and Σx+ , Σx1 + Σx2 , to form a generalized eigenvalue problem
T
T
Σx1 vi = λΣx+ vi , vi = W1i
= W2i
, and identify uncorrelated sources s1 and s2

with maximum variance contrast between corresponding sources. That is, for C
sources, s11 has maximal variance (eigenvalue) and the corresponding s21 has mini44

mal variance; likewise, s1C has minimal variance and s2C has maximal variance. The
motivation for Σx+ stems from classification: maximizing variance contrast between
corresponding sources helps enhance source-based classification of different conditions. Equivalently, maximization of the Jensen-Shannon divergence (or symmetric
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence) leads to the same CSP solution when the sources
are assumed to be uncorrelated Gaussian (Samek, Kawanabe, & Müller, 2014). Extensions of CSP focus on regularizing the problem with additional constraints (Lotte
& Guan, 2011; Samek, Vidaurre, Müller, & Kawanabe, 2012), leading to GEV probP
T
lems of the form Σxm vmi = λ(Σx+ + p αp Kp )vmi , vmi = Wmi
, where Kp is a
positive definite penalty term representing any undesired properties detected in the
data (typically, non-stationarity due to multiple subjects, sessions, or artifacts). A
general regularization framework based on divergence measures is also possible, with
Beta divergence offering additional robustness against outliers (Samek et al., 2014).
The benefits of regularization come at a cost: Wmi is different for each dataset and,
thus, requires dataset-specific optimization. Consequently, this implies a different
generative system per dataset, which places CSP closer to CCA (and mCCA) but not
quite since each dataset is optimized separately rather than jointly.
Expanding on the jICA model, linked ICA (LICA) (Groves et al., 2011) applies
Bayesian ICA to a “joint” TICA model, establishing a more flexible structure on the
shared A. Specifically, TICA is applied to D groups of Md datasets of equal spatial
resolution. For each d = 1..D, xdm = ADdm sd , m = 1..Md . Like jICA, sources sd
are assumed independent across the D groups of datasets but, like GICA, they are
identical for the Md datasets in the same group, i.e., sd1 = · · · = sdMd = sd . Thus,
Q QD
sources are modeled as p(s) = C
i=1
d=1 p(sdi ), finally combining the corresponding
sources sk , k = i, into a single one-dimensional pdf that is a weighted average of each
P
source’s pdf: p(sk ) = D
d=1 αd p(sdk ), k = i, where αd is determined by the number of
observations in each sd . As a result of the PARAFAC model, the mixing matrices from
each dataset share a common structure but are not identical, unlike jICA. However,
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their columns are perfectly correlated, which may or may not be a benefit depending
on the problem. Finally, the Bayesian strategy provides a nice framework to handle
noise and employ re-estimation of the source distribution parameters, which is selected
as a mixture of Gaussian (MOG) for each sk .
To conclude, a nice example of generalization are the wide class of models contained in the IVA-Kotz family (Anderson et al., 2013) (and a version that includes
HOS and sample dependence (Fu, Anderson, & Adalı, 2015)), which cleverly use the
Kotz distribution to capture both SOS and HOS simultaneously.
2.3.3.1.3

Single Dataset Multidimensional (SDM) Problem: The linear

models for the SDM problem assume a single dataset generated by an invertible
linear, fully-connected mixture with multidimensional (grouped) sources occurring
within the dataset (see Fig. 2.5), forming K ≤ C subspaces sk . The most common model in this category was originally introduced as MICA (Cardoso, 1998) and
later investigated under the independent subspace analysis ISA (Hyvärinen, Hurri,
& Hoyer, 2009; Hyvärinen & Köster, 2006; Szabó et al., 2012) nomenclature. In this
model, sources in the same subspace sk are related and, thus, statistically dependent.
Sources in different subspaces are assumed independent. The simplest ISA approach
post-processes ICA results to form subspaces post-hoc as in (Cardoso, 1998; Ma et
al., 2010; Szabó et al., 2012).
A more principled approach is to minimize (2.6), redefining sk according to userdefined source groupings. Applying this approach, Hyvärinen et al. (Hyvärinen et al.,
2009) assume W is orthogonal, using a Laplacian-like multivariate distribution for independence among subspaces and HOS-only dependence within subspaces, enforcing
uncorrelation both within and among subspaces. Similarly, Silva et al.(Silva et al.,
2014b) use a scale-adjusted multivariate Laplace distribution and introduces reconstruction error constraints to bypass the typical PCA reduction step. Focusing only
on SOS among subspaces, Lahat et al. (Lahat et al., 2012) use a multivariate Gaus-
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sian distribution to model subspace dependences. Likewise, Silva et al. (Silva, Plis,
Pattichis, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2015) improve on (Silva et al., 2014b) by not enforcing
uncorrelation within subspaces.
Stationary subspace analysis (SSA) is a model designed to find one group of sources
whose mean and SOS remain unchanged over time, hence the name. KL-SSA (von
Bünau, Meinecke, Király, & Müller, 2009) uses an approximate joint diagonalization
(AJD) of Σs (τ ), accounting for different µs (τ ), to identify stationary sources based on
KL divergence, very similar to Pham’s AJD criterion (Pham, 2001). It models each
window as a Gaussian source N (µs (τ ), Σs (τ )), and the collection of all windows as
N (µs , Σs ). Then the sum of divergences between each window and the “aggregate”
source is minimized. By definition, K = 2, though only the group of stationary sources
is retrieved. Analytic SSA (ASSA) (Hara, Kawahara, Washio, & von Bünau, 2010)
approximates the KL divergence with a “variance of covariance” function, simplifying
the optimization to a generalized eigenvalue problem. Like other SDM models, sources
within the retrieved subspace are still unmixed. Consequently, SSA is only intended
to act as a filtering tool, removing non-stationarities from the data.
2.3.3.1.4

Multiple Dataset Multidimensional Problem: MDM models were

developed only recently. In linear MDM, M ≥ 1, datasets are generated by a linear, structured mixture where the combined mixing matrix A has a block-diagonal
structure: xm = Am sm , m = 1 . . . M . The number of sources Cm is typically not the
same for all datasets. Multidimensional (grouped) sources occur within any single
dataset and are allowed to group (or not) across datasets (see Fig. 2.6), forming K
dk -dimensional subspaces sk .
Sources in the same subspace sk are considered statistically dependent, and indeQ
pendent otherwise. Thus, p(s) = K
k=1 p(sk ), and minimization of (2.6) with userdefined source groupings for sk follows. Variations include models that either exploit
a) only SOS, like JISA (Lahat & Jutten, 2015), b) only HOS, like MISA (Silva et al.,
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2014a, 2014b) (emphasizing uncorrelation within subspaces), or c) both, like MISA
with SOS (Silva et al., 2015).

k=1
k=K

s1
W1

x1

sM
WM

xM

MDM

i=1
i = Cm

v=1
v = Vm

Figure 2.6: General inverse model for the linear MDM problem. The lower
layer corresponds to one Vm × 1 observation of each input data stream xm , reflecting
the different intrinsic dimensionality (Vm ) of each dataset. The middle layer represents
the Cm sources. The top layer establishes the K subspaces sk , which may be datasetspecific (k = K in the figure) or span through many datasets, illustrating the different
compositions permitted.
With the framework established and a clear view of how the BSS field is organized,
we proceed to discuss proper strategies for synthetic data generation in the next
chapter, focusing on model verification.
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Chapter 3

Simulation of Neuroimages
Disclaimer : the following is a partial reproduction of the work published in (Silva,
Plis, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2014c).

3.1

Principles of Source Design

Multidataset analyses by stochastic linear models of the form shown in Equation 3.1
are becoming increasingly popular in neuroimaging research. In the case of multimodal datasets, collections of multimodal features are pooled from a number of
subjects. The joint decompositions of the multimodal Xm can then be made sensitive
to multimodal associations among the mixing matrices Am (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl,
et al., 2006; Correa, Eichele, et al., 2010; Sui et al., 2011) or among the component
variables Sm (Groves et al., 2011; Sui et al., 2010). In this chapter we change our
notation for V and N and, thus, consider Am is a (N ×C) matrix and Sm is a (C×V )
matrix, where N is the number of subjects, C is the number of joint multimodal
components, and V is the number of observations (e.g., voxels or timepoints).

Xm = Am Sm , m = 1, . . . , M.

(3.1)

For convenience, our description focuses on applications for multimodal data fusion.
However, the methods described here translate almost verbatim to the general multidataset case.
Thus, our interest is in the question “How does the performance of a multimodal
model change as the properties of Am and Sm become less compliant with the underlying assumptions?” Historically, multimodal fusion studies have relied on the
simulation of artificial datasets to showcase new models but seldom to address this
question. Surely, well-designed simulations are useful to “debug” new algorithms, and
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make comparison and proof-of-concept demonstrations. Nevertheless, we have only
recently observed a greater interest in carefully designed neuroimaging simulations
that could venture after particular limitations and caveats of some popular models
(Allen et al., 2012; Erhardt, Allen, Wei, Eichele, & Calhoun, 2012). Unfortunately,
multimodal simulation studies have time and again neglected the virtues from the
field of computerized simulation (Banks, 1998). This is a well-developed area that
aims at making accurate predictions about the evolution and behavior of complex
systems over time, typically modeling changes and state transitions via differential
equations. Evidently, the class of stochastic linear models we consider here is not
nearly as elaborate. Still, we believe some of the same principles, especially those related with ground-truth verification (Oberkampf & Roy, 2010), apply when synthetic
multimodal data is to be generated from these simpler models. We would expect this
to improve our ability to rigorously evaluate any limitations of such models and, thus,
better address the question above.
Translating this into practice involves making complete and gradual assessments
of each multimodal model in different scenarios, both model-inspired and realistic
ones. In realistic designs, multimodal associations are simulated based on the current literature, using prior knowledge about how associations are formed in real data.
Model-based designs, on the other hand, simulate associations in agreement with the
chosen model, complying with all its assumptions and limitations. Generally, when
real data is well understood, a realistic design can help select the model that best
recovers real data properties, whereas a model-based design allows ground-truth verification of a model implementation. Current multimodal simulation approaches are,
for the most part, a blend between these two types of design (see examples in Appendix A). To our knowledge, however, no multimodal investigation has attempted to
procedurally explore the spectrum of designs spanned between these extremes. Our
premise throughout this work is that the optimal procedure to study the strengths and
limitations of any model is by starting with a faithful model-based design, and grad50

ually add discrepancies and violations to specific assumptions towards more realistic
designs. In practice, however, we have observed that designing general multimodal
associations in a manner that enables controlled model discrepancies is a great challenge. Lack of control leads to ad hoc solutions that often are rigid and only reflect
the assumptions of a single stochastic model. We believe that addressing these issues would considerably increase our ability to recognize the key limitations of each
model, especially in the anticipated cases where real data fails to comply with the
model assumptions.
With that in mind, we introduce a new framework for synthetic data generation
flexible enough to comply with many stochastic linear models of the form given in
Equation 3.1 while admitting gradual, controlled transitions from model-based to realistic designs. This is attained in a way that still provides realistic neurophysiological
features. As we demonstrate in our results, our approach to simulation helps identify
unreported limitations and success conditions of two popular multimodal data fusion
methods in neuroimaging: joint independent component analysis (jICA) (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006) and canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Y. Li,
Adalı, & Calhoun, 2007). Below, we outline which kinds of multimodal models are
supported and the guiding principles backing our approach. We end this section with
an overview of our framework.

3.1.1

Supported Multimodal Data Fusion Models

Data fusion employs exploratory analysis to infer associations from multimodal data.
A recent review (Sui, Adalı, Yu, Chen, & Calhoun, 2012) indicated data fusion via
data-driven stochastic linear models as one of the main approaches for joint analysis of multiple brain imaging modalities. Single-modality examples include popular
methods like PCA (Andersen et al., 1999; Moeller & Strother, 1991), CCA (Friman
et al., 2001; Y. Li et al., 2007), and ICA (V. Calhoun & Adalı, 2006; V. Calhoun et
al., 2001a; McKeown, Makeig, et al., 1998). In the case of multimodal data, the latest
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methods have proposed generalizations that accommodate and extend the principles
and techniques from the single-modality cases. For example, multi-set CCA (Correa, Eichele, et al., 2010; Y.-O. Li et al., 2009) generalizes CCA to the case of three
or more modalities, and, likewise, jICA attempts to generalize single-modality ICA.
Generally speaking, the challenge with multimodal approaches resides in the estimation of relevant statistics from the unknown, typically higher-dimensional multimodal
distributions that drive multimodal associations. Using the definitions for classification of multimodal methods presented in Section 2.1.1, the following narrative will
be restricted to stochastic, second-level, data-driven methods, with any form of goal,
approach, number of modalities, and use or not of priors.

3.1.2

Five Principles for Synthetic Multimodal Data Generation

Ad hoc approaches to synthetic multimodal data generation are, to no surprise, typically biased in favor some models simply because of the wide variety of models
and increased difficulty of simulating high-dimensional multimodal distributions. A
statistically rigorous design of multidimensional distributions, together with a careful
experimental design (Myers et al., 2009), should have been prioritized in previous publications. In order to address this issue, we define basic simulation design principles
for statistically adequate, unbiased assessments about the strengths and weaknesses
of high-dimensional data fusion models. A highlight of these principles is the emphasis on careful design of the (joint) distributions assigned to each multimodal feature.
As we will show, these guiding principles improve the contrast between advantages
and limitations of the stochastic models under evaluation.
We establish five guiding principles for synthetic multimodal data generation in
order to help experimenters make conscious decisions about their simulation choices:
1. Declare your intent: simulations should be designed with a clear purpose in
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mind (e.g., demonstrate the strengths of a model, compare models in a specific
scenario, assess the limitations of a model, etc.). Understanding the purpose
of a simulation helps identify its requirements.
2. Be fair : simulations must be as fair as possible to the models being studied,
taking into account their limitations, strengths, and assumptions. Unfairness
occurs whenever conclusions about the quality of the final estimation are derived only from synthetic data that does not fully comply with the model.
For example, consider an experimenter interested in testing a certain model
in a challenging scenario, but his model’s implementation is not fit for discontinuous distributions. Using data simulated from discontinuous distributions
would, therefore, incur additional estimation error to the results on top of the
“scenario effect”, acting like an uncontrolled factor in a poor experimental design and hampering any conclusive assertions about the model. In such case, it
would be a better approach to limit the simulation to continuous distributions,
and study the case of discontinuous distributions with a separate, independent
experiment instead.
3. Control all key aspects of the simulation: the experimenter must try to be
conscious of all decisions (e.g., choice of joint distributions, underlying dependences, and noise levels) and strive to control the possible sources of estimation
error. This is critical in attaining fairness and allows rightful assertions about
the performance of a model.
4. Commit to simple: this is expressed in two ways: 1) make the simulation
only as complex and challenging as necessary to assess the effects of interest
(preferably only one effect at a time) and to accomplish the declared intent;
2) start with the simplest case and gradually increase complexity. The latter
gives a better picture of gradual performance variations.
5. Make realistic simulations: simulations should be designed to reflect real physiological features as much as possible, according to what is being studied. This
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is quite possibly the most challenging principle because it can easily conflict
with the principles of fairness and simplicity (e.g., assigning random samples
into feature maps in an ad hoc fashion may lead to unexpected, spurious dependences across different maps; see the example in Figure 3.3). This work
is focused on how to successfully comply with these principles. For a brief
assessment of how relevant previous works have failed to comply with these
principles and the implications of ignoring the points we raise, see Appendix
A.

3.1.3

Summary of Our Strategy

In light of the outlined principles, we conjecture that there are two minimal requirements for sound simulation of stochastic multimodal models: 1) synthetic multimodal
data should be randomly sampled from carefully selected joint distributions; and 2)
the process utilized for assignment of randomly sampled values into “feature-maps”
(e.g., spatial maps or timecourses) must not disrupt the intended joint distributions.
A multimodal simulation adhering to these requirements can offer full control over the
multidimensional joint distribution of multimodal features, leading to more accurate
performance assessments of various stochastic multimodal data fusion models.
Our new framework for generation of synthetic multimodal data starts with the
design of the underlying joint distribution of each multimodal source. First, we define
the statistical properties of each modality in a given multimodal source, such as mode,
variance, skewness, and kurtosis, and then pick the level and type of association to be
imposed between the modalities in that source. Multimodal association is a crucial
point of our approach. Unlike prior studies, we explicitly account for associations at
the joint distribution level. This significantly expands the set of conditions testable
in a simulation study and enables exploring implicit limitations of multimodal approaches. In particular, we use the commonly overlooked theory of copulas (Joe,
1997; Nelsen, 2006) to model the type and level of association between modalities at
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the joint probability density function (pdf) level. This is a novel, powerful approach
which, to our knowledge, has not yet been explored in the multimodal simulation
setting. The main benefit of copulas is their ability to assign controlled levels of dependency between modalities while simultaneously allowing for any arbitrary choice
of marginal distribution for each individual modality.
After random sampling from all joint distributions, the sampled values are assigned into feature maps (spatial maps, timecourses, other) to give them meaning in
the context of neuroimaging. The idea behind it is simple: the sampled values for a
given source should be assigned to voxels in a spatial map (or points in a timecourse)
so that it resembles real functional or structural features. For example, in the case
of brain functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), larger sample values would
be “clumped” together to look, as much as possible, like realistic activation maps.
However, previous works exploring this avenue (Groves et al., 2011) have overlooked
key implications to the joint multimodal source distributions, in particular the emergence of uncontrolled cross-component dependences. This is a crafty issue that can
very easily occur whenever the assignment process is done independently for each
feature. Unlike existing approaches, we perform the assignment of each multimodal
sample value to the same voxel/timepoint of every multimodal source in the simulation. This way, joint samples are moved together during the assignment process,
preserving the originally designed cross-component associations and preventing any
uncontrolled ones. We show that this assignment task can be formulated as a discrete
optimization problem, which we solve using simulated annealing (SA) (Ross, 2006).
Finally, we have noticed that in simulation studies quality assessments often occur
in two forms: quantitatively, focusing greatly on the precision of recovered mixing coefficients, and qualitatively, focusing on the visual resemblance to the original feature
configuration. When the synthetic data is stochastic, however, the estimated distributions can be assessed as well. Thus, we also focus our attention on the quality of
the estimated source distributions, and introduce some additional quality assessment
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measures that are general as well as more technical than simple visual inspection of
the recovered features.
Our simulation framework therefore provides unique solutions to the problems of
controlling dependence in joint multimodal distributions and securing their structure
during the assignment process. Many benefits stem from such an approach, particularly the increased reliance of simulation results and the wider range of testable
scenarios exploring particular aspects of novel and classical multimodal models at
new, greater depths. Indeed, our previous work (Silva & Calhoun, 2012) suggests
that current approaches to multimodal data simulation are inadequate, since previously unreported limitations became evident under our novel, principled framework.
Additionally, our approach is backwards compatible with several relevant previous
works, admitting for example the distribution choices from Groves et al. (Groves et
al., 2011) and the mixing matrix configurations from Sui et al. (Sui et al., 2010).
Our contributions include: 1) establishing principles and minimal requirements
for multimodal synthetic data generation; 2) providing a general framework that reliably attains these requirements; and 3) showing the improved assessments regarding
strengths and limitations of popular data fusion methods attainable with our framework. Finally, the same framework presented here was key to debunk false claims
about sparsity, rather than independence, driving the results in ICA (V. Calhoun et
al., 2013).

3.2

Our Approach to Synthetic Data Generation

We would like to generate synthetic data that can be used for verification of datadriven stochastic linear models, which attempt to factorize the data Xm according
to Equation (3.1). There are two elements to be simulated: the mixing coefficients
(columns) of each mixing matrix Am , and the source variables (rows) of each source
matrix Sm . Associations at the mixing level are generally defined by elevated correlation levels between corresponding columns of Am from each modality, or by assigning
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the same matrix A to all or some of the modalities. Associations at the source (or
component) level are determined by the dependence type and strength in the joint
multimodal distribution of each joint source (and in some cases by assigning the same
sources S to all or some of the modalities). A joint source is the collection of multimodal features defined by corresponding rows of Sm from each modality. In the following, we describe how our approach to principled synthetic multimodal data generation
constructs these associations. Am is a (N ×C) matrix and Sm is a (C×V ) matrix.
Also, we write Am in terms of its columns (Ami ) as Am = [Am1 , . . . , Ami , . . . , AmC ]
T
T
T
and Sm in terms of its rows (Smi ) as Sm = [Sm1
, . . . , Smi
, . . . , SmC
]T for m = 1, . . . , M .
T
T
T T
Likewise, the i-th joint multimodal source is defined as Si = [S1i
, . . . , Smi
, . . . , SM
i] ,

and the i-th set of multimodal associated mixings as Ai = [A1i , . . . , Ami , . . . , AM i ].

3.2.1

Source Design and Generation

Our strategy for multimodal simulation can be split in two stages. Stage 1 consists
of random sampling C joint multimodal components from one or more well-defined
joint distributions. After random sampling, Stage 2 consists of assigning the sampled
values into spatiotemporal feature maps. For the remainder of this work, we focus on
the case of spatial maps for ease of explanation. However, the approach can also be
used for timecourses without any changes.
3.2.1.1

Stage 1

The first step consists of selecting the marginal and joint pdfs from which data will
be sampled as well as the type and level of association (if any) which will be imposed
between the different modalities. For simplicity, we focus on the case of C independent
multimodal components throughout. In this case, the total joint distribution of all
components factors into C independent (and smaller) joint distributions. Thus, each
of the C joint sources can be sampled independently of the others. Also, each joint
component must contain M co-registered modalities. Co-registration of the modalities
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is a mandatory requirement in our approach since otherwise the joint distributions
are not well-defined.
To illustrate how we proceed with the design of a single M -dimensional joint
distribution, consider the following example with M =2. First, we select the marginal
distributions of the i-th joint component, e.g., we may choose Modality 1 (S1i ) to
be gamma-distributed and Modality 2 (S2i ) to be t-distributed. Second, we choose
the type and level of association between the two modalities, e.g., we may choose a
form of association that is described by a Frank copula with Kendall rank correlation
τ = 0.65.
Copulas are simply a class of multivariate distributions with uniformly distributed
marginals. Many such distributions exist in the literature such as the Archimedean
and elliptical copulas. The term “copula” means a link or bond and was first used by
Sklar to refer to this class of joint distributions. The concept, however, was explored
before using different nomenclature (Nelsen, 2006). The virtue of copulas stems from
Sklar’s theorem, which states that all continuously differentiable joint cumulative
distribution functions (CDF) can be written as a (multivariable) function of their
marginals. This multivariable function is called copula. Specifically, in the bivariate
case (Sklar, 1959),


PS1i S2i (s1i , s2i ) = CU1i U2i (u1i , u2i ) = CU1i U2i PS1i (s1i ), PS2i (s2i )

(3.2)

where PS1i (.) and PS2i (.) are the univariate CDFs of S1i and S2i , U1i = PS1i (S1i ) and
U2i = PS2i (S2i ) are the uniformly distributed random variables obtained from the
CDF transform (also known as the probability integral transform) of S1i and S2i , and
CU1i U2i (u1i , u2i ) is the joint CDF of U1i and U2i (i.e., the copula). The CDF transform
is a typically non-linear and widely employed transform in image processing (known
as histogram equalization, (Bovik, 2009)) and neural networks (used as a neuron’s
output nonlinearity). Under the continuously differentiable assumption for CU1i U2i
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and PS1i S2i , it can be shown that the joint probability density function (pdf) can be
written as:
pS1i S2i (s1i , s2i ) = pS1i (s1i ) pS2i (s2i ) cU1i U2i (u1i , u2i )

= pS1i (s1i ) pS2i (s2i ) cU1i U2i PS1i (s1i ), PS2i (s2i )

(3.3)

where cU1i U2i (u1i , u2i ) is the copula (joint) pdf of U1i and U2i . This is a powerful
statement for two reasons: 1) the joint pdf pS1i S2i (s1i , s2i ) can be recast as the product
of its marginals times the copula pdf and, therefore, 2) the dependence structure
between S1i and S2i is entirely captured by cU1i U2i (u1i , u2i ). Note that the case of
independence is attained when cU1i U2i (u1i , u2i )=1.
Essentially, Equations (3.2) and (3.3) outline the strategy for generation of simulated joint sources. First, generate random samples from cU1i U2i (u1i , u2i ). Second, use
the inverse CDFs (ICDF, or quantile function) of S1i and S2i , according to the desired
marginal distribution, to transform U1i and U2i into S1i and S2i , respectively. This
generally non-linear transformation is well-known in statistics as the inverse probability integral transform (Casella & Berger, 2002) and in image processing as histogram
shaping (Bovik, 2009).
The benefit of such an approach to data generation is that it allows full control
over the type and level of dependence between S1i and S2i solely by controlling the dependence between U1i and U2i via the parameters of the selected copula CU1i U2i . Once
the dependence structure is established, the transformation in the second step allows
for arbitrary choice of marginal distribution, without altering the already specified
dependence structure.
Thus, sampling from a bivariate copula gives M =2 sets of values, each set with
V uniformly distributed values, which are associated in the way described by the
specific copula. Then, by means of the ICDF, the uniformly distributed samples
can be assigned any desired marginal distribution. This procedure always produces
M sets of values, each with a selected marginal distribution and jointly distributed
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according to the choice of copula (see Figure 3.1). We consider the final collection
of V M -dimensional values as a joint sample of the i-th joint multimodal source Si ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , C. In a way, these M -dimensional values are analogous to multivariate
measurements (i.e., multiple dependent variables) in a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) setting. In the case of C independent joint components, this
procedure is repeated for each joint component independently. Needless to say, the
same approach can be used to generate the set of columns Ai .
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Figure 3.1: Data Generation with Copulas to Control the Joint Distribution.
Generating synthetic data with copulas allows construction of joint distributions with
fixed dependence structure and arbitrary marginals. (a) Samples are generated from
the copula pdf. (b) By definition, the marginals of the copula pdf are always uniformly
distributed. Using the ICDF transform turns the marginals of the final pdf into any
desired distribution.
.
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3.2.1.2

Stage 2

Once all C joint sources are sampled we assign the sampled values into spatiotemporal
feature maps. This process starts by initially defining reference spatial maps (or time
courses) describing the shape and form of each modality in each joint source. For
spatial maps, these references are generated in similar fashion as the artificial sources
in (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006). However, in the framework we propose,
they only represent the expected spatial configuration of the joint sources rather than
the actual sources themselves. Here, we consider the most constraint case with a total
of M C references, one per modality for each joint component.
Together, all C joint components, each with M modalities, constitute a larger
M C-dimensional joint distribution with each single feature Smi corresponding to one
dimension. In order to guarantee that this joint distribution is not altered during the
assignment process, the assignment of the k -th joint sample value to the v -th voxel
(k, v = 1, 2, . . . , V ) is made simultaneously for all Smi . That is, the k-th sample value
from all M C sample sets is assigned to the same v-th voxel in each Smi , at every step
of the assignment procedure (Figure 3.4(a)).
Before proceeding with more details, consider this toy example. Suppose there
is only C=1 source and M =1 modality with V voxels. After random sampling V
values from a one-dimensional distribution, the goal is to assign the obtained samples
into a feature map such that it looks like a reference map. Let’s call the final source
map S11 and the reference map R11 . The straightforward solution to this problem is
to vectorize both S11 and R11 (recall that both have the same number of values V ),
rank the values in the R11 vector, and organize the random sample values into S11
such that in the end the ranking of S11 equals the ranking of R11 . In other words,
solving this problem is just a matter of matching the ranks of R11 and S11 (Figure
3.2). The benefit of such an approach is that it admits any probability distribution
and also grants control over the final spatiotemporal configuration of the final source.
Extending this idea to the multimodal case is slightly more complicated, however.
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Figure 3.2: Reshuffling Solves the 1D Distribution Assignment Problem.
In the previous toy example, the hardest part of solving the assignment problem was
sorting R11 to find the ranks of its elements. In the case of M =2, the solution is
not as obvious since references are necessary for every Smi (one per modality: R1i
and R2i ). Clearly, the ranks of R1i are more than likely to differ from the ranks of
R2i . Consequently, organizing the joint samples into S1i and S2i so as to individually
match the ranks of R1i and R2i , respectively, would cause some joint samples to be
split apart, destroying the dependencies inherited from the original joint distribution
(Figure 3.3).
Values

Ranks

i-th Joint Source (Random Sample)

i-th Reference Maps

S1i 0.8 0.4 -0.2 1.1 -1.0 0.2 0.6

m=1

2
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1

R1i

S 2i 0.6 0.4 0.7 -1.2 0.3 1.5 0.3

m=2
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3

R2i

k-th
j-th
joint
joint
sample sample

Eﬀect of Individual
Reshuﬄe
i-th Joint Source (Reshuﬄed)

k-th joint sample
is broken

S1i -0.2 0.2 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.4 -1.0 m = 1
S 2i 0.3 -1.2 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.3 m = 2

Figure 3.3: Individually Reshuffling Each Modality Disrupts the Joint Distribution.
Clearly, any solution to the assignment problem in the multimodal case must be
able to preserve the connections embedded in the joint samples.
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(a) Single-Slice Spatial Maps (M = 2)

…
SWAP
S 21

S 2C

(b) Vectorized Sources and References (M = 2)

S11
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…
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L1-norm
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…

Joint Sources (Random Samples)

…

S11

R1C
R2C

Preserves the MC-Dimensional
Joint Distribution

SWAP

Figure 3.4: Vector Swap Strategy. (a) Swap concept for single-slice spatial maps
(slabs). (b) Swap in general form: swap is performed on the vectorized source and
reference maps.
Our approach to the assignment problem ensures that, above all, joint samples are
not split apart, which guarantees that the experiment is statistically valid. Specifically, we frame the assignment problem as a discrete optimization problem. The
function we propose to optimize is the L1 -norm of the difference between each Smi
and its corresponding reference map Rmi . This cost function is to be minimized over
the space of all possible shuffles of the V joint sample values. We avoid the problem
of breaking the joint samples by imposing a constraint that every element of a joint
sample must be always assigned to the same voxel location (Figure 3.4).
This effectively restricts the search space to the set of all possible permutations (or
shuffles) of V values into V voxel locations. Thus, each permutation d corresponds to
one point of a finite discrete search space D of size |D|=V !. In order to find a shuffle
that simultaneously approximates all M C samples to their corresponding reference
maps, we search over this discrete space D utilizing a discrete optimization tool called
simulated annealing (SA).
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3.2.1.3

Simulating Annealing (SA)

The roots of simulated annealing are in the theory of Markov chain random processes
and, particularly, in the Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm (Ross, 2009). Markov
chain is a type of random process (in fact, a random sequence) defined by a transition
matrix Q that describes the probability of alternating between neighboring states.
Ultimately, a careful choice of Q confers the random process a limiting distribution
π roughly corresponding to the frequency that each state is visited, in the limit of
an infinite sequence. Careful design of Q allows control over various properties of
π, which is the driving principle of both M-H and, particularly, SA. In our problem,
we consider every possible permutation d as a different state and then design Q so
that the limiting distribution π=π(d) is mostly concentrated on a set of optimal d∗
which more closely approximate all reference maps simultaneously. The similarity
between samples and reference maps is measured by some cost function F (d), which
is maximized by the optimal d∗ .
Let F ∗ = maxF (d) be the maximum attainable value of the cost function F (d),
d∈D

the solution set H = {d∈D : F (d)=F ∗ } be the set of all points in D that yield a
maximum F ∗ ,|H| be the number of points d ∈ H, and d∗ denote any optimal solution
in H. Then, define a probability mass function (pmf) with parameter λ > 0 over all
d ∈ D as:

∗

eλF (d)
e−λF
eλF (d)
= P
· −λF ∗
q(d|λ) = P
eλF (d)
eλF (d) e
d∈D
d∈D
∗
eλ F (d)−F

= P
λ F (d)−F ∗
e
d∈D

λ F (d)−F ∗
e

=
P λ F (d)−F ∗ , d∈D, λ > 0.
|H| +
e
d∈H
/
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(3.4)

It is simple to verify (Ross, 2006, p.240) that
λ→∞

q(d|λ) −−−−→

δ(d, H)
|H|

(3.5)

where δ(d, H) is an indicator function with δ(d, H) = 1 if d ∈ H and 0 otherwise.
Clearly, this particular choice of distribution for q(d|λ) can be easily tuned to concentrate virtually all of the probability uniformly over d∗ by simply making λ very large.
Back to the mechanics of Markov chains, and particularly M-H, the question becomes
whether it would be possible to design Q in such a way that π(d) converges to q(d|λ)
in the long run. Generating such a Markov chain is interesting because, effectively,
it enables the generation of random sequences of visited states d from q(d|λ), most
belonging to the set d∗ . Indeed, an approach exists which warrants such property: it
is called the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Appendix C).
Simulated annealing (SA) is a practical work-around to the problem of slowness
resulting from simply setting λ to a very high number. It replaces the fixed λ by a
gradually increasing one: λn = K ln (n + 1), where n is the iteration number. SA
effectively allows more states to be visited before convergence to the limiting distribution, which considerably increases the chances of visiting an optimal state d faster.
After a finite amount of time n = nmax , we select the state (permutation) d with maximal F (d) from the set of visited states and the problem is (approximately) solved.
Using this clever formulation the resulting stochastic process can be guaranteed to
visit an optimal solution point in D with probability 1, as long as the Markov chain
is run “long enough”.
In order to use this technique to solve the assignment problem, we need to clearly
define 1) the cost function, 2) the parameter K, and 3) how long is “long enough”
for such problem. As mentioned earlier, the cost-function we choose is the L1 -norm
T
T
T T
between the C joint sources Si = [S1i
, . . . , Smi
, . . . , SM
and the corresponding
i]
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 T T
T
T
reference maps Ri = R1i
, R2i , . . . , RM
:
i

G (d) =

C
X

Gi (Si (d) , Ri )

i=1

Gi (Si (d) , Ri ) =

M
X

kSmi (d) − Rmi k1 =

m=1

M X
V
X

(3.6)
|smi,v (d) − rmi,v |

m=1 v=1

where smi,v and rmi,v are the values of Smi and Rmi , respectively. The notation Si (d)
is to indicate a reshuffle d of Si , and smi,v (d) is to indicate the value at voxel v for
the current reshuffle d. In order to minimize G (d), we maximize F (d) = −G (d).
For better stability, we normalize each reference Rmi so that its minimum and
maximum values match the minimum and maximum of the corresponding Smi using
the range operator range (·) to indicate the difference between the maximum and the
minimum values, that is,
norm
Rmi


=

Rmi − min (Rmi )
range (Rmi )


· range (Smi ) + min (Smi )

(3.7)

norm
is the normalized reference.
where Rmi

K must be set according to the magnitude of the change in the cost function
when F (d = j) < F (d = i) and essentially affects how likely the Markov chain is to
move to state j in such case. Things to consider in the choice of K are the desired
probability α (j, i) (Appendix C) of moving to a state that is worse than the current,
at some specific time step n = nK (here, nK = 0.5nmax ), for some reasonable fixed
cost function change F (d = j) − F (d = i) (which may require running the Markov
chain a few times to identify a typical value).
Finally, we set nmax to correspond to a reasonable amount of time (which is problem dependent). In our case all 110 spatial maps presented in Figure 3.5(d), were
simultaneously obtained with nmax = 3 · 106 iterations, which took about 17 hours
in a PC Intel Core i7 CPU 870 at 2.93GHz, 3GB RAM. We also implemented some
other stop controls which consider whether or not a stationary point has been reached
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(i.e., no jumps from current state d = i).
Figure 3.5 summarizes our proposed framework and presents the synthetic joint
sources generated for our“fully-simulated” experiments in Section 3.2.3. A high resolution version of the final spatial maps is available as supplementary material (see
Inline Supplementary Figure S1 for full appreciation; see Appendix F).
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Figure 3.5: Our Two-Stage Source Simulation Framework. Stage 1 consists of
selecting the reference patterns (A) and sampling random values (B). Stage 2 consists of assigning the random samples into feature maps that resemble the reference
patterns (C). The reshuffling is obtained by vector swaps and utilizes simulated annealing (SA). Part (D) presents the output of the SA algorithm for the fully-simulated
experiment in Section 3.2.3, which contains 55 independent joint sources (M = 2), of
8 different types (see Table 3.1), each with various joint distributions (see Table B.1).
The figure in inset (A) is a composite of all 55 spatial patters we have utilized. Notice
how some of them have positive and negative values, admitting a range of continuous
values too.

3.2.2

Hybrid-Data Experiment

Here, we replicate the original simulation from Calhoun et al. (V. Calhoun, Adalı,
Kiehl, et al., 2006) but design the joint components with controlled dependence be67

tween modalities instead (Figure 3.6). Our intent is to showcase some attributes
of our framework on an already-published setting, even though it violates some of
the principles from Section 3.1.2 (see Appendix A). Thus, we generate one two T T T
dimensional (C = 1, M = 2) artificial joint source S1 = S11
, S21 using our proposed framework and add it to real data from the same 30 subjects as in Calhoun
et al., using the same data-generation parameters of that work (V. Calhoun, Adalı,
Kiehl, et al., 2006). Whereas in the original work no attention was given to the joint
distribution of the artificial source S1 , here we use our proposed framework to control exactly to which extent the two modalities are related in the joint source. As
in the original work, the goal is to check if the artificial source added to the real
data can be recovered by jICA. Note, however, that jICA (using the FIT toolbox,
http://mialab.mrn.org/software/fit) concatenates multimodal data into a single virtual dataset (an ad hoc approach) (V. D. Calhoun, Adalı, & Liu, 2006). It assumes the
same underlying marginal distribution (pdf) for all modalities, and also independence
between all modalities, which follows from the use of an ICA algorithm based on i.i.d.
samples. The only multimodal association that is explicitly pursued is, thus, via the
shared mixing matrix A, set to be identical for both modalities (A1 = A2 = A).
In contrast to that, our artificial joint source is generated from a nonindependent bivariate distribution with non-equal marginals.

The reference

maps we used were obtained from the SimTB simulation toolbox (available at
http://mialab.mrn.org/software/simtb). Our choice of marginals is such that, after concatenation, the resulting (mixed) distribution seen by the ICA algorithm is
bimodal (i.e., has two modes). Altogether, this design makes for a very interesting setting that challenges the non-linearity used in Infomax (the sigmoid function,
not recommended for bimodal distributions), as well as the independence and samemarginal assumptions of jICA. We acknowledge that such design does not meet the
principle of simplicity since it changes three different factors simultaneously. Nevertheless, our strive is to illustrate how differently the original simulation could have
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• Cosine with exponential decay
• Not a random sample
• Same marginal distribution for both modalities
• No control over the joint multimodal distribution

(Calhoun et al., 2006a)

Figure 3.6: Original Hybrid Simulation in Calhoun et al. (V. Calhoun,
Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006). Generation of a hybrid-data experiment in which a
known synthetic source (a 21×21 half-cycle sinusoid) was added to different parts
of a single-slice of auditory oddball and Sternberg GLM beta maps of fMRI data
from thirty healthy individuals after multiplication by a random number drawn from
a Normal distribution (the mixing parameters, A1 ). Copyright (2005) Wiley. Used
with permission from V.D.Calhoun, A method for multi-task fMRI data fusion applied
to schizophrenia, Human Brain Mapping, John Wiley and Sons.
been designed and we defer the more principled design for our next set of simulations.
After adding this artificial source to real data features (the GLM beta maps from
fMRI) from 30 healthy individuals who had performed an auditory oddball task and
a Sternberg memory task (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006), jICA was run 20
times on the resulting hybrid data in an ICASSO framework (Himberg, Hyvarinen,
& Esposito, 2004) with a different random initialization in each run. The number
of components was automatically estimated to be 9 by the minimum description
length (MDL) algorithm (Y. O. Li, Adalı, & Calhoun, 2007). The sources estimated
by jICA were spatially correlated with the artificial ground-truth and the one with
highest correlation was considered for further analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Ground-truth joint source used in the hybrid experiment, and
its bivariate joint distribution of intensities. This artifitial joint source was
added to the real data of each subject using subject-specific mixing coefficients (a
column of A) drawn from a Normal distribution for a resulting CNR of 0.5. (a) The
ground-truth sources from Modalities 1 (S11 ) and 2 (S21 ). (b) The joint distribution
of intensities for S11 and S21 . Here, each point in the scatter plot corresponds to
the image intensities from the same voxel of both S11 and S21 . (c) The distribution
resulting from concatenation of S11 and S21 (the components resulting from jICA are
based on this 1D weighted average mixture distribution).

3.2.3

Fully-Simulated Data Experiment

In this section, we demonstrate the full capabilities of our multimodal simulation
approach. Our focus is on illustrating all careful considerations that go into properly designing synthetic sources and experiments, according to the outlined principles
from the Five principles for synthetic multimodal data generation in Section 3.1.2.
In order to contrast with the hybrid simulation design from Section 3.2.2, we choose
to further test the assumptions of jICA in this section. Thus, our intent is to identify
what assumptions in the jICA model are critical to guarantee good, robust performance. Our simulation choices will, therefore, be tailored to support this intent. As
mentioned earlier, in addition to the obvious independence between the joint sources
Si , i = 1, . . . , C, there are three key assumptions in the jICA model for any fixed
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joint source Si : 1) independence of the multimodal sources Smi , m = 1, . . . , M , 2)
identical marginal distribution for every Smi , m = 1, . . . , M , and 3) identical mixing
coefficients Ami , m = 1, . . . , M . In order to properly carry out this simulation, we
will consider each of these three assumptions as a factor in our experimental design
and, thus, we need to define the factor levels.
For factor 1, the two obvious extremes are “dependent” and “independent”. However, dependence can be hard to quantify as it may occur in many forms and at
arbitrary levels. Complete dependence reduces to a deterministic relationship (linear
or not), which is out of scope for this work and will not be pursued. Instead, we prefer to qualify dependence using the concept of copulas introduced in Section 3.2.1.1,
and since jICA is recommended only for 2-way fusion, as indicated in Table 2.1, we
consider only two-dimensional copulas. Different copulas capture different forms (or
types) of dependence. Moreover, their parameters typically determine the strength
(or level) of dependence. One case we deem interesting is when dependence is entirely
due to higher order statistics (HOS) and not to simple linear relationships (i.e., no
linear correlation). Currently, however, the literature on the expected type of dependence between multimodal sources is virtually inexistent. Thus, we elect to test three
copulas which illustrate dependence due only to HOS (namely, the circularly symmetric (cs), the non-linear circularly symmetric (nlcs), and the Ferguson copulas), and
two that are largely driven by linear correlation (t, Frank). The level of dependence is
tuned by the Kendall tau (τ ) in t and Frank copulas. The parameter choices in cs and
nlcs copulas (Perlman & Wellner, 2011), however, mostly introduce linear correlation
to the dependence structure, so we opt to use only their “no-correlation” forms. The
Ferguson copula (Ferguson, 1995) is defined in terms of a pdf g (z) over the interval
z ∈ [0, 1]. We intentionally make g (z) bimodal by setting g (z) = cos (4πz + π) + 1,
which gives the pattern in Figure 3.8 (e). Further details about these copulas are
provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.8: Five copulas utilized in this work. The column to the left indicates
the dependence structure embedded in each copula. The column in the middle illustrates a set of random samples drawn from each copula. The column to the right
shows the marginal distributions of each random sample, and shows that in all cases
the marginals are uniformly distributed. The formulas for each copula pdf are shown
in Equations (B.1)-(B.5). Panels (a), (d), and (e) are examples of dependence structures which are not driven by correlation (ρ = 0). Panels (b), and (c), on the other
hand, illustrate the cases in which dependence is largely explained by correlation (i.e.,
some portion of the dependence is linear).
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For factor 2, the range of level options is either “same” or “different”. Thus, we
need to choose a “baseline” distribution for one of the modalities and a “different”
distribution for the second modality (recall that jICA is recommended only for 2way fusion). Also, the default jICA setup in the FIT toolbox uses the Infomax
algorithm to perform the ICA decomposition. Thus, in order to be fair to jICA and
reduce the sources of estimation error, we must select distributions which Infomax
can separate well. This prevents uncontrolled factors from interfering with our factor
of interest. The Infomax implementation in the FIT toolbox uses the sigmoid nonlinearity by default, which separates continuous super-Gaussian distributions well.
Super-Gaussianity roughly corresponds to excess-kurtosis above 0. Thus, we elect
to use distributions with excess-kurtosis tuned to 1.5: the zero-mean, unit-variance
scale-location Student-t distribution with ν = 8 degrees of freedom as the “baseline”
and the unit-variance left-skew generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution with
shape parameter ξ = −0.83 as the “different” distribution. The GEV distribution is
evaluated with either zero-mean or zero-mode.
For factor 3, the level choices are also “same” or “different”. For simplicity, however,
we opt to use the Pearson correlation to determine the similarity between A1i and
A2i , and a bivariate Normal distribution with zero mean, unit variance to generate
random draws for both columns. With this setting, ρ = 1 makes both columns
identical, ρ = 0.9 makes them similar, and ρ = 0.3 makes them very different.
Note that each of the three factors is always present simultaneously (though at
different levels) in each joint source Si . In order to better keep track of the 23 = 8
combinations, we define the following eight source types below:
Type 1:

A joint source whose spatial maps Smi , m = 1, . . . , M , are independent. The mixing coefficients Ami , m = 1, . . . , M , in this joint
source are identical, and so are the marginal distributions pSmi (smi ),
m = 1, . . . , M . This is the only source type fully compliant with all
jICA assumptions.
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Type 2:

A joint source with spatial maps Smi ,m = 1, . . . , M , that are dependent
between modalities. The mixing coefficients Ami , m = 1, . . . , M , in this
source are identical, and so are the marginal distributions pSmi (smi ),
m = 1, . . . , M . The type/level of dependence is controlled by the
choice of copula and its parameters.

Type 3:

A joint source with different marginal distributions pSmi (smi ), m =
1, . . . , M . The spatial maps Smi , m = 1, . . . , M , are independent and
the mixing coefficients Ami , m = 1, . . . , M , are identical. The marginal
pdf of S1i has the same t-distribution as in Type 1 sources but S2i has
a left-skew GEV distribution with either the same mode or the same
mean as S1i .

Type 4:

A joint source with different mixing coefficients Ami , m = 1, . . . , M .
The spatial maps Smi , m = 1, . . . , M , are independent and the
marginal distributions pSmi (smi ), m = 1, . . . , M , are identical (as in
Type 1 sources). The differences are controlled by correlation, which
can be high or low.

Types 5-8: These joint sources combine the properties of Types 2-4 according to
Table 3.1.
Sources of Types 1-4 are “pure” in that they either have only one factor misaligned
with the assumptions of jICA, or none. Sources of Type 5-8 combine one or more of
these misalignments into a single joint source. Put together, these eight source types
give rise to eleven different source instances (see joint sources 1-11 in Table B.1),
which are then replicated for each of the five choices of copula. This results in a final
pool of 55 joint multimodal source instances. After random sampling, reshuffling is
performed based on 110 reference maps indicating the spatial configuration for each
source Smi . Figure 3.5(d) illustrates one out of ten source pool replicas we used in
this work.
Once the factors and their levels are established and incorporated into the joint
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Source Types Generated for Fully-Simulated Experiment
Source Properties
Type Independence
Same
Same
Number of
Marginals Mixing Occurrences
1
X
X
X
5
2
×
X
X
10
3
X
×
X
10
4
X
X
X
10
X
×
X
5
5
6
X
×
×
5
7
×
X
×
5
8
×
×
×
5
Total
55

Table 3.1: Source Types Generated for the Fully-Simulated Experiment. A
check mark indicates that the corresponding jICA assumption is met for the indicated
source type. Joint sources of all 8 types are generated to showcase our framework
but, for brevity, only Types 1-4 (shaded cells) are further utilized in this study (see
Table 3.2).
source pool, we need to design the different test scenarios (or test cases) that can
probe the effect of each factor on the performance of jICA. Here we use the principle
of simplicity, starting with a fully-compliant, model-based design, and then gradually
dropping assumptions by including non-compliant sources from the pool into the
experiment. For brevity, we focus on the “pure” effect cases, which imply we will
work only with sources of Type 1-4 from the source pool. Note, however, how our
approach nicely allows for ample-sized, carefully controlled, and fairly realistic source
pools. Table 3.2 summarizes the eight test cases studied in this work. Below is a
description of each test case, using the term “mixtures” to refer to the rows of Xm ,
m = 1, . . . , M :
Test Case 1: N = 6 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, plus a Noise source
(C = 6).
Test Case 2: N = 16 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, and 10 joint sources
of Type 2, plus a Noise source (C = 16).
Test Case 3: N = 16 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, and 10 joint sources
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of Type 3, plus a Noise source (C = 16).
Test Case 4: N = 16 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, and 10 joint sources
of Type 4, plus a Noise source (C = 16).
Test Case 5: N = 26 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, 10 joint sources of
Type 2, and 10 joint sources of Type 3, plus a Noise source (C = 26).
Test Case 6: N = 26 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, 10 joint sources of
Type 2, and 10 joint sources of Type 4, plus a Noise source (C = 26).
Test Case 7: N = 26 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, 10 joint sources of
Type 3, and 10 joint sources of Type 4, plus a Noise source (C = 26).
Test Case 8: N = 36 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, 10 joint sources of
Type 2, 10 joint sources of Type 3, and 10 joint sources of Type 4,
plus a Noise source (C = 36).
Test Cases for Fully-Simulated Experiment
Test Case
Source Types Present in Xm
Total Number of
Sources in Xm
1
Type 1 only
6
2
Types 1 + 2
16
3
Types 1 + 3
16
4
Types 1 + 4
16
5
Types 1 + 2 + 3
26
6
Types 1 + 2 + 4
26
7
Types 1 + 3 + 4
26
8
Types 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
36

Table 3.2: Test Cases for the Fully-Simulated Experiment. Source types are
described in Table 3.1.
As implied by the Test Case descriptions above, we also included a noise source
in all our experiments. However, using the principle of simplicity, we take a conservative approach and consider only a single additive multimodal noise source


T
T T
Z= Z1T , . . . , Zm
, . . . , ZM
and model it as an extra joint source (in fact, the C-th
one, SC = Z) following a zero-mean, unit-variance, uncorrelated multivariate Gaussian distribution. It is well-established in the literature that ICA can recover at most
one Gaussian source, so we do not anticipate our choice of additive Gaussian noise
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would have any significant effect on our results. The l-th mixture Xml , l = 1, . . . , N ,
C−1
P
is computed as Xml = Yml + aml Zm , where Yml =
amli Smi is the l-th noiseless
i=1

mixture from modality m, amli is the mixing coefficient of the i-th joint source for
Xml , and aml is the mixing coefficient of Zm for Xml . Together, amli and aml constitute the l-th row of Am . First, the amli are generated according to the description
for Factor 3 above (Note:Ami = [am1i , . . . , amli , . . . , amN i ]T ). The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of each Xml is conservatively set to be 30dB (low noise), which is attained by
appropriate selection of aml . In turn, for any fixed l, aml may differ across modalities.
However, allowing that is a violation of the mixing coefficient assumption in jICA
(i.e., Factor 3 set to level “different”). We therefore enforce the same value for all
modalities (aml = al , m = 1, . . . , M ). We still guarantee the minimum desired SNR
2
of 30dB in all modalities by using the Yml with smallest second moment E [Yml
] to

compute al (see details in Appendix D). While the mixing coefficients (Ai ) of all other
55 joint sources are generated only once for each source pool replica, the constants al
also have to be computed separately for each Test Case in Table 3.2.
For each Test Case, the number of mixtures (N ) is set to be equal to the total
number of joint sources (C). In turn, the mixing matrix Am is always square. This is
advantageous since it eliminates the need for dimensionality reduction (and especially
PCA), which is required when N > C. Altogether, the choices of square Am , high
SNR (low noise), and aml = al , m = 1, . . . , M , mark the last piece the of effort
to minimize the presence of uncontrolled sources of error while attaining minimally
realistic sources.
As indicated earlier, we generate a total of 10 replicas of the source pool described
above. JICA was run 21 times, utilizing a clustering-based estimation reliability
package called ICASSO (Himberg et al., 2004), on each of the 10 replicas of Xm ,
for each of the 8 Test Cases above, always extracting a number of sources C = N ,
utilizing the Infomax algorithm and the default feature normalization in the FIT
toolbox.
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3.2.4

A Comparison Experiment

Here we give an example of a comparison study. We opt for comparing jICA against
CCA. Our intent is to compare the performances of jICA and CCA in the scenarios
described below. As we show in Section 3.3.2, jICA’s performance is heavily dependent on Factor 3 and generally fails to recover the sources when A1i 6= A2i , which is
the case for source Types 4, 6, 7, and 8. On the other hand, CCA is constructed to
find maximally correlated (i.e., linearly dependent; see Factor 1) sources, regardless
of their mixing coefficients Ai . Therefore, we should expect it to perform better on
sources with dependence, i.e., source Types 2, 5, 7, and 8.
We will consider the following 4 scenarios, exploring the main effects of Factors 1
and 3 on the performance of jICA and CCA:
1. N = 6 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 1, plus a Noise source (C = 6);
2. N = 11 mixtures of 10 joint sources of Type 2, plus a Noise source (C = 11);
3. N = 11 mixtures of 10 joint sources of Type 4, plus a Noise source (C = 11);
4. N = 6 mixtures of 5 joint sources of Type 7, plus a Noise source (C = 6).
The sources used in this experiment come from the same 10 source pool replicas
described in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.5

Quality assessment

Here we consider the problem of defining appropriate quality measures. The first
thing to note is that the basic model from Equation (3.1), Xm = Am Sm , makes no
statement about the ordering or the expected scale of the sources Sm . This means
that methods attempting to recover Sm and Am from Xm have some freedom and may
find valid solutions up to permutation and scaling ambiguities. This is exactly the
case with ICA-based approaches. However, even methods like PCA and CCA, which
are constructed to find a very specific ordering and scaling of the estimated sources,
are not guaranteed to find the scale and permutation of the ground-truth sources.
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For that reason, quality assessment of any solution to Equation (3.1) should first
remove the scaling and permutation ambiguities by means of matching and rescaling
techniques. Of course, this is only relevant when the ground-truth is available to the
experimenter. In the following, we introduce an approach for matching and rescaling
source estimates in the non-trivial case of multimodal data. This helps minimize the
presence of spurious, misleading errors due to invalid comparisons between estimates
that are incorrectly matched to, or out of scale with, a GT.
3.2.5.1

Matching source estimates

Here we describe how we match the estimated joint sources Ŝi to the ground-truth
(GT) Si . Our strategy consists of computing a correlation matrix between the columns
of the GT Am and those from the estimate Âm , utilizing Kendall’s rank correlation τ .
The Kendall correlation τ is more reliable than the Pearson correlation ρ (Embrechts,
McNeil, & Straumann, 2002; Joe, 1997), and a high τ means there is very good agreement between the GT and the estimate. While matching based on correlation between
the rows of the GT Sm and those from the estimate Ŝm is also possible, and should
give similar results when the sources are successfully recovered, Kendall correlation
is very time consuming on very large Smi (i.e., large V ) and thus we choose not to
do so. Note, however, that when the estimation is bad (i.e., the method performed
badly), matching based on Am or Sm would likely result in different matches. We
believe this is not much of an issue, however, since either way the conclusions would
probably be the same, that the method performed badly. Also, correlations based on
Smi are more accurate when N < V , and should be used when maximal accuracy is
preferred over efficiency. Needless to say, in such cases mutual information (MI) may
be an even better choice over Kendall correlation if V is in the order of thousands. In
general, unless the researcher has special interest in the quality of either the sources
or the mixing coefficients, the choice over matching based on Sm or Am , respectively,
should be made based on how computationally fast and accurate the measurement
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(here, Kendall correlation) will be. In this work, we opted for computational speed,
using Am to establish the matching since V >> N . Note that correlations based
on Sm would have been more accurate but the robustness of Kendall correlations
somewhat mitigates for the lower accuracy of using Am . An alternative would be to
compute both source- and mixing-based Kendall correlations and combine them by
either selecting the largest or the smallest correlation for each element of the correlation matrix. This would either favor strengths or penalize weaknesses of multimodal
methods, respectively. Ultimately, the decision is dependent on the problem and the
needs/interests of the simulation study being conducted.
In our experiments, the information contained in the estimated mixing coefficients
Âm sufficed to correctly match Ŝi to Si . However, we have also observed that multiple Ŝj can be matched to a single Si in some cases, particularly when the multimodal
method used to obtain Ŝi fails to preserve the joint distribution and splits the modalities from a single Si into multiple Ŝj . This typically happens when the method
assumes identical, shared mixing coefficients Am , m = 1, . . . , M , but in reality they
are not (e.g., when jICA is applied on Test Cases that include sources of Type 4; see
Figure 3.12). The problem in such cases is that the Smi in the i-th joint source are
each estimated by a different Ŝj . In order to account for that, we have worked out a
set of rules that define a successful match: 1) an estimate index j may be matched to
some GT index i only once; 2) at most M matches can be made to a GT index i, and
only one per modality; 3) finally, there can be at most C matches in total. Below, we
provide an algorithm that permits multiple Ŝj to match a single Si using these three
rules:
1. Compute a matrix Tm of absolute value Kendall correlations for each modality.
Each Tm contains the correlations between all Ami and all Âmj , i, j = 1, . . . , C;
2. Compute a summary correlation matrix Tmax consisting only of the maximum
correlations across modalities;
3. Define a new matrix Jmax that contains the modality number m that originated
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each entry of Tmax . If Jmax
= 2, then the correlation value in Tmax
was
11
11
contains the highest (in absolute value)
obtained from T2 . In general, Tmax
ij
out of M correlations between Si and Ŝj , i, j = 1, . . . , C. Jmax
contains the
ij
number of the modality with the highest correlation;
4. Start an empty list of matches. Each entry in the list will contain a triplet: the
row i of Tmax , the column j of Tmax , and the corresponding modality number
in Jmax
ij
5. Scan through the correlations in Tmax in descending order. For each correlation
Tmax
do:
ij
(a) IF an estimate index j has not been matched yet, AND (a GT index i
occurred less than M times AND not for the modality in Jmax
ij )), THEN
insert the current triplet in the list.
(b) IF the list contains C rows, THEN the list is full, quit the algorithm.
ELSE repeat step 5 on the next largest Tmax
ij .
It is worth noting that this algorithm will work for the case of M = 1 as well. We have
observed that applying the proposed matching algorithm on each modality separately
(using Tm ) leads to matchings that differ from those obtained using Tmax , which we
indicate in Figure 3.12 by “Alt-Match”.
3.2.5.2

Rescaling Source Estimates

Once we have found a correspondence between estimate and GT it is simple to address
the scaling issue. First, for each item in the list of matches, if Tmax
> 0.2 we choose to
ij
fit a least-squares linear regression model between the estimate Ŝmj and the groundtruth Smi . This is valid since we are assuming the model from Equation (3.1). Once
we have the model fit, we take only the scaling parameter βmj and use it to rescale
Ŝmj . When Tmax
< 0.2, we prefer to adjust the interquartile range (IQR) of Ŝmj to
ij
match the IQR of Smi instead, since the linear fit approach works well only when
estimation is at least somewhat good.
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Note, however, that for the same joint source Ŝj , βmj might differ across modalities.
This is fine in most cases, except for methods that assume the same mixing matrix for
all modalities (including jICA). For example, given that the manner in which jICA
concatenates all modalities into a single virtual dataset, then only one βj should be
computed and used for all modalities in Ŝj . In such cases, the modality from which
we compute βj is selected from Jmax
ij .
3.2.5.3

Assessing Performance

We consider two forms of performance evaluation: one global and the other specific.
A global performance indicator can be obtained by understanding that the estimation
of Am and Sm is obtained via an unmixing matrix Ŵm . Since the ground-truth Am is
a square, invertible matrix by design, it is reasonable to expect that Ŵm Am ≈ I when
the estimation is successful (I is the identity matrix), after correcting for scaling and
permutation ambiguities. The normalized Moreau-Amari’s inter-symbol interference
(ISI) (Amari, Cichocki, & Yang, 1996; Macchi & Moreau, 1995) is invariant to scaling
and permutation ambiguities, as opposed to, say, the metric used in (Daubechies
et al., 2009), which makes it advantageous for assessing estimation accuracy. The
normalized ISI is defined as:

ISI(H) =

1
2C(C − 1)



C
C
X
X

−1 +
i=1

j=1



|hij | 
+
max |hik |
k

C
X
j=1


−1 +

C
X
i=1



|hij | 
max |hkj |
k

(3.8)
Here, hij are the elements of the matrix H = Ŵm Am , and C is the number of
sources. The normalized ISI is bounded between 0 and 1 and the lower the value the
better the separation performance. ISI is zero if and only if the model is identified up
to the scaling and permutation ambiguities. Since Am , m = 1, . . . , M , can differ from
each other, the ISI may differ across modalities and, thus, we report each separately.
Global performance indicators such as the ISI are great for quick assessments but
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lack specificity. We believe it is also important to assess the quality of individual
estimates Ŝmj . For that reason, we adopt two measures: the normalized mean square
error (NMSE) and the normalized mutual information (NMI) between estimates Ŝmj
and GTs Smi , m = 1, . . . , M . Note that both NMSE and NMI are sensitive to scaling and permutation ambiguities and, therefore, we use only matched and rescaled
estimates Ŝmj with these measures. A low NMSE indicates good performance. From
experimental observation, NMSE < 0.1 (< 10% error) is indicative of “good” estimation. NMSE < 0.001 (< 0.1% error) is “excellent”. NMSE > 0.5 (> 50% error) is “very
poor”. NMSE between 0.1 and 0.5 is just “poor”. On the other hand, low NMI values
mean “not related” and, thus, “very poor” estimation. Large values mean “identical”
and, thus, “excellent” estimation performance. We estimated mutual information using the estimator proposed in (Peng, Long, & Ding, 2005) and observed that NMI
> 0.6 is equivalent to NMSE < 0.1, NMI > 0.9 is equivalent to NMSE < 0.001,
and NMI < 0.37 is equivalent to NMSE > 0.5. Both NMI and NMSE have behaved
equivalently in all reported results, although their relationship is clearly non-linear.
Further details about NMSE and NMI are provided in Appendix A.


Both NMSE and NMI were computed for every matched pair Ŝmj , Smi , m =
1, . . . , M . Since there are only two modalities in our experiments, we reported the
obtained values in a scatterplot with the value obtained in Modality 1 and Modality
2 along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively.

3.3

Results

In the following, we review the results for the experiments described in Sections 3.2.23.2.4. In the hybrid case, the synthetic source is designed to display some level of
multimodal association at the joint distribution level in addition to the usual mixing
level association. In the fully-simulated case, we are much more careful with the
joint source design, in an attempt to assess each of the basic jICA assumptions. In
particular, we consider the main effects of source Types 1-4 in Test Cases 1-4, and
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their interactions with each other in Test Cases 5-8. In all fully-simulated test cases
we include sources of Type 1 to serve as a “baseline” for comparison purposes (recall
that Type 1 sources are fully compliant with the jICA assumptions). Finally, in the
comparison study, we take a basic approach and consider only the main effects of
source Types 1,2,4, and 7 on the performances of both jICA and CCA.

3.3.1

Hybrid-Data Experiment

We start with the spatial maps of the estimated joint sources (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Hybrid-Data Estimation Results-Spatial Maps. Ground-truth joint
source (top) and jICA estimate images (bottom). The voxel values are in log-scale to
enhance visualization:f (v) = sgn (v) · log2 (| v | + 1) .
The salient spatial map features of Modalities 1 (S11 ) and 2 (S21 ) are very nicely
captured by the jICA estimates while only S11 had its background more correctly
estimated (see also the scatter plots in Figure 3.11). Careful analysis of these spatial
maps reveals the existence of relationships between the two ground-truth spatial maps
which are apparently lost after the estimation (notice how the “activation regions”
from S11 are slightly present in S21 but not so in Ŝ21 ). This is indication that the
multimodal association that was present in the ground-truth joint pdf was not entirely
captured in the estimate.
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Figure 3.10: Component distributions. Concatenation appears to cause “leaking”
in the joint distribution. (a) The distribution resulting from the concatenation of S11
and S21 . The components resulting from jICA are an estimate of this 1D distribution.
Notice that the estimated distribution was unimodal and centered on one of the peaks
of the ground-truth bimodal distribution. (b) The ground-truth and (c) estimated
joint distributions of S11 and S21 . Here, each point in the scatter plot corresponds to
the image intensities from the same voxel of S11 and S21 .
Figure 3.10 (a) also indicates the effect of the sigmoid non-linearity used in Infomax and its limitation in modeling distributions with multiple dominant modes.
Notice how the algorithm selects one of the modes of the concatenated distribution
and not the other (the estimated distribution is centered on the left mode, which
corresponds to S11 ). This is indication that the results favor over S11 over S21 .
Indeed, Figure 3.11 (a-b) further illustrates this point: the distribution of S11
is better estimated than that of S21 . However, Figure 3.11 (c-d) shows that the
estimation is not entirely good, otherwise all points would have fallen on top of the
red line. These plots indicate that the voxels closer in value to the mode (in each
ground-truth) were more likely to be incorrectly estimated than those further out
in the tails of the marginal distribution. This is the reason why the salient visible
features (larger absolute values) of each modality have been nicely recovered in both
maps. Nevertheless, the bulk of the voxels (in what might seem as just background
noise) were incorrectly estimated, and the multimodal associations present in those
voxels were lost.
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Figure 3.11: Marginal distributions. Ground-truth and estimated marginal distributions of (a)S11 and (b) S21 , respectively. (c), (d) Scatter plots of S11 versus Ŝ11
and S21 versus Ŝ21 , respectively. Concatenation appears to cause cross-contamination
between the marginals, favoring one over the other.

3.3.2

Fully-Simulated Data Experiment

We start with the Kendall rank correlation matrices for each test case of one dataset
replica. The values for τ indicate the level of association between ground-truth and
estimates. |τ | = 1 means that the estimated mixing coefficients and the ground-truth
mixing coefficients are completely dependent (which is the case when the estimation
is successful). The row numbers indicate the joint components (from the list of 55
described in Table B.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.5) that are present in that test
case. Component 56 is the Gaussian noise source described previously and is present
in all test cases. The column numbers indicate the component numbers in the order
in which they were estimated by jICA, and we display them in the order they were
matched to the ground-truth. We threshold the images at |τ | > 0.375 for display
purposes. The circles and stars indicate to which ground-truth the estimates were
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matched. We use stars for GT sources of Type 4 and cyan dots for all other types.
The green dots (Alt-Match) correspond to the matching obtained when we consider
each modality individually, and illustrates how they can differ from the proposed
matching algorithm results. The green and yellow stars indicate the lowly and highly
correlated versions of Type 4 GT sources, respectively.
For all test cases that did not include sources of Type 4, the matching results were
the same for our algorithm and for those obtained from each modality individually.
However, when sources of Type 4 with ρ = 0.3 were present in the mixtures, we
observed that sometimes more than one estimate were matched to a single groundtruth, once in each modality (e.g., Test Case 4, GT source 17). This is an interesting
and novel result. It suggests that jICA “wastes” two component estimates to recover
the information from both modalities of a single GT source. As a result of that, some
GT sources end up with no matches, which we interpret as a miss by jICA. This is
possibly why in Test Case 7, GT source 39 had a match in only one modality; the
other modality required an extra component to be estimated but was missed because
there were no sources left to estimate. This kind of “omission” behavior from jICA
was very seldom observed in sources of Type 4 with ρ = 0.9, possibly because good
estimation of the mixing coefficients from either modality led to the same match in
the other modality (recall that sources of Type 4 have different mixing coefficients
but independent, identical marginal pdfs).
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Final GT Matching and Kendall Rank Correlation matrices (Tm) for each modality
(all Test Cases, single dataset replica)
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Figure 3.12: Kendall rank correlation matrices (Tm ) for all test cases of
one dataset replica. τ indicates the level of association between ground-truth and
estimates.|τ | = 1 means that an estimated map and a ground-truth map are completely dependent (which is the case when the estimation is successful).Row numbers
indicate the joint components present in each test case.
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Figure 3.12: Column numbers indicate the component numbers in the order in which
they were estimated by jICA. We threshold the images at |τ | > 0.375 for display
purposes. The circles and stars indicate to which ground-truth the estimates were
matched. Stars indicate GT sources of Type 4 and cyan dots all other types. Green
dots (Alt-Match) correspond to the matching obtained when we consider each modality individually. The green and yellow stars indicate the lowly and highly correlated
versions of Type 4 GT sources, respectively.
Next, in Figure 3.13, we present the global performance measurement ISI for both
modalities in one replica of all test cases presented in Table 3.2. We have used color
coding to identify the Test Case, and shape to identify the number of modalities with
“good” estimation (since in some cases each modality may have a different mixing
matrix Am ). Smaller values indicate better performance. Test cases which include
sources of Type 4 tend to perform much worse than all other test cases.
Global Performance − ISI
Modalities with
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Figure 3.13: Global performance (ISI). ISI was computed for each modality. Since
there are only two modalities in these experiments, we report the obtained values in
a scatterplot with the value obtained in Modality 1 and Modality 2 along the x-axis
and y-axis, respectively. In the cases where sources of Type 4 were not present in the
mixtures, the mixing matrices Am were identical for both modalities and the results
for each modality were therefore the same. We have used color coding to identify the
Test Case, and shape to identify the number of modalities with “good” estimation.
Smaller values indicate better performance. Test cases which include sources of Type
4 tend to perform much worse than all other test cases.
Next, we consider the more specific performance measures: NMSE and NMI. Here
we want to assess the quality of each Ŝmj by comparing it to its matched GT source
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Smi . Notice that when several estimates are matched to the same ground-truth, we
plot the NMSE for each match, which is why in such cases the GT source index
number (i) appears more than once in the same plot. NMI plots were consistent
with the NMSE plots and are available in the supplemental material. Figure 3.14
(a) shows the NMSE between estimated sources Ŝmj and ground-truth sources Smi ,
while Figure 3.14 (b) shows the NMSE between estimated mixing coefficients Âmj
and ground-truth mixing coefficients Ami . For Test Case 1 we see that if all model
assumptions are met, the quality of the estimation is remarkably good. In Test Case
2, only the assumption of independence at the joint source level is violated, leading
to only a small change in performance. In Test Case 3, only the assumption of equal
marginal distributions is violated, leading to a considerable reduction in performance.
In Test Case 4, we observe the worst results among the first four “pure” test cases,
suggesting that considerable differences in the mixing coefficients between modalities
(i.e., low mixing level associations) lead to incorrect estimations by jICA.
In Test Cases 4, 6, 7, and 8 the presence of Type 4 sources had an interesting effect:
it amplified the errors in non-Type 4 sources. This is an important observation as it
suggests that the validity of the identical mixing level assumption is fundamental to
warrant the use of jICA in practice.
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Fully-Simulated Experiment
Quality Assessment of Test Cases 1-8 (single dataset replica)
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Figure 3.14: NMSE for all components in all test cases of a single dataset
replica. Test Cases 1, 2, and 5 indicate that sources of Type 1 and 2 can be easily
recovered by jICA, even in the presence of Type 3 sources. Test Cases 3 and 5 indicate
the same reduction in performance for sources of Type 3 in the case of different means
between the modalities. Together, Test Cases 1, 2, 3, and 5 indicate that sources of
Type 1, 2, and 3 have very consistent performance with little interference on one
another. On the other hand, in Test Cases 4, 6, 7, and 8 the presence of Type 4
sources amplified the errors in non-Type 4 sources. This suggests that even if only a
few components do not comply with the identical mixing level assumption the good
performance of jICA is no longer warranted.
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In Figure 3.15 we illustrate the “baseline” case of source Type 1. Here, the GT
sources are fully compliant with the jICA assumptions (i.e., only strong mixing level
associations are present: A1 = A2 ). No surprise, the results are excellent. In particular, panel (a) indicates that the recovered spatial maps are nearly identical to
the ground-truth (the error is near zero). Panel (b) illustrates the nearly perfect recovery of the marginal distributions for each modality and for the concatenated case
as well. Panel (c) is a scatter plot of the estimated versus ground-truth values for
each modality. The near-one Kendall τ suggests the estimate is very accurate, which
is consistent with the fact that all points in the scatter plot fall right on top of the
dashed diagonal line. Panel (d) compares the estimated and ground-truth mixing
coefficient values (recall that these are identical between modalities (A1 = A2 ) for
source Types 1, 2, and 3 but not for source Type 4 (A1 6= A2 )). Finally, panel (e)
compares the estimated and GT multimodal joint distributions. The estimated joint
distribution is obtained by “deconcatenating” the joint source post hoc (i.e., after estimation). Clearly, all results tell a concise story: sources of Type 1 are easily recovered
by jICA with very good, accurate estimation.
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Figure 3.15: Detail: Test Case 1, GT source 45. Sources of Type 1 are easily
recovered by jICA with very good, accurate estimation.

In Figure 3.16, we illustrate the case of Type 3 sources. These sources have
only mixing level associations and their marginals have either different means or
different modes. Figure 3.16 illustrates the case of different means (GT source 4).
We observed that the estimation is poor (high NMSE) but mostly because jICA
incorrectly estimated the center (mean) of the marginal distributions. This is reflected
in the scatter plots of panel (c), which show the cloud of dots are parallel to the dashed
diagonal line. Nevertheless, jICA seems to capture the marginal distribution shapes
quite well. Moreover, we notice that the cloud of dots in the scatter plots of panel (c)
suggest that values near the mode of the marginals are estimated with less accuracy
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than the values near their tails. This is consistent with panel (a), which shows that
the salient features (“activation regions”) in the spatial maps are nicely recovered.
The estimation of mixing coefficients is also remarkably good (Kendall τ = 0.933).
Contrary to our expectations, we observed that jICA was able to estimate sources
whose marginals had the same mean but different modes.

Figure 3.16: Detail: Test Case 3, GT source 4. JICA incorrectly estimated the
mean of the marginal distributions although it seems to capture their shapes quite
well.
In Figure 3.17 we illustrate the details of sources of Type 4 with low mixing level
association (ρ = 0.3). Note the two estimates that were necessary to extract the
information from a single joint source. We observed no cross-component contamination, however. Also, once we realize that sources of Type 4 are actually sources
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with no multimodal associations, it is no surprise that the modalities end up in two
separate components. Although we have not tested it, we conjecture that in cases
were mixing level associations are not present but joint source level associations are
(sources of Type 7 and 8), the results are likely to be non satisfactory. This is based
on the fact that in the presence of Type 4 sources, even Type 1 sources can be very
poorly estimated (see NMSE of Type 1 sources in Test Case 4, Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.17: Detail: Test Case 4, GT source 6. Details of the two estimates that
were necessary to extract the information from a single joint source.
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3.3.3

Comparison Experiment

The estimations obtained with CCA and jICA were compared for quality on four
different scenarios, each representing a combination of levels from Factors 1 and 3
(Section 3.2.3). Based on the results of the fully-simulated experiment above, jICA
should perform well on sources of Type 1 and 2, but not on sources of Type 4 and
7 since these have different mixing coefficients (A1i 6= A2i ). This is exactly what we
conclude about jICA’s performance based on the ISI plot in Figure 3.18. CCA, on
the other hand, is constructed to find maximally (linearly) correlated sources, so we
would expect it to show some improvement over jICA on sources of Type 2 and 7 since
these joint sources have dependence between modalities. Indeed, Figure 3.18 indicates
CCA does better at finding sources with dependence than sources without it (Types
1 and 4). However, for sources with dependence and identical mixing coefficients
(Type 2) jICA still performs much better than CCA. It is only for sources of Type 7
(dendence with different mixing coefficients) that CCA outperforms jICA. This was
expected. The surprising aspect of the result is that we expected a wider performance
gap between the two methods in this case, but that was not the case.
jICA Global Performance − ISI

CCA Global Performance − ISI
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Figure 3.18: Comparison Results: Global Performances (ISI).
In order to better understand the results from above, we explore the individual
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source estimates using NMSE. Figure 3.19 gives the complete picture. As indicated
by the CCA results on Type 2 sources, CCA did perform as well as jICA on sources
that contained linear dependence in their structure (sources 13, 14, 24, and 25).
Similarly, CCA was able to attain good estimation of Type 7 sources that had linear
dependence between the modalities (sources 21 and 32), clearly outperforming jICA
as was expected.
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Figure 3.19: Comparison Results: Source-Specific Performances (NMSE).
CCA is equivalent or better than jICA on sources of Type 2 and 7, respectively, which
are largely characterized by linear dependence.

3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
What have we learned?

We have demonstrated our new, statistically motivated approach to synthetic multimodal data generation and its benefits to the study of stochastic linear data fusion
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models. The approach was developed in an attempt to more accurately control the
type and strength of multimodal associations, especially for associations occurring at
the joint distribution level. As a result, we were able to systematically construct joint
sources with arbitrary combinations of mixing and joint distribution level associations
(sources of Type 1-8). This was necessary in order to enable proper performance assessment of the stochastic linear data fusion model we chose to study, jICA.
Our assessments of jICA indicated that successful performance is heavily dependent upon the validity of the mixing-level assumption (Factor 3) in the given dataset.
The model performance collapses even if this assumption is violated in only a small
subset of the joint sources (about 1/3 of all joint sources in Test Case 8 were of Type
4).
The hybrid-simulation results indicated that jICA estimates the tails of “wellbehaved” pdfs quite well. In particular, we have noticed that the jICA estimate tends
to choose one modality over the other when two very salient modes exist (Figure
3.10 (a)). Further evaluation of the marginal distributions of each modality clearly
indicates that the estimated distribution is quite biased toward Modality 1 in Figure
3.11 (a-b). Moreover, the scatter plots in that figure demonstrate that the jICA
estimation is reliable and accurate mainly for voxels with larger absolute values (tails
of the marginal pdfs). These results suggest that more careful attention to details (in
what may appear only as background) is necessary since interesting associations may
be obscured or even lost otherwise. Violations of the assumptions of independent and
identical marginals of a joint source are not unlikely to occur in real data and may
be missed to some extent in the jICA estimation.
The fully-simulated data results, on the other hand, give a deeper understanding
of the effect of each assumption violation we tested. We observed that when all
other assumptions hold, the violation of the independence assumption at the joint
source level has little effect on the results, contrary to our initial belief. After careful
analysis of the implementation of jICA, and especially the concatenation approach,
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we conclude that retrieving the joint information post hoc (i.e., by “deconcatenating”
the joint sources) after the estimation is complete provides satisfactory results when
strong mixing level associations exist. Further investigation with sources of Type 5
through 8 would help clarify the necessary conditions.
We also observed that all Type 3 sources with zero mode had their center (mean)
estimated in error, although the shape of the marginals were nicely recovered. Our
interpretation is that these errors occur when the means of the marginals differ from
each other. Recall that in all tests the marginal of the first modality was always
a t-distribution with both mean and mode at zero, and no skew. Also, the second
modality in sources of Type 3 always had a left skew GEV distribution, with either
the mean or the mode at zero. Thus, if the mean is at zero, skewness and mode are
different between the two modalities, and if the mode is at zero, skewness and mean
are different. The conclusion is that the two distributions can be different in many
ways but when their means are different the jICA estimate suffers more. Lastly, notice
that the marginal distributions we tested here are reasonably simple and do not differ
too much between modalities. Our conclusion is that in real data this might not be
the case and the jICA estimates might be in (greater) error. One way to circumvent
this issue in the future would be to directly model the multimodal distribution of each
joint component (instead of the concatenated weighted average of the marginals). In
such case, the jICA estimates (using concatenation) could be used to initialize the
solver of such higher-complexity model.
The results from varying mixing coefficients across modalities are by far the most
compelling. They suggest that the mere presence of a few sources with no mixing level
associations in the dataset can lead to poor estimation of all other sources, regardless
of their type. This is an observation that, to the best of our knowledge, had not been
reported in the literature before. Its greatest impact is in the implications to the
case with jointly associated sources that have no mixing level associations (sources
of Type 7 and 8). Indeed, the results from the comparison experiment confirm that
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jICA fails to recover sources of Type 7, even though these sources contain multimodal
associations in the form of dependence in the multimodal distribution. Finally, the
comparison between jICA and CCA indicated the latter improves upon jICA on
sources of Type 7 that contain linear dependence. Therefore, we conjecture that
direct modeling of the multimodal distributions of each joint source could effectively
lead to further improvements.

3.4.2

Multimodal applications and beyond

The jICA demonstrations above were illustrative of the in-depth evaluations that can
be made with our simulation framework. A number of different models from the literature could be considered under many different scenarios utilizing the same principled
design approach and synthetic source generation mechanisms we put forward here.
The ability to carefully control the form and level of dependence between modality
features makes our approach particularly unique and valuable to the neuroimaging
community because it enables experimenters to directly test novel forms of meaningful multimodal associations. As we indicated here, even hybrid simulation designs
could benefit from our approach. While hybrid designs do not necessarily obey the
principles we outlined, they are useful for the challenge they represent and their closeness to real data. And they can be even more useful if the synthetic portion of the
simulation does obey those principles.
Furthermore, the principles and strategies outlined here can be easily adapted
to allow investigators to pursue new, challenging questions about classical stochastic
latent variable models such as PCA, CCA, and ICA. For example, our data generation
framework can be adjusted to the single-modality case, like we did in (V. Calhoun
et al., 2013), where we focused on showing how little effect sparsity has on ICA of
brain fMRI. Surely, the controversy of (Daubechies et al., 2009) should not reflect
into this study. However, it is important to highlight that the referenced work had
some serious issues with respect to the interpretation of sparsity and the notion of
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sources. Our recent publication provides further details (V. Calhoun et al., 2013).
In summary, in light of the principles we introduce here, if an experimenter’s intent
is to assess the effect of sparsity on the performance of ICA, then all other factors
(including joint and marginal distributions, mixing coefficients, noise, among others)
should be controlled and kept fixed while sparsity with a carefully selected measure,
alone, is varied from one test case to another.
Also in the single-modality case, our approach could be adjusted to investigate
how dependence between sources alters the behavior of methods like PCA and ICA,
which has been the focus of other generalizations of ICA such as multidimensional
ICA (Cardoso, 1998), independent subspace analysis (ISA) (Hyvärinen et al., 2009),
and independent vector analysis (IVA) (Anderson et al., 2014; Kim & Lee, 2006),
among others. Even further, our framework is relevant for analysis in general, and
could be extended to assess the effects of different dependence structures in different
groups of subjects and, ultimately, test complex forms of group differences.

3.4.3

Sampling of high-dimensional distributions and sample
dependence

In this work we focused on sampling from independent joint distributions, in which
case the M C-dimensional joint distribution factorizes as the product of C M dimensional joint sources. If M > 2, M -dimensional copulas would be required.
However, M -dimensional copulas are scarcer in the literature, which limits the types
of dependence that can be tested in higher dimensions. Also, one could choose to introduce dependence between joint sources as well and, thus, require sampling directly
from the large M C-dimensional distribution. In such cases, approaches such as rejection sampling, slice sampling, Metropolis-Hastings, and Gibbs sampling might be a
better alternative. However, many of these sampling approaches are based on the theory of Markov Chains and, therefore, generate dependent rather than i.i.d. samples.
With such methods it is not possible to completely eliminate sample dependence.
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This could be an issue in the more complex case of spatial and/or temporal processes, which have a natural, controllable dependence structure between neighboring
voxels/timepoints. The additional sample dependence from the sampling technique
could interfere with the dependence structure of the underlying process and render
the experiment less informative than it could be.
We also acknowledge that classical stochastic models such as ICA, CCA, and PCA
are ultimately concerned with the stationary statistics of the underlying sources, not
their spatial/temporal configuration, which is why a reordering of the data values
does not entail a different solution for these methods. In fact, random shuffles would
likely make the data more i.i.d. However, a reordering of the values towards a specific
spatial/temporal configuration, like the one we proposed here, does cause samples to
become dependent. We argue that the type of sample dependence that emerges from
our reshuffling strategy is actually desirable in some cases. Since we start from i.i.d.
samples, the dependence emerges only after reshuffling and is actually favorable to
stochastic methods that are sensitive to spatial/temporal configuration information,
such as the class of semi-blind approaches, including ICA-R (Q.-H. Lin et al., 2007;
W. Lu & Rajapakse, 2000). Specifically, ICA-R introduces modifications to the original ICA model that enforce spatial correlation constraints with known a priori spatial
maps (Y. Du & Fan, 2013; Q. Lin, Liu, Zheng, Liang, & Calhoun, 2010), favoring
the identification of specific spatial patterns. Other examples include algorithms that
directly take into account the correlation among the samples (i.e., among neighboring voxel values) along with higher-order statistics (W. Du, Li, Li, Calhoun, & Adalı,
2011; X.-L. Li & Adalı, 2010). A reordering of the data values would change the
results of such algorithms. This is further indication of the importance of designing
realistic sources with reasonable activation regions, even though the simpler models
may fail to take such structure into account. To conclude, we note that a different
approach called conditional sampling (Daubechies et al., 2009; Groves et al., 2011)
entails multiple sampling distributions and a final distribution of mixture type, which
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is typically undesirable and leads to a dependence structure much harder to control
in a simulation setting.
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Chapter 4

Multi-dataset Independent Subspace
Analysis
Here we present MISA as a novel model for blind source separation of MDM problems.
First, we give the problem statement and discuss some properties of the objective
function. Next, we describe the method for numerical optimization utilized to solve
the proposed problem. Lastly, multiple practical issues are discussed and addressed,
leading to a series of algorithms.

4.1

MDM Problem Statement

Given N observations of M ≥ 1 datasets (or systems), we wish to identify an


T T
,
unobservable latent source (or input) random vector (r.v.) y = y1T · · · yM


T
ym = [y1 · · · yCm ]T that relates to the observed (or output) r.v. x = xT1 · · · xTM ,
xm = [x1 · · · xVm ]T via a mixture vector function f (y, θ). Both y and the transformation represented by f (y, θ) have to be learned blindly, i.e., without explicit
knowledge of either of them. In order to make this problem tractable, we make a few
assumptions:
1. the number of latent sources Cm in each dataset is known by the experimenter;
2. f (y, θ) = Ay, i.e., a linear transformation, with θ = A;
3. A is a V̄ × C̄ block diagonal matrix with M blocks, representing a separable
P
layout structure such that xm = Am ym , m = 1 . . . M , where C̄ = M
m=1 Cm ,
P
V̄ = M
m=1 Vm , and each block Am is Vm × Cm ;
4. some of the latent sources in y are statistically related to each other and
this dependence is undirected (non-causal), occurring both within or across
datasets;
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5. related sources establish subspaces1 (or source groups) yk , k = 1 . . . K, with
both K and the specific subspace compositions known by the experimenter.
Under these assumptions, recovering the sources y amounts to finding a linear transformation W of the observed datasets via the unmixing vector function y = Wx.
This is accurate when W = A− , the pseudo-inverse of A, which implies W is also
block diagonal, thus satisfying ym = Wm xm .

4.2

Objective Function

We propose to solve the MDM problem by seeking a solution that uses both SOS and
HOS to identify statistically independent subspaces. Letting p (y) represent the joint
pdf of all sources, and p(yk ) the pdf of the k-th subspace, we propose to estimate W
simultaneously from all datasets by solving the following minimization problem:

min I(y), I(y) = −h(y) +
W

K
X

h(yk ),

(4.1)

QK

p(yk ) (a factor pdf of

k=1

where I(y) is the KL divergence between p (y) and q (y) =

k=1

p(y)), h(·) is the joint differential entropy, which is defined as h(z) = −E [ln p(z)] for
a r.v. z, and E [·] is the expected value operator. The KL divergence is an information
functional useful for comparing pdfs. It becomes mutual information (MI) when the
random vector y is two-dimensional and p(y) and q(y) are defined as above. It is
also lower bounded by 0, attaining I(y) = 0 only when p(y) = q(y), i.e., when the
subspaces are statistically independent (if p(y) and q(y) are defined as above).
Equation 4.1 admits some simplifications following a few manipulations. First, we
note that h(y) = h(Wx) = h(x) + ln |det(W)|, and h(x) can be discarded since it is
P
invariant with respect to W. Second, ln |det(W)| = M
m=1 ln |det(Wm )| since W is
block diagonal. Finally, when Vm 6= Cm for any m, the determinant of Wm is unde1

The subspace terminology stems from Cardoso (1998) in which the columns of A corresponding
to yk form a linear (sub)space.
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fined. In order to circumvent this issue, we propose to approximate the determinant
Q m
as the product of the singular values of Wm , i.e., det(Wm ) ≈ C
i=1 σmi , where σmi
are the diagonal elements of Λm = U>
m Wm Vm originating from the singular value de>
composition Wm = Um Λm Vm
. Altogether, the minimization problem can be recast

as:
M X
Cm
X

ˇ
ˇ
min I(y),
I(y)
=−
W

ln |σmi | −

m=1 i=1

K
X

E [ln p(yk )] .

(4.2)

k=1

This formulation is still incomplete because p(yk ) is undefined. Since the sources
in yk are dependent, we need to select a distribution which will not factor into its
marginals. Here we choose to model each subspace pdf as a multivariate Kotz distribution (Kotz, 1974; Nadarajah, 2003):

p(yk ) =

βk λkνk Γ
π

dk
2

dk
2



yk> D−1
k yk
1

ηk −1

−1

e−λk (yk Dk
>

yk )

βk

.

(4.3)

(det Dk ) 2 Γ (νk )

This is a good choice also because it generalizes and includes other classical distributions such as the multivariate Gaussian and the multivariate Laplace distributions.
These special cases can be attained by setting the pdf parameter set ψ = [βk , λk , νk ]
to ψG = [1, 12 , 1] and ψL = [ 12 , 1, 1], respectively. Specifically, βk > 0 controls the
k
shape of the pdf, λk > 0 the kurtosis (i.e., the degree of peakedness), and ηk > 2−d
2
Γ(νk +βk−1 )
+dk −2
the hole size, while νk , 2ηk 2β
>
0
and
α
,
for abbreviated notak
β −1
k

λkk dk Γ(νk )

tion. Γ (·) denotes the gamma function. The positive definite dispersion matrix Dk
is related to the covariance matrix Σyk by:
β −1

λ k dk Γ (νk ) y
−1 y

Dk = k
−1 Σk = αk Σk .
Γ νk + βk

(4.4)

The minimization problem in Equation 4.2 is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood of yk . Therefore, it boils down to matching p(yk ) with the estimate ŷk observed
from the data, which leads to two approaches: (a) fixing the parameters of p(yk ) and
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changing Ŵ until ŷk matches to the prescribed pdf, and (b) to additionally adjust
the pdf parameters Θk = [ψk , Σyk ] in order to match with the observed ŷk as best as
possible for each estimate of Ŵ. While the first approach is the most common in BSS,
the second has been proposed by Anderson et al. (2013). In this work, we choose an
approach that is somewhere between the two: fix ψk and estimate Σyk from the data.
This is appealing because the sample average of Σx is readily available and can be
conveniently combined with W to produce an approximation of Σyk . Admittedly, this
choice of estimator is suboptimal, but simple, and permits the reparameterization of
Σyk as a function of W, specifically Σyk =

1
P WXX> W> P>
k,
N −1 k

where Pk is a “per-

mutation” matrix that selects the specific components from each dataset going into
subspace k. This reparameterization will have important repercussions in the next
section when we discuss the objective function and its properties. We also consider a
variant of this approach in which the scale is controlled by letting Dk be the correlation matrix Ryk , γk> Σyk γk , where γk , (I ◦ Σyk )

− 12

and ◦ is the Hadamard product.

In this case, only the correlations are estimated from the data while the variances are
β −1

fixed at

αk−1

=

λkk dk Γ(νk )
Γ(νk +βk−1 )

. The advantage of this choice is that it controls the scale

of the sources rather than letting them be arbitrarily large/small.
Below, we present the two final forms of Equation 4.2 for the standard case,
ˇ
min I(y),
W

ˇ =−
I(y)
−

M
X
m=1
K
X
k=1

K

JDm

1X
+
JC − f (K, βk , λk , ηk , dk , νk )
2 k=1 k

N
N
K
X
ηk − 1 X
λk X
JF +
JE ,
N n=1 kn k=1 N n=1 kn

where

JDm = ln |det Λm | =

Cm
X

ln |σmi | ,

i=1
SV D

>
with Λm = U>
m Wm Vm and Wm = Um Λm Vm
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(4.5)


JCk = ln det αk−1 Σyk ,
1
and Σyk =
Pk WXX> W> P>
k
N
−
1
 


−1
>
JFkn = ln ykn
αk−1 Σyk ykn
 
−1 βk
>
αk−1 Σyk ykn
JEkn = ykn

 
K 
X
dk
dk
−
ln π − ln Γ (νk ) ,
f (K, βk , λk , ηk , dk , νk ) =
ln βk + νk ln λk + ln Γ
2
2
k=1
with gradient given by
ˇ
∇I(W)
m[k] =




 
− >
Bk + I − Bk YkT Ak XTm − Wm

(4.6)

k = 1, . . . , K
m = 1, . . . , M

where
−1

Ak = Σyk Yk
Bk = Ak diag (tk )


2βk λk βk 2 (1 − ηk )
tk =
z +
◦ z−1
k
N k
N
zk = [zk1 , zkn , . . . , zkN ]
 −1 y −1
T
zkn = ykn
αk Σ k
ykn ,
and for the scale-controlled case,
ˇ
min I(y),
W

ˇ =−
I(y)
−

M
X
m=1
K
X
k=1

K

JDm +

1X
JC − f (K, βk , λk , ηk , dk , νk )
2 k=1 k

N
K
N
X
ηk − 1 X
λk X
JFkn +
JEkn ,
N n=1
N
n=1
k=1
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(4.7)

where

JDm = ln |det Λm | =

Cm
X

ln |σmi | ,

i=1

with Λm =

U>
m Wm Vm

SV D

>
and Wm = Um Λm Vm


JCk = ln det γk Σyk γk> ,

◦ 12
y −1
with γk = (Idk ◦ Σk )
1
and Σyk =
Pk WXX> W> P>
k
  N − 1−1 
>
JFkn = ln ykn
γk Σyk γk> ykn
 
−1 βk
>
γk Σyk γk> ykn
JEkn = ykn

 
K 
X
dk
dk
ln π − ln Γ (νk ) ,
−
f (K, βk , λk , ηk , dk , νk ) =
ln βk + νk ln λk + ln Γ
2
2
k=1
with gradient given by
ˇ
∇I(W)
m[k] =





  T

2
− >
γ̄k−1 Bk + γ̄k Gk − Bk ATk + Z−1
Yk Xm − W m
,(4.8)
Σ − γ̄k

k = 1, . . . , K
m = 1, . . . , M

where
1

γ̄k = (I ◦ ZΣ )− 2
ZΣ = Pk WXXT WT PTk

Gk = I ◦ Bk YkT
Bk = Ak diag (tk )
−1
Ak = Z−1
Σ γ̄k Yk


2βk λk βk 2 (1 − ηk )
tk =
z +
◦ z−1
k
N k
N
zk = [zk1 , . . . , zkn , . . . , zkN ]
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−1

T
ykn .
γk Σyk γkT
zkn = ykn
A derivation of the scale-controlled gradient in Equation 4.9 is provided in Appendix Appendix G. Similarly, that derivation can be used to verify the scale invariant
form in Equation 4.7 as well.
To conclude, we note that while the equations presented above are general and
support any choice of parameters ψk for each subspace, we opted to use the same set
ψL for all subspaces, effectively modeling subspaces as multivariate Laplace distributions (with correlation estimation).

4.3

Properties of the Objective Function

In this section we highlight some of the general properties of BSS problems and the
two objective functions presented above. We begin with the case of independencedriven SDU problems. These are by far the most well-studied problems in BSS. It is
well understood that such problems suffer from source scale ambiguity, i.e., the property of independence between sources is inherently invariant to arbitrarily scaling each
or any source. Consequently, this is also an expected property of the independence
estimator, here the KL divergence, with an important implication on the geometry
of the resulting objective function. In order to better understand it, consider the
elements of an arbitrary W as variables in a numerical optimization setting. It is
therefore appropriate to visualize the elements of W into a (V̄ C̄)-dimensional vector
w. Due to scale invariance, evaluation of the objective function on either w or aw,
where a is a non-zero scalar value, will give the same function value. Because of that,
it follows that the objective function evaluates to the same values along the line2
spanned by w, leading to the conclusion that only certain changes in the direction
of w would incur changes in the objective function. Consequently, it suffices to look
2

Strictly speaking, this line is only a special case of the entire hyper surface (polyhedron?) of
ambiguity.
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for the solution on the surface of the hypersphere associated with a given a, since
the landscape of objective function values would be identical across concentric shells
(Figure 4.1 (a)). Moreover, scale invariance induces a “star” shape to the contour
lines of the objective function, as shown in Figure 4.1 (b). Since the gradient must
be orthogonal to the contour lines, it follows that the gradient must be orthogonal
to w and tangent to any given hypersphere Figure 4.1 (c). The main implication of
this thought exercise is that stepping in the direction of the gradient towards a local
minimum will tend to “inflate” w and lead the search direction in an outward spiral
with respect to the norm of w. This can become problematic because the norm of w
will grow indefinitely and can eventually become numerically unstable. More importantly, as the norm of w increases and the numerical optimization procedure starts
exploring the outer shells, the landscape of the objective function starts to stretch.
Consequently, the gradient becomes smaller in norm regardless of its proximity to
any local minimum. The smaller gradient will then lead to shorter step lengths, likely
leading to very little improvement at the latter stages of the numerical optimization
and potentially compromising convergence. In sum, the scale invariant nature of the
independence property we are interested in can lead to numerical optimization issues
and deter convergence.
Addressing this issue is therefore important but often disregarded in the SDU
literature. One simple approach would be to impose a constraint on the norm of w.
While direct, implementing this approach is quite inefficient because it amounts to
solving a non-linear constraint. Rather than pursuing that route, here we propose
to make a clever adjustment to the cost function in order to attain the desired control over the estimated scales of the sources. Specifically, since any scale is equally
acceptable (at least in theory), we propose to fix the source scale in the model by
assigning the estimated source correlation matrix Ryk as the model dispersion matrix
Dk , effectively making the objective function scale selective rather than scale invariant. This is because when Dk = Ryk the covariance becomes Σyk = αk−1 Ryk and, since
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of the independence-driven objective function in SDU
problems. (a) The solution to independence-driven SDU problems lies on a hypersphere. (b) Scale invariance induces a “star” shape on the contour lines. Consequently,
the gradient of a scale invariant function must be tangent to the hypersphere containing a given aw.
only Ryk is estimated from the data, the model variances are fixed at αk−1 . Therefore,
whenever the source estimates from the data do not support the model variances,
the mismatch induces changes in W that lead their variances towards the prescribed
ones. Notice that by introducing scale selectivity in this way, the notion of concentric hyperspheres is no longer valid. This is because hyperspheres were a result of
invariance to the norm of w, which is not the case with the scale selective formulation. In summary, the proposed scale selective formulation enhances the contrast
of the objective function, regularizing its landscape without the need for a formal
constraint.
Another feature of the independence property in which we are interested here
is the so-called permutation ambiguity, i.e., the amount of independence between
sources is invariant to any given ordering of the components. While this is not
an issue in SDU problems, it becomes a serious challenge in SDM problems since
any ordering of the sources would constitute a local minimum of the objective function (Hyvärinen & Köster, 2006). In fact, only certain orderings, namely, withinsubspace permutations and “block” permutations of entire subspaces, would agree
with the order prescribed in the model and, thus, considered global solutions. For
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example, suppose the model defines a partitioning of the sources into two subspaces:
p(y) = p(yk=1 )p(yk=2 ) = p(y1 , y2 , y3 )p(y4 , y5 ). It would be equally acceptable if the
data supported either p(y) = p(y4 , y5 )p(y1 , y2 , y3 ) (entire subspace permutation) or
p(y) = p(y1 , y3 , y2 )p(y5 , y4 ) (within-subspace permutation) but not if, instead, it supported p(y) = p(y1 , y4 )p(y2 , y3 , y5 ). The latter would constitute a local minimum,
while the former two would constitute global minima. Naturally, either of the proposed objective functions is invariant to within-subspace permutations. However,
they are sensitive to all other types of permutation. In particular, we observed that
in these cases it is not advantageous to use the scale selective objective. This is a
key observation which will play an important role in the following sections where we
describe a procedure to disentangle these permutation ambiguities. To conclude, we
highlight that the issues with permutation observed in the SDM case become even
more challenging in the general MDM case, where almost inevitable subspace mismatches occur across datasets. This is also addressed with an additional optimization
procedure described later into this chapter.

4.4

Methodology

In this section, we review the methodology utilized to identify a solution for the
minimization problem in Equation 4.2. The tool of choice for this task is numerical
optimization via regular, relative, or natural gradient descent, using either stochastic
(online or batch modes) or deterministic methods (line search or trust-region strategies). In the SDU case, the top two algorithms adopted by the neuroimaging community for ICA are FastICA (Hyvärinen & Erkki, 1997), which uses an approximate
Newton method, and Infomax (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995), which uses a batch stochastic relative gradient descent approach. FastICA is renowned for its speed but lacks
in stability, often attaining different, complementary solutions for different starting
points. Infomax, on the other hand, is remarkably robust to the starting point and
its mini-batch algorithm makes it fairly quick too.
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A key point of discussion in BSS is the type of gradient used. The regular gradient
is simply the matrix of partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to
each element of W. It is an essential part of the typical textbook definition of
the directional derivative in an arbitrary direction U, a key concept at the core of
multivariable numerical optimization. The first order approximation of a continuously
differentiable multivariable function f (w) associated with an update w + αu is f (w +
αu) ≈ f (w) + Du f (w), where the directional derivative is
f (w + hu) − f (w)
= ∇f (w)> u.
h→0
h

Du f (w) = lim

(4.9)

In traditional optimization theory, the key for efficiency is in defining the direction
U, which should be a descent direction in minimization problems. Thus, in steepest
descent algorithms, U = −∇I(W), i.e., the negative of the gradient at W, while in
−1

Newton and quasi-Newton algorithms, U = −(∇2 I(W)) ∇I(W), i.e., the negative
of gradient at W scaled by the inverse of the Hessian ∇2 I(W) at W (or by an approximation of it). The Hessian captures information about the local curvature of the
objective function and tends to produce results more efficiently (in fewer iterations)
than steepest descent. Its downside is in the heavy memory requirements incurred
when the number of variables is very large (in the order of millions to billions of
elements).
Based on the concept of relative variation, defined as y ← y + y, early work in
the ICA literature led to the discovery of the relative gradient (Cardoso & Laheld,
1996) and relative Hessian (Amari, 1998). Here,  is a matrix of infinitesimal change.
The relative gradient is then defined as the partial derivative of the relative variation
with respect to , and evaluated at  = 0:
∂f (y + y)
|=0
∂
∂f (g(y)) ∂(y + y)
=
|=0
∂g(y)
∂y

∇rel f (y) =
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∂f (g(y)) >
y |=0
∂g(y)
∂f (y) >
y
=
∂y
∂I(W) >
=
W , at y = Wx,
∂W
=

(4.10)

where g(y) = y + y. The first order approximation of a relative variation then is
f (y + y) ≈ f (y) + ∇rel f (y)> . Letting  = −α∇rel f (y), the relative variation
becomes y + y = y − α∇rel f (y)y. From Equation (4.10), when I(W) = f (Wx)
then ∇rel f (y) = ∇I(W)W> = ∇rel I(W), relating the relative gradient back to the
regular gradient and giving the final form of the relative gradient descent update:
W ← W − α∇I(W)W> W. Effectively, U = −∇I(W)W> W.
Lastly, the natural gradient is simply the Newton version of the relative gradient.
It uses the relative Hessian, defined as
∇2rel f (y) =

∂ 2 f (y + y)
|=0 .
∂2

(4.11)

Approximating it with its mean value, leads to the method of Fisher scoring (the
statistical variant of the Newton approach), with the Fisher information matrix (FIM)
being defined as


F = E ∇rel f (y)∇rel f (y)>


= −E ∇2rel f (y) .

(4.12)

Careful analysis (Comon & Jutten, 2010, Ch. 4) shows that the Fisher matrix is sparse
and decomposes into 2 × 2 blocks in the case of ICA. As a result, it is separable and
grants an update rule of the form:

W ← W − αD(W)W
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∇ I(W)ij
D(W)ij
 rel
.

 = F−1
ij
∇rel I(W)ji
D(W)ji

(4.13)

Effectively, U = −D(W)W. Comparatively, the relative gradient has been shown
to produce better and more efficient results than the regular gradient. It can also be
shown that the natural gradient converges to the relative gradient when the sources
are very non-Gaussian. The natural gradient was also reported to take fewer (but
more costly) iterations, paying off the most when the optimization gets near the
solution.
Once the type of gradient is defined (effectively, the stepping direction U is chosen), it rests to select a numerical optimization algorithm. Batch stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) is the most popular option. It processes the data in mini-batches
and relies on a monotonically decreasing learning rate to attain convergence. In contrast to that, deterministic line search optimization processes the entire dataset at
once rather than in batches and the step length (the deterministic counterpart of the
learning rate) in the direction of U is determined by checking a sufficient decrease
condition at every iteration. If this condition is not satisfied, convergence will not
be guaranteed. Thus, either a backtracking or a zoom procedure must take place in
order to select another step length until the condition is satisfied. In Algorithm 1
below, we give the pseudocode for a general-purpose deterministic backtracking line
search algorithm we will use in this work, where cost(j) is the value of the objective
function at iteration j. The sufficient decrease condition presented in this algorithm
is the Armijo condition (Nocedal & Wright, 2006, Ch. 3).
Another attractive option to compute U which we will consider here is the lowmemory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) (Nocedal & Wright,
2006, Ch. 7). This is a quasi-Newton method that approximates the Hessian efficiently as a low-rank matrix directly derived from the past m gradient differences
(U − Uprev ) as well as the corresponding W differences (W − Wprev ). The “low-
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Algorithm 1 Backtracking Line Search

BLS

Require: data X ∈ RV ×N , tolerance level t = 10−9 , maximum iterations J, Armijo
condition constant c = 10−10 , α = 1
1: W ∈ RC×V ,
. e.g., W = I
2
2
2: kUkF = 1, kUprev kF = kUkF
3: cost(0) = ∞, j = 1
4: while j < J, maxij |α∇Wij | > t do
5:
Compute cost(j)
6:
while cost(j) > cost(j − 1) − αc kUk2F do
. Sufficient decrease condition
3
. Initiate backtracking
7:
α = 4α
8:
W = Wprev − αU
9:
Compute cost(j)
10:
end while
11:
Compute U.
. Choose gradient type
12:
if j > 1 then
kUprev k2F
13:
α = α kUk
. Update step length
2
F
14:
end if
15:
Wprev = W, kUprev k2F = kUk2F
16:
W = Wprev − αU
17:
j =j+1
18: end while
memory” aspect results from never directly evaluating the Hessian. Instead, a series of memory efficient inner products and vector summations take place such that
the result is implicitly equivalent to directly computing the matrix-vector product
B∇I(W), where B is the inverse Hessian-approximate. In order to guarantee stability of this approach, however, the line search procedure from Algorithm 1 must be
replaced by one that uses the Wolfe rather than the Armijo condition in combination
with a zoom function rather than backtracking (Nocedal & Wright, 2006, Ch. 7).
In this work, we use the L-BFGS algorithm with bounds (L-BFGS-B) (Byrd, Lu,
Nocedal, & Zhu, 1995; Zhu, Byrd, Lu, & Nocedal, 1997) available in the non-linear
constraint optimization function fmincon of MATLAB’s Optimization Toolbox. Its
approach for non-linear constraint optimization is very efficient and utilizes non-linear
programing based on an interior-point barrier method (Nocedal & Wright, 2006, Ch.
19) (Waltz, Morales, Nocedal, & Orban, 2006). The utility of non-linear constraint
optimization for BSS will be discussed next as an alternative to data reduction that
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enables estimation of independent subspaces directly from the data.

4.5

Rectangular Mixing

A common issue in BSS is that the dimensionality of the data is typically larger
than the number of estimated sources (V > C). While reasonable, this leads to two
problems: non-invertibility of W and an excessive number of variables (elements of
W) to be identified, especially when V  C. The first problem implies that the
determinant of W is not well-defined. As indicated in the begging of the chapter,
we opted to substitute the determinant of W by the product of its singular values,
which are well-defined even in the case of (V > C), assuming W has full row rank.
The second problem constitutes a challenge for numerical optimization, leading to
computationally expensive and memory-intensive requirements. In these cases, lowmemory solutions such as L-BFGS-B are crucial to enable the investigation of these
challenging scenarios. Nonetheless, we have observed that the sheer number of variables in these problems still leads to failure of the numerical optimization procedure,
with solutions converging to an ill-defined W. We then concluded that these methods
do not impose enough constraint on the values of W, allowing too much freedom.
Most of the BSS literature is dismissive of these issues, building their arguments
on the notion that the data can simply be reduced into its principal components
using PCA and retaining as much variability as possible. However, this approach can
be suboptimal for two reasons: 1) some datasets have fairly uniformly distributed
variance over their principal components, as is the case in genetic single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) data (J. Chen et al., 2012), meaning that only a little reduction
is possible while still retaining most variance, and 2) PCA is prone to failure in very
noisy settings as a huge portion of the variability is due to noise, meaning that the
noise would likely be retained and carried over to further analysis.
Therefore, we consider an alternative approach based on the reconstruction error
(RE). The RE is a measure of the average error in reconstructing the data x from the
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sources y. It was proposed by Le, Karpenko, Ngiam, and Ng (2011) as a regularizer
for W in ICA problems. In this work, we build on that idea and extend RE to the
case of non-orthogonal W, i.e., when W has non-orthogonal rows. In addition, we
consider its use in two different ways, first as a data-reduction technique and second
as a non-linear constraint for W.

4.5.1

Reconstruction Error Formulation



Assuming the data x has been whitened such that E xx> = I, in ICA problems it
follows that W is row orthogonal, i.e., WW> = I. This is a useful constraint on W
and can be enforced during an optimization procedure. However, both whitening and
constrained optimization are computationally expensive when the number of variables
is large. With that in mind, Le et al. (2011) proposed to reconstruct the data from the
same W used to estimate y, i.e., x̂ = W> Wx. Then, the mean squared error (MSE)
between x and x̂ gives the following formulation of the RE:

E> = MSE (x̂ − x)


= E kx̂ − xk22
n=N
1 X
kx̂n − xn k22 .
≈
N n=1

(4.14)

They have shown that, under the whitening assumption, this can be used as a soft regularizer equivalent to regularization by either W> W − I

2
F

or WW> − I

2
F

when

the regularizer constant approaches infinity. Regularization enables unconstrained
optimization, effectively attaining the orthogonality constraint on W and allowing
rectangular W.
Further investigation of the properties of this formulation via the SVD of W
reveals that, if the matrix is orthogonal, then its singular values are all 1 and W =
U SV > = U V > , where U are the left singular vectors of W and V its right singular
vectors. Therefore, it follows that W> W = V U > U V > = V V > . Since W is a wide
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matrix, V is a tall matrix, which implies that V V > 6= I, in general. Thus, the RE
simplifies as:
n=N
1 X
kx̂n − xn k22
E> ≈
N n=1
n=N
1 X
=
W> Wxn − xn
N n=1
n=N
1 X
=
(W> W − I)xn
N n=1
n=N
1 X
=
(V V > − I)xn
N n=1

2
2

2
2

2
2

.

(4.15)

This clearly shows that the RE implicitly acts as a constraint on the right singular
vectors, selecting those whose outer product with itself approximates the identity
matrix.
However, this is not the case when W is non-orthogonal since the SVD of a nonorthogonal W is W = U SV > , which implies that W> W = V SU > U SV > = V S 2 V >
and, ultimately, that the RE is
n=N
1 X
(V S 2 V > − I)x
E> ≈
N n=1

2
2

.

(4.16)

Unlike before, this result indicates that this form of RE does not act as a constraint
on V alone and, thus, cannot effectively restrict it as much as before.
Based on this observation, we propose to use the pseudoinverse W− =
W> (WW> )−1 in lieu of W> in the formulation of the RE:
n=N
1 X
kx̂n − xn k22
E− ≈
N n=1
n=N
1 X
=
W− Wxn − xn
N n=1

2
2

n=N
1 X
=
(W> (WW> )−1 W − I)xn
N n=1
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2
2

n=N
1 X
=
(V V > − I)xn
N n=1

2
2

.

(4.17)

The transition to the last equality follows from the SVD of the pseudoinverse
W− = V S −1 U > and W− W = V S −1 U > U SV > = V V > . Like before, this formulation effectively constrains V alone rather than the compound form V S 2 V > .
As discussed in Chapter 2, for a system with source noise e’ such as

y = Wx + e’,

(4.18)

the optimal linear estimator that reconstructs x based on y by minimizing the MSE


is, by definition, given by Ay, where A is the V × C minimizer of E kAy − xk22 .
Thus,

 
−1
−1
A = E xy> E yy>
= Σx W> WΣx W> + Σe’
,

(4.19)

which, in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime (WΣx W>  Σe’ ), yields

A = Σx W> WΣx W> = Σx W> Σy−1 ,

(4.20)

as discussed in Haufe et al. (2014). In our experiments, we found that this optimal estimator of A was not useful to constrain W during the optimization procedure. That
is because this estimator always minimizes the error regardless of the values in W,
effectively imposing no constraint. However, we believe it may still be useful after the
optimization is concluded and W has been identified. We also note that in the case of
−1
white data Σx = I and, thus, this estimator simplifies to A = W> WW>
= W− ,
i.e., the pseudoinverse gives the least error, regardless of what values are contained
in W. Thus, for white data, we conclude that the RE formulation in Equation (4.15)
is more appropriate. However, our experience suggests it is far more likely that W
is non-orthogonal in real (non-white) data, which justifies our preference for the for122

mulation in Equation (4.17).
In MDU and MDM problems, when there is evidence (prior knowledge) that
corresponding sources across datasets are linearly dependent (i.e., correlated), then
one useful and popular approach is to use “group” PCA to initialize W. It works
by performing a single data reduction step on datasets concatenated along the V
dimension. We have investigated this approach in a separate work (Rachakonda et
al., 2016), offering efficient algorithms to enable this procedure when the number of
datasets is very large (M > 1000). For comparison purposes, we considered the use
of group PCA as an alternate initialization approach in our experiments.

4.5.2

Normalized Reconstruction Error

To conclude our exposition of the RE, we introduce the final form of 4.17, which adds
a normalization term. The normalization strategy chosen here is to divide the RE
by the average power in the data, which gives it a more interpretable notion as “the
proportion of signal power missed”:
n=N
1 X
E−
, xnorm =
kxn k22
E=
xnorm
N n=1
n=N
−1
1 X
≈
W> WW>
Wxn − xn
xnorm N n=1

1

2

.

(4.21)

2

The gradient for this function is necessary for its optimization in both the data
reduction and the constrained optimization cases, and has the following form:
∇E(W) = C − CW− W

where

C=

2



W−

xnorm N
B = XZ > + ZX>
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>

B

(4.22)

Z = W− WX − X,

and X is a matrix containing all xn into columns. Finally, because X and W are blockdiagonal, these operations can be computed separately on each dataset by replacing
X by Xm and W by Wm . The instructions in Appendix Appendix G can be used to
verify Equation 4.22.

4.6

Addressing ISA Issues

As discussed in Section 4.3, SDM problems suffer from arbitrary source permutations
that constitute local minima of the objective function. Here, we discuss a greedy optimization approach that addresses this issue. Let us start from the beginning: when
permutations occur across subspaces, the optimization procedure from the previous
section will stop since it will have found a local minimum. Therefore, we propose to
assess whether a different permutation of the sources could attain a lower value of
the objective. This approach comes with two key challenges: 1) given the combinatorial nature of the problem, even mild numbers of sources lead to an incredibly large
number of candidate permutations to be tried, and 2) when the optimization stops
early, most sources are still mixed and, thus, there is not enough contrast to establish
which sources are dependent and constitute a subspace.
In order to address the second issue, we propose to temporarily turn the SDM
problem into a SDU one by temporarily eliminating all two-or-more-dimensional subspaces, replacing them with multiple one-dimensional sources, and restarting the
numerical optimization from the current W. This will push all sources towards being
independent from each other. However, dependent sources will only be as independent
as possible and, thus, will retain some of its dependence. This is partly motivated by
the approach in (Szabó et al., 2012). The idea is to set up a scenario with enough
contrast to distinguish among subspaces. This temporary solution is critical to enable
the combinatorial optimization that addresses the first issue.
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Given a set of sources that are as independent as possible, we propose to perform
a greedy search for any residual dependence among sources. The greedy solution is
a valid one in this scenario because, as explained previously, within-subspace permutations have equal value. Since the specific ordering within subspaces is irrelevant, it
suffices to simply identify which sources go together. However, this does not guarantee
a global solution will be found.
Unlike the approach in (Szabó et al., 2012), our approach does not require a separate set of objective functions to detect dependent sources. Instead, it uses the same
scale invariant objective function defined in Equation (4.5). The procedure involves
starting with the SDU model and processing one source at a time. As indicated in Algorithm 2, each source is assigned sequentially to each subspace, effectively changing
the model every time, and a value is obtained for the objective function in every case.
After a source has been assigned once to every subspace, we assess whether any of
the assignments leads to a reduction in the objective function. The assignment which
leads to the lowest objective value determines to which subspace a source belongs.
After repeating this procedure for all sources, in an attempt to identify a solution
to the original model, we order the identified subspaces so as to match the original
model’s prescribed structure as closely as possible. This final sorting defines a specific
permutation of the sources, which we then use to reorder the local minimum solution of the original SDM problem, effectively moving that solution out of the local
minimum. After that, we continue the numerical optimization of the original SDM
problem until another minimum is found. In our experiments, repeating this procedure twice in a row and taking the best out of three solutions suffices to drastically
improve the results. The entire process is summarized in Algorithm 3.
An indirect benefit of this approach is that more dependence is retained within
subspaces as compared to (Szabó et al., 2012), which is a desirable property because
it gives room for further post-processing and investigation. Another advantage of
our approach is that it can match the source assignments to the one prescribed by
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Algorithm 2 Greedy Permutations

GP

Require: dataset X ∈ RV ×N , subspace assignment matrix P ∈ {0, 1}K×C , unmixing
matrix W ∈ RC×V
1: C = coldim(P)
2: for c = 1 to C do
. loop over sources
3:
kurrent = find(P[:, c])
. find index of current subspace
4:
p = find(P[kurrent, :])
. find indices of sources in current subspace
5:
P[:, p] = 0
. erase source assignments to current subspace
6:
for k = 1 to rowdim(P) + 1 do
. loop over subspaces
7:
if k 6= 1 then
8:
P[k − 1, p] = 0
. undo previous assignment
9:
end if
10:
P[k, p] = 1
. assign sources to subspace k
11:
vals[k] = cost(X, P, W, scale_control = False) . evaluate Equation 4.5
12:
end for
13:
P[k, p] = 0
14:
k = argmin(vals)
. assignment with lowest cost
√
15:
if k 6= kurrent and |vals[k] − vals[kurrent]| < eps then
16:
k = kurrent
. ignore assignments with tiny cost change
17:
end if
18:
P[k, p] = 1
19:
P = remove_empty_rows(P)
20: end for
21: return P
the user. This is particularly interesting when prior knowledge about the subspace
structures is readily available.

4.7

Addressing MISA Issues

The combinatorial optimization described in the previous section addresses the issues of cross-subspace interference due to incorrect allocation of the sources. This
approach is appropriate to deal with SDM problems. However, it is not sufficient
to perform such procedure in MDM problems since ambiguities may also occur at
the subspace level, i.e., incorrect allocation of the subspaces. To illustrate, consider
the following example: for a model with three subspaces spanning two datasets,
each containing five sources, assume the correct assignment of sources is as follows: p1 (s11 , s21 , s22 )p2 (s12 , s13 , s23 )p3 (s14 , s15 , s24 , s25 ), where the notation smi refers
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Algorithm 3 MISA+GP for SDM Problems

MISA+GP_SDM

Require: dataset X ∈ RV ×N , user-defined subspace assignment matrix PUD ∈
{0, 1}K×C , initial unmixing matrix W0 ∈ RC×V
1: W = MISA(X, PUD , W0 , scale_control = True)
. minimize Equation 4.7
2: vals[0] = cost(X, PUD , W, scale_control = True)
3: Wopt [0] = W
4: for t = 1 to 2 do
. Repeat twice
5:
P=I
. switch to SDU model
6:
WSDU = MISA(X, P, Wm , scale_control = True)
. solve SDU
7:
P = GP(X, P, WSDU )
. Algorithm 2
8:
ix = match(P, PUD )
. find source ordering best matching prescribed PUD
9:
W = W[ix, :]
. reorder sources (escape local minimum)
10:
W = MISA(X, PUD , W, scale_control = True)
. restart SDM
11:
vals[t] = cost(X, PUD , W, scale_control = True)
12:
Wopt [t] = W
13: end for
14: t = argmin(vals)
. find best solution
15: return Wopt [t]
to source i from dataset m, and pk (·) is the joint pdf of subspace k. Since the proposed
combinatorial optimization is designed only for single datasets, it can, at best, produce p1 (s11 )p2 (s12 , s13 )p3 (s14 , s15 ) for dataset m = 1 and p1 (s21 , s22 )p2 (s23 )p3 (s24 , s25 )
for dataset m = 2. Then, from a global perspective, these solutions would match with
the correct subspace assignment above, thus solving the MDM problem. However, as
noted earlier, it is equally acceptable to produce either p1 (s11 )p2 (s14 , s15 )p3 (s12 , s13 )
for dataset m = 1 or p1 (s24 , s25 )p2 (s23 )p3 (s21 , s22 ) for dataset m = 2, if the datasets
are evaluated separately (note the numbers in bold font). Together they imply
p1 (s11 , s24 , s25 )p2 (s14 , s15 , s23 )p3 (s12 , s13 , s21 , s22 ), which does not match the correct
assignment and, thus, fails to produce a solution for the MDM problem. What we
have illustrated here is that within-dataset permutations of subspaces with equal size
may induce mismatches across datasets, if the datasets are processed separately.
Borrowing from the ideas presented in the previous section, we propose three approaches to address these issues. The first, extends the greedy search to all datasets
by sequentially assigning each source to every subspace (in every dataset) and ac-
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Algorithm 4 MISA+GP for MDM Problems

MISA+GP

Require: dataset X = {Xm ∈ RVm ×N : m ∈ M }, user-defined subspace assignment
matrices PUD = {PUD,m ∈ {0, 1}K×Cm : m ∈ M }, initial unmixing matrix W0 =
{W0,m ∈ RCm ×Vm : m ∈ M }
1: W = MISA(X, PUD , W0 , scale_control = True)
. minimize Equation 4.7
2: vals[0] = cost(X, PUD , W, scale_control = True)
3: Wopt [0] = W
4: for t = 1 to 2 do
. Repeat twice
5:
for m = 1 to M do
6:
Pm = I
. switch to SDU model
7:
WSDU = MISA(Xm , Pm , Wm , scale_control = True)
. solve SDU
8:
P = GP(X, P, WSDU )
. Algorithm 2
9:
ix = match(P, PUD ) . find source ordering best matching prescribed PUD
10:
Wm = Wm [ix, :]
. reorder sources (escape local minimum)
11:
end for
12:
W = optimal_subspace_permutation(X, PUD , W, scale_control = False)
13:
W = MISA(X, PUD , W, scale_control = True)
. restart MDM
14:
vals[t] = cost(X, PUD , W, scale_control = True)
15:
Wopt [t] = W
16: end for
17: t = argmin(vals)
. find best solution
18: return Wopt [t]
cepting the assignment that reduces the objective function the most. The second,
processes each dataset separately (as in the example above) and then applies the same
greedy strategy to the subspaces instead. Effectively, this approach cycles through
each subspace sequentially, trying to determine which of them can be combined to
form a larger subspace. The final approach is to test all possible permutations of
subspaces with the same size, after processing each dataset separately. While this
can quickly become computationally prohibitive, it can also identify better solutions
since it evaluates all possible subspace permutations. In this work we elected to use
the third approach when the number of sources is small and the second when that
number becomes larger. The procedure is indicated in Algorithm 4
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Chapter 5

Experiments with MISA
In this chapter, we present a series of results on multiple experiments, including
controlled simulations on carefully crafted synthetic data, hybrid data simulations,
real data examples, and comparisons with current sate-of-the-art algorithms.

5.1

Synthetic Data Simulations

Here we consider the problem of identifying independent subspaces. Thus, in all
experiments, each subspace is an independent random sample with N observations.
Below we present a series of synthetic data experiments to investigate the performance
of the proposed MISA algorithm in different scenarios.
The condition number of the mixing matrix A is defined as the ratio between its
largest and smallest singular values. In order to generate a matrix with prescribed
condition number cm , we first generate a Vm × Cm random Gaussian sample A with
zero mean and unit variance. The SVD of A is then computed as U SV > , with
σmax = max(S) and σmin = min(S). Finally, new singular values are defined as:

S̄ = S +

σmax − cm σmin
,
cm − 1

and the resulting A = U S̄V > will have the desired condition number cond(A) = cm .
The additive white Gaussian sensor noise e with zero mean and unit variance is
scaled by a value a in order to attain a prescribed SNR. The SNR is defined as the
power ratio between the noisy signal x and the noise e. The power of x is defined


as its expected squared L2 -norm, i.e., Px = E x> x . Substituting x = Ay + ae,





 

and using the identities E z> z = E tr zz> = tr E zz> , E ee> = IVm , and
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E yy> = ICm , it is easy to show that:
P e = a2 V m ,

and

Px = tr AA> + a2 Vm ,

which gives

tr AA> + a2 Vm
Px
SNR =
=
.
Pe
a2 Vm
Solving for a, we get
s
a=

tr (AA> )
.
Vm (SNR − 1)

When the SNR is provided in decibels (dB), the following equality can be used:

SNR = 10

SNRdB
10

.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the presence of additive sensor noise e implies that
A and y are recovered with different accuracies. Here, the quality of the resulting A was evaluated using the normalized multidataset Moreau-Amari intersymbol
interference (MISI), which follows Equation 3.8 but redefines the elements of H as
hij = 1> Pi ŴAP>
j 1, with (i, j) = 1 . . . K, i.e., the sum of absolute values from all
elements of the interference matrix between subspaces i and j. Likewise, the quality
of the resulting y was evaluated using the multidataset MSE (MMSE) (Nordhausen,
Ollila, & Oja, 2011):
MMSE(Rŷy ) = 2 −
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2
tr (Rr )
K

(5.1)

where tr(·) is the trace operator, Rr = TRŷy , Rŷy is the cross correlation between
estimated and ground-truth sources, T = LSAP(D) is a permutation matrix that
solves the linear sum assignment problem (LSAP), and D is the LSAP cost matrix


P
ŷy
. The LSAP can be easily solved
with elements of the form Dij = K
I
−
R
jk
ik
k=1
using the Hungarian algorithm.

5.1.1

ICA1: V > N

Here we assess the effect of additive Gaussian sensor noise and condition number
in a moderately large ICA problem with rectangular mixing matrix A and fairly low
number of observations N . The experiment was setup with M = 1 dataset containing
C = 75 sources organized into K = 75 one-dimensional subspaces, and N = 3500
observations sampled from a Laplace distribution. In each of the ten runs for each
case, a new, unique (V × C) rectangular mixing matrix A (V = 8000) was randomly
generated. Likewise, each of the ten runs was initialized with ten different random
row-orthogonal W0 . The experiments were broken down into two parts:
Part a) Gaussian white noise e was added to the mixtures for a fixed SNR = 3dB
while varying the condition number, cond(A) = [1, 3, 7, 15].
Part b) the condition number was fixed at cond(A)

=

7 while Gaus-

sian white noise e was added to the mixtures, which varied from
SNR = [30, 10, 3, 0.4, 0.004]dB. These SNR values correspond to ratios
of [999 : 1, 99 : 1, 1 : 1, 1 : 99, 1 : 999] (signal power : noise power).
Finally, we compare the performance of data-reduction by RE followed by either
Infomax or MISA (RE+MISA).
The experiments in part a) were setup with a challenging low SNR (noise power on
the same order as the signal power). Under this condition, we notice that increasing
the condition number above 7 significantly reduces the performance of both Infomax
with relative gradient (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995) and MISA. Also, as predicted in
Section 4.5, when cond(A) = 1 (i.e., it is column-orthogonal) and E[yy> ] = I, W is
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Figure 5.1: Experiment ICA1: V > N . Each Run and condition uses a different
random mixing matrix A and source sample y for data generation. For each A, the
algorithms run ten times from different initial W0 . MISI measures the quality of the
mixing matrix estimate while MMSE measures the quality of the source estimates
(lower is better in both cases). As indicated in Chapter 3, values below 0.1 indicate
good performance. NOTE: The stopping condition for the norm of the RE gradient
was more strict (lower) in Part (a) than in Part (b), meaning Part (b) relied less on
good RE performance.
expected to be row-orthogonal and, thus, the proposed RE via W− induces reduced
performance (MISI > 0.1). Otherwise, both Infomax and MISA perform very well
(MISI < 0.1) when 1 < cond (A) < 15, with MISA outperforming Infomax in this
range.
For part b), the performance of RE prior to Infomax/MISA was worse due to a
less strict requirement in the gradient norm stopping condition. As a result, more
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noise leaked into the Infomax/MISA stage, making the identification of the sources
harder. Overall, both Infomax and MISA performed well at high SNR, with MISA
outperforming Infomax more often than not. The results suggest the performance of
RE as a data-reduction tool has a significant effect on the ICA decomposition.

5.1.2

IVA1: V < N , V = C

In this experiment, we want to assess the performance in an IVA problem when
no data reduction is required (i.e., V = C), noise is absent, and the number of
observations N is abundant. The experiment was setup with M = 10 datasets,
each containing C = 16 sources for a total of K = 16 ten-dimensional subspaces,
and N = 32968 observations sampled from a multivariate Laplace distribution. The
selected autocorrelation function within subspaces followed an inverse exponential,
with the maximal correlation varying from 0−0.65, leading to a diagonal-like structure
in the subspace correlation matrix Ryk . In each of the ten runs for each of the six
correlation cases considered, a new, unique square mixing matrix A (V = C) with
condition number cond(A) = 3 was randomly generated. Likewise, each run was
initialized with a different random row-orthogonal W0 . Finally, we compare the
performance of IVA-GL (i.e., IVA-G with Newton step Anderson et al. (2010) as
an initializer for IVA-L with relative gradient Kim et al. (2006)) and MISA in each
setting.
The striking feature observed here is that the performance of IVA-GL is much more
variable than that from MISA, especially with high correlation within the subspaces.
MISA performs well even at low correlation levels.

5.1.3

IVA2: V < N

Here we assess the effect of additive Gaussian sensor noise and condition number
in a mildly large IVA problem with rectangular mixing matrix A and an abundant
number of observations N . The experiment was setup with M = 16 datasets, each
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Figure 5.2: IVA1: V < N , V = C. Each run uses a different random mixing matrix
A and source sample y for data generation. For each A, the algorithms run from a
different initial W0 . Joint ISI is the same as MISI and measures the quality of the
mixing matrix estimate (lower is better). As indicated in Chapter 3, values below
0.1 (here −20dB) indicate good performance, and values below 0.01 (here −40dB)
indicate excellent performance.
containing C = 75 sources for a total of K = 75 sixteen-dimensional subspaces, and
N = 66000 observations sampled from a multivariate Laplace distribution. Similarly
to experiment IVA1, an inverse exponential autocorrelation function with maximal
correlation varying from 0 − 0.5 was selected. In each of the ten runs for each case, a
new, unique (V ×C) rectangular mixing matrix A (V = 250) was randomly generated.
Likewise, each of the ten runs was initialized with ten different random row-orthogonal
W0 . The experiments were broken down into two parts:
Part a) Gaussian white noise e was added to the mixtures for a fixed SNR = 3dB
while varying the condition number, cond(A) = [1, 3, 7, 15].
Part b) the condition number was fixed at cond(A) = 7 while Gaussian
white noise e was added to the mixtures, which varied from SNR =
[30, 10, 3, 0.4, 0.004]dB.
Finally, we compare the performance of data-reduction by group PCA (gPCA) or RE
followed by either IVA-L (using BLS, Algorithm 1) (Kim et al., 2006) or MISA.
Under a challenging low SNR condition, the experiments in part a) show that both
gPCA and RE provide good quality data-reduction when observations are abundant
and V < N . Particularly for RE+IVA-L, the results were unsatisfactory when ini134
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Figure 5.3: IVA2: V < N . Each Run and condition uses a different random mixing
matrix A and source y for data generation. For each A, the algorithms run ten
times from different initial W0 . MISI measures the quality of the mixing matrix
estimate while MMSE measures the quality of the source estimates (lower is better
in both cases). As indicated in Chapter 3, values below 0.1 indicate good performance. NOTE: The stopping condition for the norm of the RE gradient was more
strict (lower) in Part (a) than in Part (b), meaning Part (b) relied less on good RE
performance.
tialized with RE. This is because we imposed a maximum number of iterations on
IVA-L equal to four times that of MISA. This was done so because IVA-L takes a very
long time to converge. Overall, reducing the data with either gPCA or RE produced
equivalent results in this large N scenario. This was not the case for gPCA on a separate experiment with V > N (not shown). Overall, increasing the condition number
had a fairly small detrimental effect on the performance of both IVA-L and MISA.
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Also, as we predicted in Section 4.5, the proposed RE via W− induced a reduction
in performance when cond (A) = 1, although this was only noticeable in the MMSE
measure. Therefore, the quality of A was retained but that was not so for the source
estimates y. We believe this is also in part due to the way MMSE is computed, which
is an adaptation of the MSE measure for SDU problems.
For part b), the performance of RE is reduced due to a less strict requirement in
the gradient norm stopping condition. As a result, more noise leaked into the IVAL/MISA stage, making the identification of the sources harder. Overall, both IVA-L
and MISA performed very well at mild SNR levels, with MISA outperforming IVA-L
at extremely low SNR. The performance of MISA on extremely noisy scenarios is
remarkable and we believe this is due to the small number of datasets (M = 16). In
experiments with larger number of datasets (not shown), we observed an interaction
between M and N on the performance. Those experiments have suggested that the
performance of IVA-L and MISA goes down with larger M and lower N . Further
study is required to understand these performance limits.

5.1.4

ISA1 and ISA2: V < N , V = C

In these experiments, we want to assess the performance in ISA problems when no
data reduction is required (i.e., V = C), noise is absent, and the number of observations N is abundant. The ISA1 experiment was setup with M = 1 dataset containing
C = 28 sources organized into K = 7 dk -dimensional subspaces, with N = 32968 observations sampled from a multivariate Laplace distribution. Correlation was absent
within all subspaces (i.e., only HOS dependence was present). In each of the ten runs
for each case, a new, unique square mixing matrix A (V = C) with condition number cond(A) = 3 was randomly generated. Likewise, each run was initialized with
a different random row-orthogonal W0 . Noise was always absent from the mixtures.
The experiments were broken down into two cases:
Case 1: subspace sizes dk = k, k = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
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Case 2: subspace sizes dk = 4 for all subspaces.
The ISA2 experiment was identical to experiment ISA1, except with a within-subspace
correlation structure like the one described in experiment IVA1, with maximal correlation varying from 0.2−0.75. Finally, we compare the performance of JBD-SOS (Lahat
et al., 2012), FastISA (in Case 2 only) (Hyvärinen & Köster, 2006) and MISA-GP in
each setting.
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Figure 5.4: ISA1 and ISA2: V < N , V = C. Each run uses a different random
mixing matrix A and source sample y for data generation. For each A, the algorithms
run from a different initial W0 . Joint ISI is the same as MISI and measures the quality
of the mixing matrix estimate (lower is better). As indicated in Chapter 3, values
below 0.1 (here −20dB) indicate good performance. All algorithms are given the
same initial W0 except JBD-SOS, which always starts from W0 = I.
The striking feature observed here is that the performance of both JBD-SOS
(second-order ISA in the figure) and FastISA (ISA (HOS only) in the figure) is very
poor in all cases, even when within-subspace correlations are present (ISA2, panel
(b)). MISA-GP (MISA-SOUP in the figure) is the only method with good performance, which highlights the large benefit of the permutation approach we proposed.
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5.1.5

ISA3: V > N

Here we assess the effect of additive Gaussian sensor noise and condition number
in a mildly large ISA problem with rectangular mixing matrix A and a fairly low
number of observations N . The experiment was setup with M = 1 dataset containing
C = 51 sources organized into K = 18 dk -dimensional subspaces, with dk = [1 : 5, 5 :
1, 1 : 5, 2, 2, 2] and N = 5250 observations sampled from a multivariate Laplace
distribution. Similarly to experiment IVA1, an inverse exponential autocorrelation
function with maximal correlation varying from 0−0.5 was selected. In each of the ten
runs for each case, a new, unique (V × C) rectangular mixing matrix A (V = 8000)
was randomly generated. Likewise, each of the ten runs was initialized with ten
different random row-orthogonal W0 . The experiments were broken into two parts:
Part a) Gaussian white noise e was added to the mixtures for a fixed SNR = 3dB
while varying the condition number, cond(A) = [1, 3, 7, 15].
Part b) the condition number was fixed at cond(A) = 7 while Gaussian
white noise e was added to the mixtures, which varied from SNR =
[30, 10, 3, 0.4, 0.004]dB.
Finally, we compare the performance of JBD-SOS, MISA, and MISA-GP in each
setting.
Under a challenging low SNR condition, the experiments in part a) show that
both JDB-SOS and MISA fail in virtually all cases. Inclusion of greedy permutations
(GP) enables MISA-GP to perform well in terms of MISI. Overall, increasing the
condition number had a fairly small detrimental effect on the performance of MISAGP, but enough to cause a few failing runs at cond (A) ≥ 7. Here, the MMSE is an
unreliable measure because ISA problems are invariant to any linear transformation
within subspaces (Cardoso, 1998), meaning that sources within subspaces are not
uniquely identifiable even if the subspaces are well separated. This also explains why
the proposed RE via W− did not induce a reduction in performance when cond (A) =
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Figure 5.5: ISA3: V > N . Each Run and condition uses a different random mixing
matrix A and source y for data generation. For each A, the algorithms run ten times
from different initial W0 . MISI measures the quality of the mixing matrix estimate
while MMSE measures the quality of the source estimates (lower is better in both
cases), though MMSE is an unreliable measure because ISA problems. As indicated
in Chapter 3, values below 0.1 indicate good performance. NOTE: The stopping
condition for the norm of the RE gradient was more strict (lower) in Part (a) than in
Part (b), meaning Part (b) relied less on good RE performance.
1 as it did in the previous ICA and IVA experiments. Therefore, the quality of the
estimates was retained.
For part b), the performance of RE is mostly unchanged by the less strict requirement in the gradient norm stopping condition. Overall, MISA-GP performed
well at mild-to-high SNR levels (SNR > 0.46dB). Again, the inclusion of greedy
permutations enabled a successful performance for MISA-GP.
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5.2

Hybrid Data Simulations

In the following, we present three major results on hybrid simulations. The first is
an experiment that pushes the conditions of experiment ICA1 and emulates a singlesubject temporal ICA of fMRI data problem. The second is an experiment that
investigates the use of IVA with Vm > N for multimodal analysis of MRI-derived
data. Finally, the last experiment evaluates the use of MISA with Vm > N and
column-orthogonal mixing for a multimodal analysis of fMRI and EEG datasets.

5.2.1

Single-Subject Data

Here we consider the case of temporal ICA of fast TR fMRI. In this case the dimensionality of the data must be as follows: V = voxels ≈ 60K and N = timepoints ≈ 1300.
In order to achieve better assessment of the performance of MISA, we must setup a
realistic scenario. Thus, we propose to set the mixing matrix A as the “real” part of
the data. First, we let C = 20 sources. Then, A must be a 60K × 20 matrix. In order
to set it as the real part, we assign to it the first twenty aggregate sources estimated
with traditional spatial GICA of fMRI and published by Allen et al. (2011).
For the simulated part of the data, we simulate a 20 × 1334 matrix of timecourses
y. In order to make our settings even more realistic, we propose to generate dependent samples that mimic observed fMRI timecourses to some extent. The challenge
is to sample 20 such timecourses while still retaining their independence. This is
because independently sampled autocorrelated timeseries tend to be correlated with
one another. Building on the principles for simulation outlined in Chapter 3, it is
important to avoid randomly correlated sources (timecourses) since that would be a
mismatch to the underlying ICA model we wish to test. In the same spirit, we also
wish to have sources sampled from a distribution that matches the one used in the
model, which in the case of MISA is a Laplace distribution. In order to meet all these
requirements, we developed the following strategy for sampling of timecourses:
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Step 1:

Design a joint autocorrelation matrix for all sources Ryy . For the example above, this means a CN × CN correlation matrix with CN = 26680.
This matrix should be block-diagonal with C blocks of size N × N each.
Each block should be designed with an exponentially decaying autocorrelation function such that the autocorrelation between timepoint n and
n − 1 is in the order of 0.85, and between n and n − 10 is in the order of
0.2. Samples generated with this structure would retain autocorrelation
within each N -long section of the sample while retaining independence
among sections.

Step 2:

Generate a sample of 50K CN -dimensional observations using a Gaussian copula and the autocorrelation matrix Ryy from step 1. As described in Chapter 3, using copulas enables us to later transform the
marginals into any distribution we want while retaining their correlations/dependence.

Step 3:

For each of the 50K copula-sampled observations, transform the sample
into a Laplace distribution.

Step 4:

For each of the 50K transformed observations, reshape them into a C ×N
matrix and compute the resulting C × C Ry correlation matrix.

Step 5:

Compute the median correlation matrix Rymed over the 50K observed
Ry .

Step 6:

Retain the transformed observation whose Ry is closest to Rymed and
reject the rest.

This type of rejection sampling effectively produces the desired outcome. However,
it quickly becomes prohibitive when C is large. A staggered approach is possible,
though it will not be discussed here. Finally, additive Gaussian sensor noise is added
to the mixture for a SNR = 3dB. The condition number of A was 4.59.
Next, we present the results obtained from RE+MISA on such data. The data
was reduced using RE and then processed with MISA to obtain independent time
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courses. The correlation between ground-truth (GT) and RE+MISA estimates (RM)
is presented below:

Figure 5.6: Correlation with the ground-truth (hybrid temporal ICA). The
correlation between the spatial map estimates from MISA with RE (RM) and the
ground-truth (GT) is very high with little residual cross-dependence among sources,
suggesting the analysis was successful.
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Finally, we present the spatial maps produced by estimating A from W− :

Figure 5.7: Side-by-side comparison with the ground-truth (hybrid temporal
ICA). The clear resemblance to the ground-truth maps suggests a successful recovery
of the mixing matrix A. The sample correlation r is shown below each matched pair.
Maps are sorted from highest to lowest correlation.
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5.2.2

Multimodal Data

5.2.2.1

Multimodal IVA of sMRI, fMRI, and FA

Here we consider the case of multimodal IVA of three datasets of the following types:
structural MRI, functional MRI and Fractional Anisotropy (FA) data. In this case,
the dimensionality of each dataset must be as follows:
sMRI: V = voxels ≈ 300K;
fMRI: V = voxels ≈ 67K;
FA:

V = voxels ≈ 15K.

In all datasets, N = subjects = 600. In order to setup a realistic scenario, again we
propose to set the mixing matrices Am as the “real” part of the datasets. First, we
let C = 20 sources in each dataset. Then, A1 must be a 300K × 20 matrix, A2 must
be a 67K × 20 matrix, and A3 must be a 15K × 20 matrix. In order to set them as
the real part, we assign the first twenty aggregate sources of the following studies to
each Am , respectively:
1. source maps estimated with traditional spatial ICA of sMRI (GM density) and
published by Segall et al. (2012);
2. source maps estimated with traditional spatial GICA of fMRI and published
by Allen et al. (2011);
3. source maps estimated with spatial GICA of FA-based connectivity-matrix and
published by Wu, Calhoun, Jung, and Caprihan (2015).
For the simulated part of the data, we generate three 20 × 600 matrices of subject
expression levels y. A total of K = 20 three-dimensional subspaces with N = 600
observations each were sampled from a Gaussian copula, using an inverse exponential autocorrelation function with maximal correlation varying from 0.65 − 0.85 for
each subspace. The resulting observations were then transformed to Laplace distribution marginals (not multivariate Laplace). This was done intentionally to impose
a controlled mismatch between the data and the model subspace distributions (mul144

tivariate Laplace). Finally, additive Gaussian sensor noise was added separately in
each dataset for a SNR = 3dB. The condition numbers of A1 , A2 , and A3 were 1.52,
4.59, 1.63, respectively.
Next, we present the results obtained from RE+MISA on such data. The data
was reduced using RE and then processed with MISA to obtain independent subject
expression levels. The correlation between ground-truth (GT) and RE+MISA (RM)
subject expression levels is presented for each modality below:

(a) Structural MRI

(b) Functional MRI

(c) Fractional Anisotropy

Figure 5.8: Correlation with the ground-truth (multimodal IVA). The correlation between the spatial map estimates from MISA with reconstruction error (RE)
(RM) and the ground-truth (GT) is very high in all modalities, with little residual
cross-dependence among sources, suggesting the analysis was successful.
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Finally, we present the spatial maps produced by estimating A from W− :

Figure 5.9: Multimodal IVA structural MRI maps. GT maps are presented on
the left and maps estimated from MISA with RE (RM) on the right. The sample
correlation r is shown below each matched pair. Maps are sorted from overall highest
to lowest correlation. The clear resemblance to the ground-truth maps suggests a
successful recovery of the mixing matrix A1 .
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Figure 5.10: Multimodal IVA functional MRI maps. GT maps are presented
on the left and maps estimated from MISA with RE (RM) on the right. The sample
correlation r is shown below each matched pair. Maps are sorted from overall highest
to lowest correlation. The clear resemblance to the ground-truth maps suggests a
successful recovery of the mixing matrix A2 .
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Figure 5.11: Multimodal IVA FA maps. GT maps are presented on the left and
maps estimated from MISA with RE (RM) on the right. The sample correlation r
is shown below each matched pair. Maps are sorted from overall highest to lowest
correlation. The clear resemblance to the ground-truth maps suggests a successful
recovery of the mixing matrix A3 .
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Figure 5.12: Summary of multimodal IVA maps. Within each panel groundtruth (GT) maps are presented on the left and maps estimated from MISA with RE
(RM) on the right. Each panel row represents the multimodal set of maps (joint
features) with highest, median, and minimum correlation with the GT, respectively.
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5.2.2.2

Multimodal MISA of fMRI, and ERP

Now, we consider a case of multimodal MISA with rectangular, column-orthogonal
mixings from ERP and fMRI data. In this case the dimensionality of each dataset
must be as follows:
ERP:

V = timepoints ≈ 600;

fMRI: V = voxels ≈ 67K.
In all datasets, N = subjects = 1001. In order to setup a realistic scenario, again we
propose to set the mixing matrices Am as the “real” part of the datasets. First, we
let C1 = 4 sources in the ERP dataset and C2 = 6 sources in the fMRI dataset. The
sources are organized into K = 4 subspaces as follows:
k = 1: IVA-type subspace, containing sources y11 and y21 (dk = 2);
k = 2: MISA-type subspace, containing sources y12 , y22 and y23 (dk = 3);
k = 3: MISA-type subspace, containing sources y13 , y14 and y24 (dk = 3);
k = 4: ISA-type subspace, containing sources y25 and y26 (dk = 2).
Then, A1 must be a 600 × 6 matrix and A2 must be a 67K × 6 matrix.
For the simulated part of the data, we generate a 4 × 1001 matrix of subject
expression levels for the ERP dataset, and a 6 × 1001 matrix of subject expression
levels for the fMRI dataset. A total of K = 4 dk -dimensional subspaces with N = 600
observations each were sampled from a multivariate Laplace distribution, using an
inverse exponential autocorrelation function with maximal correlation of 0.65 for each
subspace. Noise was absent in both datasets. The condition number was 1.00 for both
A1 and A2 .
Next, we present the results obtained from constrained MISA+GP, i.e., with RE
constraint using the RE definition from Equation (4.14). No data reduction was
performed on the data.
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Figure 5.13: Multimodal MISA of fMRI and ERP. GT maps are presented on
the left of each panel, MISA estimates in the middle, and corrected MISA estimates on
the right. GT ERPs are presented in blue, MISA ERPs in dashed red, and corrected
MISA ERPs in dashed green.
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As noted previously, when subspaces include more than one source in the same
dataset, linear transformations of those sources are indistinguishable from the true
sources. Therefore, the estimation yields maps (middle) and timecourses (red) that
do not match the GT. In an attempt to correct for that, we performed individual
ICAs of the corresponding columns of A. This effectively selected for a particular
linear transformation of the subspaces corresponding to independence on the columns
of a given subspace. Overall, this approach illustrates the benefit of a constrained
optimization approach.
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5.3

Real Data Applications

The last set of experiments put MISA to the test by illustrating its application to
real fMRI data. In the first example, we compare RE+Infomax and RE+MISA on
fast TR fMRI data from a single subject. In the second example, we illustrate spatial
IVA of fMRI using RE+MISA.

5.3.1

Single-Subject Data

We consider the case of single-subject temporal ICA of real fast TR fMRI data. In this
case, the dimensionality of the data is: V = voxels = 64341K and N = timepoints =
1344. For each voxel we remove the mean and perform variance normalization (i.e.,
standardizing timecourses). After that, the dataset dimensionality is reduced from
V to C = 20 using the proposed RE. The reduced dataset is processed with either
Infomax or MISA, attempting to identify independent timecourses. The estimated
maps from each algorithm were matched based on their Kendall correlations, using
the approach outlined in Section 3.2.5.1. Below we present the results obtained by
Infomax and MISA sorted by highest to lowest Kendall correlations (τ ).

(a) RE+Infomax

(b) Kendall Correlation

(c) RE+MISA

Figure 5.14: Kendall cross-correlations between methods (real fast fMRI
data). Kendall correlations were sorted from highest to lowest.
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Figure 5.15: Real fast fMRI temporal ICA maps. A single run of temporal
ICA was performed on a warped unsmoothed single-subject real fast fMRI dataset
(TR = 275ms). Data-reduction via the RE was performed after mean removal and
variance normalization on each voxel. This was followed by either Infomax or MISA.
In each panel, Infomax maps (RI) are presented on the left and MISA maps (RM) on
the right. The similarity between RI and RM varies. MISA maps have more salient
regions.
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Figure 5.16: Fast fMRI comparative examples. From left to right, examples of
good, reasonable, and partial matches between Infomax and MISA estimates. MISA
estimates present sharper, better delineated areas of activity, especially for partial
matches.

5.3.2

Multi-Subject Data

We consider the case of multi-subject spatial IVA of real fMRI data. In this case,
the dimensionality of the data is: V = timepoints = 150 − 165 and N = voxels =
64341, from M = 128 subjects. For each voxel we remove the mean and perform
variance normalization (i.e., standardizing timecourses). This is followed by mean
removal from each timepoint. After that, the dataset dimensionality is reduced from
V to C = 50 using the proposed RE. The reduced dataset is processed with MISA,
attempting to identify independent spatial maps. The estimated maps from each
component were adjusted to have the same variance and then averaged over subjects.
A t-test was performed on each component mean map to check for areas of non-zero
activation. The t-maps were used to control the transparency in the figure below.
T-values equal to zero were assigned complete transparency, and absolute t-values
above 5 were set to completely opaque. Below we present the results obtained MISA
using contours to outline areas of p-value = 10−6 .
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Figure 5.17: IVA of fMRI using RE+MISA. Mean maps for a subset of subjectspecific IVA components estimated with RE+MISA.
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Chapter 6

Decentralized Data
Disclaimer : the following sections are a partial reproduction of the works published
in (Baker et al., 2015) and (Wojtalewicz, Silva, Calhoun, Sarwate, & Plis, 2017).
Here we transition into the problem of processing multiple datasets when the
data is decentralized, i.e., stored in different data centers. This challenging problem
is highly important for efficient distributed computing of large volumes of data, and
also for private multi-site data sharing in collaborative research settings. Two models
are considered, one based on joint ICA (jICA) and the other based on IVA-L.

6.1

Decentralized Joint ICA

Data sharing for collaborative research systems may not be able to use contemporary architectures that collect and store data in centralized data centers. Research
groups often wish to control their data locally but are willing to share access to it for
collaborations. This may stem from research culture as well as privacy concerns. To
leverage the potential of these aggregated larger data sets, we would like tools that
perform joint analyses without transmitting the data. Ideally, these analyses would
have similar performance and ease of use as current team-based research structures.
In this work we design, implement, and evaluate a decentralized data independent
component analysis (ICA) that meets these criteria. We validate our method on temporal ICA for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data; this method shares
only intermediate statistics and may be amenable to further privacy protections via
differential privacy.
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6.1.1

Introduction

Research groups studying complex phenomena (such as certain diseases) often focus
on specific questions but gather data that could be used to answer questions beyond
the scope of the original study. For example, a mental health study may collect a
brain scan using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) from all enrolled subjects but
may only examine a particular aspect of the MRI data. The whole scan is saved as
part of the data set associated with that study and could therefore be used in other
studies. Technological advances have dramatically increased the complexity of data
per measurement while lowering the cost. Researchers hope to leverage data across
multiple research groups to achieve sufficiently large sample sizes that may uncover
important, relevant, and interpretable features that characterize the underlying complex phenomenon. Many research communities have proposed collaborative research
systems to help enable such joint analyses.
The standard industry solution to data sharing involves each group uploading
data to a shared-use data center such as a cloud-based service. This solution is not
possible for many research applications. For example, since neuroimaging data is
from human subjects, data sharing may be limited or prohibited due to issues such as
(i) local administrative rules, (ii) local desire to retain control over the data until a
specific project has reached completion, (iii) ethical concerns of data re-identification.
The last point is particularly acute in scenarios involving genetic information, patient
groups with rare diseases, and other identity-sensitive applications.
Recently, two data sharing architectures have emerged: centralized data sharing via a repository, and case-specific, agreement-based collaborations. In the latter
case, even estimating simple statistical metrics from multiple sites currently requires
significant manual labor. For example, in contemporary neuroscience research, we
could find no automated approaches that can use modern computational techniques
to enable collaborative and interactive feature-learning from multiple sites.
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In this work, we take a step in the development of algorithms for decentralized
feature learning, by designing a decentralized data independent component analysis
(ICA) (Comon, 1994) algorithm, a widely-used method in neuroimaging applications.
Specifically, we design a decentralized temporal ICA algorithm for use with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. In resting-state fMRI studies, we
can assume that the spatial maps remain stable across subjects and experiment duration (V. Calhoun et al., 2001a), while activation of certain neurological regions varies
over time and across subjects. Temporal ICA finds temporally independent components, hopefully corresponding to the subjects’ intrinsic common spatial networks.
Temporal ICA typically requires more data than can be produced by a single research
group because of computational complexity as well as statistical sample size; the ratio
of spatial to temporal dimensions often requires the aggregate temporal dimension to
be similar to the voxel dimension.
To overcome these challenges, we suggest an approach that allows for the computation of aggregate spatial maps and local independent time courses across decentralized
data stored at different servers belonging to independent labs. The approach combines individual computation performed locally with global process to obtain both
local and global results. Our approach produces results with a similar performance
to the pooled-data case.

6.1.2

Methodology

In this section, we cover some preliminary concepts and describe our new algorithm,
decentralized joint ICA (djICA). Let 1 denote a column vector whose entries are all
equal to 1.
ICA Model. ICA is a popular method for blind source separation: it attempts
to decompose mixed signals into underlying sources. Empirically, ICA applied to
brain imaging data produces robust features which are physiologically interpretable
and markedly reproducible across studies. While justification for successful ICA of
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fMRI results had been previously attributed to sparsity (Daubechies et al., 2009),
it has been shown (V. Calhoun et al., 2013) that statistical independence between
the underlying sources is in fact the driving mechanism of ICA algorithms. In linear
ICA, we model a data matrix X ∈ Rd×N as a product X ≈ AS, where S ∈ Rr×N
is composed of N observations from r statistically independent components, each
representing an underlying signal source.
We interpret ICA in terms of a generative model in which the independent sources
S are submitted to a linear mixing process described by a mixing matrix A ∈ Rd×r ,
forming the observed data X. Most algorithms attempt to recover the “unmixing
matrix” W = A−1 assuming the matrix A is invertible. They do this by trying
to maximize independence between rows of the product WX. Maximal information
transfer (Infomax) is a popular heuristic for estimating W that results in maximizing
an entropy functional related to WX. More precisely, with some abuse of notation,
let

g(z) =

1
1 + e−z

(6.1)

be the sigmoid function with g(Z) being the result of element-wise application of g(·)
on the entries of a matrix or vector Z. The entropy of a random vector Z with joint
density p is
Z
h(Z) = −

p(Z) log p(Z)dZ.

(6.2)

The objective of Infomax ICA then becomes

c = argmax h(g(WX)).
W

(6.3)

W

As we will show, Infomax ICA is well-suited to decentralization.

However,

note that many other approaches for (centalized) ICA exist, e.g., FastICA (Hyväri159

nen, 1999), which has faster yet less robust convergence, and the RADICAL algorithm (Learned-Miller & Fisher III, 2003), which performs well on artifact removal
for certain modalities of biomedical data (Krishnaveni, Jayaraman, Kumar, Shivakumar, & Ramadoss, 2005). It would be interesting to see how amenable these
approaches are to decentralized implementation; we leave this for future work.
Decentralized Joint ICA. Our goal is to design an ICA algorithm that can
be applied to decentralized data. Currently, a number of extensions of ICA exist for
the purpose of joining together various data sets (Sui, Adalı, Pearlson, & Calhoun,
2009) and performing simultaneous decomposition of data from a number of subjects
and modalities (Liu & Calhoun, 2007). Group spatial ICA (GICA) stands out as
the leading approach for multi-subject analysis of task- and resting-state fMRI data
(Allen et al., 2011), building on the assumption that the spatial map components
(S) are common (or at least similar) across subjects. Another approach, called joint
ICA (jICA) (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Giuliani, et al., 2006), is popular in the field on
multimodal data fusion and assumes instead that the mixing process (A) over a
group of subjects is common between a pair of data modalities. A largely unexplored
area of fMRI research is group temporal ICA, which, like spatial ICA, also assumes
common spatial maps but pursues statistical independence of timecourses instead.
Consequently, like jICA, the common spatial maps from temporal ICA describe a
common mixing process (A) among subjects. While very interesting, temporal ICA
of fMRI is typically not investigated because of the small number of time points in
each data set, which leads to unreliable estimates. Our decentralized jICA approach
overcomes that limitation by leveraging information from data sets distributed over
multiple sites.
Suppose that we have s total sites; each site i has a data matrix Xi ∈ Rd×Ni
consisting of a total time course of length Ni time points over d voxels. Let N =
Ps
i=1 Ni be the total length. We model the data at each site as coming from a
common (global) mixing matrix A ∈ Rd×r applied to local data sources Si ∈ Rr×Ni .
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Thus, the total model can be written as
X = [AS1 AS2 · · · ASs ] ∈ Rd×N .

(6.4)

We design a new algorithm, decentralized joint ICA (djICA), that uses locally computed gradients to estimate a common, global unmixing matrix W ∈ Rr×d corresponding to the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A in (6.4), denoted A+ .
X1

...

Local PCA
U1? 1
X 1,red = UTX 1

Xs
Local PCA

Global PCA
U

Us? s
X s,red = UTX s

djICA

S1 = WUTX 1

W

Ss = WUTX s

A = (WUT)+

Figure 6.1: djICA algorithm overview. The superscript ‘+’ indicates the pseudo
inverse.
Fig. 6.1 summarizes the overall algorithm in the context of temporal ICA for
fMRI data. Each site i has data matrices Xi,m ∈ Rd×ni corresponding to subjects
m = 1, 2, . . . , Mi with d voxels and ni time samples. Sites concatenate their local
data matrices temporally to form a d × ni Mi data matrix Xi , so Ni = ni Mi . In
a two-step distributed principal component analysis (dPCA) framework, each site
performs local PCA (Algorithm 6) by means of singular value decomposition (SVD),
with matrices Ui ∈ Rd×k and Σi ∈ Rk×k corresponding to the top singular vectors and
values, respectively. The sites then compute a global PCA (Algorithm 7) to form a
common projection matrix U ∈ Rd×r . Alternatively, in a one-step dPCA framework,
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we can compute the global U directly but at the expense of communicating a large
d × d matrix between sites. Finally, all sites project their data onto the subspace
corresponding to U to obtain reduced datasets Xi,red ∈ Rr×Ni . The projected data
is the input to the iterative djICA algorithm that estimates the unmixing matrix
W ∈ Rr×r as described in Algorithm 5. The full mixing matrix for the global data is
modeled as A ≈ (WU> )+ ∈ Rd×r .
After initializing W (for example, as the identity matrix), the djICA algorithm
iteratively updates W using a distributed relative gradient descent procedure (Amari
et al., 1996). At each iteration j the sites update locally: in lines 4 and 5, the sites
adjust the local source estimates Zi by the bias estimates b(j −1)1> ∈ Rr×Ni , followed
by the sigmoid transformation g(·); they then calculate local gradients with respect
to Wi and bi in lines 6 and 7. Here ym,i (j) is the m-th column of Yi (j).
The sites then send their local gradient estimates Gi (j) and hi (j) to an aggregator
site, which aggregates them according to lines 11-13. After updating W(j) and b(j),
the aggregator checks if any values in W(j) increased above an upper bound of 109
in absolute value. If so, the aggregator resets the global unmixing matrix, sets j = 0,
and anneals the learning rate by ρ = 0.9ρ. Otherwise, before continuing, if the angle
between ∆W (j) and ∆W (j − 1) is above 60o , the aggregator anneals the learning
rate by ρ = 0.9ρ, preventing W from scaling down too quickly without learning the
data. The aggregator sends the updated W(j) and b(j) back to the sites. Finally,
the algorithm stops when k∆W (j)k22 < t.
In order to recover the statistically independent source estimates Si , each site
computes

Si ≈ WXi,red .

For the pooled-data case, Amari et.

al

(6.5)

(Amari, Chen, & Cichocki, 1997)

demonstrate that W will converge asymptotically to A−1 in Infomax ICA. In the
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Algorithm 5 decentralized joint ICA (djICA)
Require: data {Xi,red ∈ Rr×Ni : i = 1, 2, . . . , s}, where r is the same across sites,
tolerance level t = 10−6 , j = 0, maximum iterations J, k∆W (0)k22 = t, initial
learning rate ρ = 0.015/ln(r)
1: Initialize W ∈ Rr×r
. for example, W = I
2
2: while j < J, k∆W (j)k2 ≥ t do
3:
for all sites i = 1, 2, . . . , s do
4:
Zi (j) = W(j − 1)Xi + b(j − 1)1>
5:
Yi (j) = g(Zi (j))

6:
Gi (j) = ρ I + (1 − 2Yi (j))Zi (j)> W(j − 1)
P i
7:
hi (j) = ρ N
m=1 (1 − 2ym,i (j))
8:
Send Gi (j) and hi (j) to the aggregator site.
9:
end for
10:
At the aggregator
site, update global variables
Ps
11:
∆W (j) = i=1 Gi (j)
12:
W(j) = Wi (j − 1)P
+ ∆W (j)
13:
b(j) = b(j − 1) + si=1 hi (j)
14:
Check upper bound and learning rate adjustment.
15:
Send global W(j) and b(j) back to each site
16: end while
decentralized-data case, djICA acts as in the pooled-data case in terms of convergence. The assumption of a common mixing matrix assures that the global gradient
sum will be identical to the pooled-data gradient on average, likewise moving the
global weight matrix towards convergence too.
PCA preprocessing. Here, we describe dPCA algorithms for dimension reduction and whitening. This serves as a preprocessing step to standardize the data prior
to djICA, also without communicating full data sets outside of local sites. First, Balcan
et al. (Balcan, Kanchanapally, Liang, & Woodruff, 2014) use subspace embeddings
that decrease the runtime for dPCA while controlling for the accuracy of U. Bai et
al. (Bai, Chan, & Luk, 2005), however, bypass local data reduction in their approach
(i.e., one-step dPCA), which was appealing and motivated its choice for some of our
experiments. Lastly, an alternative two-step dPCA approach was considered based
on the STP and MIGP (V. Calhoun, Silva, Adalı, & Rachakonda, 2015) approaches
recently developed for large PCA of multi-subject fMRI data. Its advantage is the
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small whitening matrix P ∈ Rd×k that is transmitted across sites, compared to the
large d × d R-matrix in Bai’s algorithm (Bai et al., 2005). The downside is that there
are no bounds on the accuracy of U, and results can vary slightly with the order
in which sites and subjects are processed. Nonetheless, our results suggest that the
two-step dPCA approach, summarized in Algorithms 6 and 7, yields a fairly good
estimate of U.
Algorithm 6 Local PCA algotithm (LocalPCA)
Require: data X ∈ Rd×N and intended rank k
1: Compute the SVD X = UΣV.
2: Let Σ(k) ∈ Rk×k contain the largest k singular values and U(k) ∈ Rd×k the corresponding singular vectors.
3: Save U(k) and Σ(k) locally and return P = U(k) Σ(k) .

Algorithm 7 Global PCA algorithm (GlobalPCA)
Require: s sites with data {Xi ∈ Rd×Ni : i = 1, 2, . . . , s}, intended final rank r, local
rank k ≥ r.
1: Choose a random order π for the sites.
2: P(1) = LocalPCA(Xπ(1) , min{k, rank(Xπ(1) )})
3: for all j = 2 to s do
4:
i = π(j)
5:
Send P(j − 1) from site π(j − 1) to site π(j)
6:
k 0 = min{k, rank(Xi )}
7:
P0 = LocalPCA(Xi , k 0 )
8:
k 0 = max{k 0 , rank(P(j − 1))}
9:
P(j) = LocalPCA([P0 P(j − 1)], k 0 )
10: end for
11: r 0 = min{r, rank(P(s))}
12: U = NormalizeTopColumns(P(s),r 0 )
. At last site
13: Send U to sites π(1), . . . , π(s − 1).
14: for all i = 1 to s do
15:
Xi,red = U> Xi
. The locally reduced data
16: end for
Algorithm 7 uses a peer-to-peer scheme to iteratively refine P(j), with the last site
broadcasting the final U to all sites. U is the matrix containing the top r0 columns
of P(s) with largest L2 -norm, but normalized to unit L2 -norm instead. Following the
recommendation in (V. Calhoun et al., 2015), we set r = 20 and k = 5 · r for our
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simulations.

6.1.3

Results

We examined five different scenarios involving synthetic data to understand if and
when djICA would have comparable performance to a pooled analysis.
Synthetic sources. The S signals were simulated using a generalized autoregressive (AR) conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH) model (Bollerslev, 1986; Engle, 1982), which has been shown to be useful in models of causal source separation (K. Zhang & Hyvarinen, 2010) and time-series analyses of data from neuroscience
experiments (Ozaki, 2012; K. Zhang & Hyvarinen, 2010), especially resting-state fMRI
time courses (M. Lindquist, Xu, Nebel, & Caffo, 2014; Luo, Ge, Grabenhorst, Feng,
& Rolls, 2013). We simulated fMRI time courses using a GARCH model by generating an AR process (no moving average terms) randomly such that the AR series
converges. We chose a random order between 1 and 10 and random coefficients {α[`]}
such that α[0] ∈ [0.55, 0.8] and α[`] ∈ [−0.35, 0.35] for ` > 0. For the error terms
δt = σt t , we used an ARMA model driven by t from a generalized Normal distribution with shape parameter 100 (so it was approximately uniform on [−1, 1]) and
σt2 = 0.1+0.1y[t−1]2 +0.75σ[t−1]2 . For each of 2048 simulated subjects, we generated
20 time courses with 250 time points, each after a “burn-in” period of 20000 samples,
checking that all pair-wise correlations between the 20 time courses was below 0.35.
We generated a total of 2048 mixed datasets for each experiment.
Mixing model and algorithms. We evaluated 5 different scenarios for processing our synthetic data, as summarized in the table below:
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scenario

preprocessing

mixing matrix A

1. ICA (pooled)

none

i.i.d. Gaussian

2. djICA

none

i.i.d. Gaussian

3. ICA (pooled)

PCA

simTB map

4. djICA

One−Step dPCA

simTB map

5. djICA

Two−Step dPCA

simTB map

For the one-step dPCA scenario, we use Bai et. al’s dPCA algorithm without updating (Bai et al., 2005), and for the two-step dPCA scenario, we use the LocalPCA
algorithm (Algorithm 6), followed by GlobalPCA (Algorithm 7). For the first two
scenarios, we generated i.i.d. Gaussian mixing matrices A ∈ Rr×r . For the higherdimensional problems (scenarios 3-5), we used the fMRI Simulation Toolbox’s simTB
spatial maps (Erhardt et al., 2012) to generate different A ∈ Rd×r mixing matrices.
As a performance metric we use the Moreau-Amari inter-symbol interference (ISI)
index (Amari et al., 1996), which is a function of the square matrix Q = ŴA, where
Ŵ = WU> .
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Moreau-Amari index
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0.20
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pooled data ICA
djICA with one level of PCA
djICA with local and decentralized PCA
djICA with no PCA
pooled data ICA with no PCA
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2
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global number of subjects (log2 scale)
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1024

Figure 6.2: Increasing the number of subjects at two sites.
How do the algorithms compare as we increase the data at a fixed number of sites?
We fixed s = 2 sites and evaluated our five algorithms. For the distributed settings
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we split the data evenly per site. Fig. 6.2 shows ISI versus the total data set size.
As the data increases all algorithms improve, and more importantly, the distributed
versions perform nearly as well as the pooled-data counterparts. Results are averaged
over 10 randomly generated mixing matrices.
0.40

pooled data ICA
djICA with one level of PCA
djICA with local and decentralized PCA
djICA with no PCA
pooled data ICA with no PCA

0.35

Moreau-Amari index

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
2

4

8

16

number of sites, with 32 subjects per site (log2 scale)

32

Figure 6.3: Each site with 32 subjects.
How do the algorithms compare as we increase the number of sites with a fixed amount
of data sets per site? We fixed the total 2048 subjects but investigated the effect of
increasing s where Mi = 32 subjects at each site. Results are averaged over 10
randomly generated mixing matrices. Fig. 6.3 demonstrates the convergence of ISI
curve with the increase of the combined data. Again, we see that the performance of
djICA is very close to the centralized pooled performance, even for a small number of
subjects per site.
How does splitting the data sets across more sites affect performance? We examined
splitting the 2048 data subjects across more and more sites (increasing s), so for small
s each site had more data. Fig. 6.4 shows that the performance of djICA is very close
to that of the pooled-data ICA, even with more and more sites holding fewer and
fewer data points. This implies that we can support decentralized data with little
loss in performance.
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Figure 6.4: Gradually splitting 2048 subjects.
Estimated spatial maps. For three data distribution settings of the last experiment (gradually splitting data over more and more sites), Fig. 6.5 shows the spatial
maps estimated in scenarios 3-5. The maps contain r = 20 independent spatial components, which are color coded. The map under the heading ‘GT’ is the ground-truth
simulated map generated with simTB, the map under the heading ‘Pooled’ is the map
estimated by performing centralized pooled ICA, maps under the heading ‘djICAp’
underwent Bai’s (high-bandwidth) one-step dPCA prior to djICA, and maps under
the heading djICAp2 underwent the (lower-bandwidth) two-step dPCA process prior
to djICA. The components estimated in each of the maps in Fig. 6.5 illustrate not only
that djICA can estimate components as well as pooled ICA, but that the algorithm
can perform well regardless of how the subject datasets are distributed across sites.
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Figure 6.5: Spatial map estimations for 2048 subjects over different site
distributions
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6.2

Decentralized IVA

Independent vector analysis (IVA) is an approach that learns simultaneous unmixing
transforms for each set. It assumes corresponding sources from different data sets
to be statistically dependent. One of the main advantages is IVA’s ability to retain
subject-specific differences while simplifying comparison across subjects, since the
resulting components have the same order. This is an instrumental property for
enabling collaboration between remote sites without sharing their data, which may be
required because of ethical, privacy or efficiency concerns. This work proposes a new
decentralized algorithm for IVA that exploits the structure of the objective function.
A centralized aggregator coordinates IVA algorithms at multiple sites using message
passing, parallelizing the computation and limiting the amount of communication.
Thus, the algorithm enables a plausibly private collaboration across multiple sites.
Besides enabling analysis of decentralized data, our approach improves the running
time of IVA-L when used locally.

6.2.1

Introduction

Methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) (Pearson, 1901) and independent component analysis (ICA) (Cichocki & Amari, 2003; Comon & Jutten, 2010;
Hyvärinen et al., 2002) have found much success in neuroimaging applications. In
particular, PCA is a second-order statistical method, and as a result, excels when the
data can be expressed with just the mean and covariance. It fails, however, when
the data has higher order relations. ICA, on the other hand, is a higher-order statistical method and, as such, can solve problems which PCA cannot. Furthermore,
challenges arise when we consider the utility of either of these methods for group
analyses. Quite commonly, the data from each subject is organized into separate
datasets but methods such as PCA and ICA are not designed to account for multiple
datasets.
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One approach to address this challenge is to apply ICA separately to each subject,
which is known to return independent sources in arbitrary order and require postprocessing matching, a daunting and intractable task for large number of subjects.
Modifications of PCA and ICA have been proposed to account for multiple subjects,
notably group PCA (Rachakonda et al., 2016) and group ICA (GICA) (V. Calhoun
et al., 2001a). Both methods rely on temporal concatenation of the datasets and
make a fairly strong assumption that the underlying source maps are identical across
subjects. Clearly, it is far more desirable (and expected) that the source maps contain
subject-specific features. Such features could help determine personalized treatment
options, guide therapeutic decision making, and determine patient outcomes in populations with disabling mental illnesses. With that in mind, two approaches have
emerged: group information-guided ICA (GIG-ICA) (Y. Du & Fan, 2013), which employs subject-specific ICA based on the initial results from GICA and, more recently,
independent vector analysis (Gopal et al., 2016; J.-H. Lee et al., 2008). IVA’s strength
is in its inherent structure, which allows corresponding sources from different subjects
to be similar (i.e., dependent) rather than identical. IVA gives subject-specific information while enabling identification of dependent sources straightforwardly. This
allows for subject maps to contain unique information while still being linked across
different subjects.
Despite strong trends in the neuroimaging community towards data-sharing, privacy and ethical concerns preclude many datasets from being shared. Often these are
the valuable data that either come from rare disorders or from historical data collected
without a consent that allows wide sharing. This situation calls for algorithms which
can process data stored at remote sites without requiring raw data transmission and
limiting the information. IVA’s property of ordering the components for all datasets
could help research under aforementioned circumstances of unshareable data: metanalysis of the component properties becomes possible even without sharing the data.
However, the algorithm is centralized. Therefore, it would be very useful to find a
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method to distribute the IVA algorithm such that it could operate on decentralized
data.
In this work, we introduce the decentralized IVA (dIVA) algorithm to accomplish
this task. dIVA allows numerous institutions to not only collaborate on the same IVA
problem but also spread the computational load any single institution must carry out
in order to preform such high dimensional analysis, improving its execution time.
dIVA enables the previously not available use case of analyzing data without the
need of pulling it to a central location. Furthermore, it improves upon the speed
of local IVA when used locally instead. We introduce the traditional IVA algorithm
in section 6.2.2. We then describe our dIVA algorithm in section 6.2.3. Finally, we
present performance results in section 6.1.3.
Notation: Matrices and vectors will be given in boldface, with dimensions specified
to clarify. Also, [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N }, ◦ is the Hadamard product, C◦−1 is element-wise
inverse, and k·kF is the Frobenius norm.

6.2.2

Independent Vector Analysis

Model. We first describe Independent Vector Analysis (IVA) operating on a single
collection of data sets. IVA is a well-studied method for joint (simultaneous) blind
source separation (BSS) of multiple data sets (Silva et al., 2016). We assume the site
has K data sets, one per subject, each organized in a matrix xk ∈ RN ×R representing
R observations from N sensors. These can be compactly represented as a data tensor
X ∈ RN ×R×K . The signal model for each data set observation is xk = Ak sk , where
Ak ∈ RN ×N is a mixing matrix for the k-th data set, and sk are the N underlying
source signals that were mixed by Ak k to form the observations.
As in ICA, IVA models the N sources sk = [sk,1 sk,2 · · · sk,N ]> as independent
random variables. To perform the separation of a single data set, the algorithm tries
to minimize a multi-way information functional (I) among the latent source groups
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{sn ∈ RK×R : n ∈ [N ]}:
Z
I=

p(s) log

!

p(s)
QN

n
n=1 p(s )

ds,

(6.6)

where sn = [s1,n s2,n · · · sK,n ]> is the n-th set (or group) of corresponding sources
across the data sets, s is the entire collection of all N sources from all K data sets,
and p(·) is the probability density function (pdf). As with ICA, the overall objective
is to estimate unmixing matrices {Wk = A−1
k : k ∈ [K]} that recover the sources
sk = Wk xk : in IVA however, p(sn ) can account for dependencies between the nth sources across data sets. We denote the collection of unmixing matrices by the
unmixing tensor W ∈ RN ×N ×K . Then,

I(W) =

N
X

h(sn ) − h(X) −

n=1

K
X

log |det Wk |,

(6.7)

k=1

where h(·) denotes the differential entropy of a random variable. In the minimization
of I with respect to W, h(X) acts as a constant term, so we arrive at a modified
objective,
˜
I(W)
=

N
X

h(sn ) −

n=1

K
X

log |det Wk |.

(6.8)

k=1

This highlights that the goal in IVA is to separate each of the K data sets in a
way such that the n-th sources across data sets are dependent. Thus, IVA forms N
K-dimensional source groups.
Algorithm. Algorithms for solving the IVA unmixing problem make assumptions
about the dependence structure of the underlying source groups sn . For example,
IVA-Laplace (IVA-L) (Kim et al., 2006; J.-H. Lee et al., 2008) and IVA-Gaussian
(IVA-G) (Anderson et al., 2010) make multivariate Laplace and Gaussian assumptions
on the source groups, respectively. In this work we develop algorithms for IVA-L on
decentralized data; the traditional IVA-L algorithm is given in Algorithm 8.
The IVA-L algorithm iteratively refines an estimate of the underlying sources in
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a state variable Y ∈ RN ×R×K , which collects the sources Yk ∈ RN ×R for each data
set k. The algorithm assumes a Laplacian prior on the source groups, such that
h(snr ) ≈ kyrn k, and independent observations across r ∈ [R]. This yields a proxy for
the information functional:

cost(W) =

R
N
K
X
1 XX n
kyr k −
log |det Wk |.
R r=1 n=1
k=1

(6.9)

For a given Y, it computes the norms kyrn k across the K data sets for each source
and observation, and updates the objective estimate. For convenience, we define the
qP
K
◦−1
n
N ×R
,
matrix C ∈ R
by C =
k=1 Yk ◦ Yk , containing the norms {kyr k}, and C
the element-wise inverse of C, containing {1/ kyrn k}. Then the cost is
R
N
K
X
1 XX
cost(W) =
Cn,r −
log |det Wk |.
R r=1 n=1
k=1

(6.10)

Next, we take a relative gradient step (∇W) with a modified step size α. Finally,
the unmixing matrix W is updated, and the process continues iteratively until either
the maximum number of iterations is reached or the change in W is sufficiently small.

6.2.3

Decentralized IVA-L

Our main contribution is designing an approach for IVA that can operate on decentralized data. In this setting we have P sites, each of which has its own data tensor
Xp ∈ RN ×R×Kp for p ∈ [P ]. Note that each site p may have a different number of
data sets Kp . As before, the goal is to perform a separation into sources at each site
and to find unmixing matrices {Wk,p ∈ RN ×N : k ∈ [Kp ], p ∈ [P ]} in order to perform
the separation sk,p = Wk,p xk,p . The key challenge in decentralized IVA is that the
P
dependence between the sources is now across the sites as well, i.e. the K = Pp=1 Kp
data sets collectively.
We take a computational model in which a master node, or centralized aggregator,
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Algorithm 8 Independent Vector Analysis - Laplace IVA-L
Require: data X ∈ RN ×R×K , tolerance level t = 10−6 , maximum iterations J,
Armijo condition constant c = 10−10 , α = 1
1: W ∈ RN ×N ×K ,
. e.g., Wk = I
2
2
2: k∇Wk kF = 1 for k ∈ [K], k∇Wprev kF = k∇WkF
3: cost(0) = ∞, j = 1
4: while j < J, maxk kα∇Wk kF > t do
5:
Yk =q
Wk xk for k ∈ [K]
. Source estimates
PK
6:
C=
k=1 Yk ◦ Yk and cost(j) using (6.10).
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

while cost(j) > cost(j − 1) − αc k∇Wk2F do
α = 34 α
W = Wprev + α∇W
Yk =q
Wk xk for k ∈ [K]
PK
C=
k=1 Yk ◦ Yk and cost(j) using (6.10).
end while
for all datasets k = 1 : K do
φ = C◦−1 ◦ Yk
∇Wk = Wk − φYkT Wk
end for
if j > 1 then
k∇Wprev k2F
α = α k∇Wk
2
F
end if
Wprev = W, k∇Wprev k2F = k∇Wk2F
W = Wprev + α∇W
j =j+1
end while

. Initiate backtracking

. Relative gradient

. Update step size

wishes to perform IVA-L on all K data sets. Due to privacy and ethical constraints,
the sites cannot transmit their data sets directly to the aggregator, but instead can
only send data derivatives. For example, element-wise squaring is a non-linear operation and, thus, the original data is unrecoverable after that. We therefore want to
identify computations at the local sites and aggregator that can effectively find the
unmixing matrices minimizing (6.10). We can rewrite the cost in terms of sums over
the sites:
v
R X
N uX
X
u P
1
t
yn
cost(W) =
R r=1 n=1 p=1 r,p
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2

−

Kp
P X
X
p=1 k=1

log |det Wk,p | .

(6.11)

n
The aggregator can compute the cost using the squared norms yr,p
PKp
k=1 log |det Wk,p |, which are sums over the Kp data sets at each site.

2

and dp =

The procedure at the master node is given in Algorithm 13. After initializing,
the aggregator asks the local sites to compute their summaries using LocCost (Algorithm 9) and recomputes C and the cost using (6.11). To run, the master node
needs to know C, the cost, and both the maximum and sum of gradient norms,
{k∇Wk,p k2F : k ∈ [Kp ]}, from each site, which are computed using LocGrad (Algorithm 10). As in IVA-L (Algorithm 8), the aggregator backtracks if the cost did not
meet the Armijo condition for sufficient decrease. Once it finds an appropriate step
size, it sends the matrix of inverse norms to the sites, which take a relative gradient
step on their local data using LocUpdate (Algorithm 12) after α is updated.
Algorithm 9 LocCost
Input: site index p
Require: local data Xp ∈ RN ×R×Kp , Wp ∈ RN ×N ×Kp
Yk,p = Wk,p Xk,p for k ∈ [Kp ]
PKp
Cp = k=1
Yk,p ◦ Yk,p
PKp
dp = k=1 log |det Wk,p |
Return Cp , dp

. Source estimates

Algorithm 10 LocGrad
Input: site index p, C◦−1 ∈ RN ×R
Require: Yp ∈ RN ×R×Kp , Wp ∈ RN ×N ×Kp
for all k ∈ [Kp ] do
φ = C◦−1 Yk,p
>
∇Wk,p = Wk,p − φYk,p
Wk,p
end forP
Kp
Return k=1
k∇Wk,p kF , maxk k∇Wk,p kF

Algorithm 11 LocApply
Input: site index p, step size α
Require: Wp , ∇Wp , Wprev,p ∈ RN ×N ×Kp
Wp = Wprev,p + α∇Wp
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. Relative gradient

Algorithm 12 LocUpdate
Input: site index p, step size α
Require: Wp , ∇Wp , Wprev,p ∈ RN ×N ×Kp
Wprev,p = Wp
Wp = Wprev,p + α∇Wp
Algorithm 13 dIVAAgg
Require: [P ], each site containing Xp ∈ RN ×R×Kp and Wp ∈ RN ×N ×Kp , tolerance
level t = 10−6 , maximum iterations J, Armijo condition constant c = 10−10 , α = 1
1: Locally initialize {Wp : p ∈ [P ]}
. e.g., Wp,k = I
2: k∇Wp kF = 1, k∇Wp kF,max = 1 for p ∈ [P ]
2
2
3: cost(0) = ∞, k∇Wprev kF = k∇WkF , j = 1
4: while j < J, maxp αk∇Wp kF,max > t do
5:
(Cp , dq
p ) = LocCost(p) for p ∈ [P ].
PP
6:
C=
p=1 Cp
P
P
7:
cost(j) = R1 n,r Cn,r − Pp=1 dp
8:
while cost(j) > cost(j − 1) − αc k∇Wk2F do
9:
α = 34 α
. Initiate backtracking
10:
LocApply(p, α) for p ∈ [P ]
11:
(Cp , dq
p ) = LocCost(p) for p ∈ [P ].
PP
12:
C=
p=1 Cp
P
P
13:
cost(j) = R1 n,r Cn,r − Pp=1 dp
14:
end while
15:
(k∇Wp kF , k∇Wp kF,max ) = LocGrad(p, C◦−1 ) for p ∈ [P ]
P
16:
k∇Wk2F = Pp=1 k∇Wp k2F
17:
if j > 1 then
k∇Wprev k2F
18:
α = α k∇Wk
. Update step size
2
F
19:
end if
20:
k∇Wprev k2F = k∇Wk2F
21:
LocUpdate(p, α) for p ∈ [P ]
22:
j =j+1
23: end while
Dimensionality reduction. Typically, the data for a single subject is xk ∈ RT ×R ,
where T > N . Before IVA-L can be applied, dimensionality reduction via group PCA
is often required. This can be very computationally expensive on large data sets.
Thus, in this work we explore the use of random projections to attain dimensionality
reduction. Specifically, let U be a T × N random matrix sampled from normal
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distribution. The objective is to obtain a matrix whose rows are orthonormal and
whose entries are sampled from Normal distribution. To this end, let U = QR be the
QR-Decomposition of U, where Q is a T ×N matrix with orthonormal columns and R
is an upper traingular N × N matrix. Then Q = UR−1 is a matrix with orthonormal
columns whose entries are sampled from the Normal distribution, effectively sampling
uniformly on an (N − 1)-dimensional hypersphere (Ailon & Chazelle, 2009). Thus,
QT is a matrix whose rows are orthonormal, as desired. The same projection Q is
used across all subjects.

6.2.4

Results

To test the efficiency of the dIVA algorithm, we run three experiments on 1024 synthetic fMRI data sets (each representing a subject), and assess their performance via
the joint Moreau-Amari intersymbol interference (jISI) index (Anderson et al., 2010),
which is a function of the square matrices Hk = Ŵk Ak , where Ŵk = Wk Q> .
Synthetic sources. 20 synthetic source maps were generated for each subject, sk .
These maps were generated with the SimTB fMRI Simulation Toolbox (Erhardt et
al., 2012). Each source map was set to be a 2D image of dimensions 206 × 206,
each with 32968 pixels representing in-brain voxels. Each source map was identical
in shape across subjects. However, subject-specific variability was introduced by
random scaling, translating and rotating the spatial features on each subject. Thus,
corresponding sources should be dependent (rather than identical) across subjects.
Mixing process. Each of the 20 columns of the mixing matrices Ak were selected as
the timecourses from the work in (Baker et al., 2015). They were simulated using a
generalized autoregressive (AR) conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH) model (Bollerslev, 1986; Engle, 1982), which has shown use in causal source separation (K. Zhang &
Hyvarinen, 2010) and time-series analyses of neuroscience data (Ozaki, 2012; K. Zhang
& Hyvarinen, 2010), especially resting-state fMRI (M. A. Lindquist, Xu, Nebel, &
Caffo, 2014; Luo et al., 2013). This was achieved by generating random AR pro178

cesses (no moving average terms) such that their AR series converged. The AR
order was randomly selected between 1 and 10, as well as random coefficients {α[l]},
such that {α[0]} ∈ [0.55, 0.8] and {α[l]} ∈ [−0.35, 0.35] for l > 0. For the error
terms δt = σt t , an ARMA model driven by t from a generalized Normal distribution with shape parameter 100 (so it was approximately uniform on [−1, 1]) and
σt2 = 0.1 + 0.1y[t − 1]2 + 0.75σ[t − 1]2 was used. Each of the time courses had T = 250
time points, obtained after a “burn-in” period of 20000 samples, checking that all
pair-wise correlations between the 20 time courses was below 0.35. Finally, the mixing process from each subject was applied to the collection of source maps from the
same subject as xk = Ak sk .
Experiments. For the first experiment, the total number of sites remains fixed at
P = 2, and we test how dIVA preforms as we increase the number of subjects available
at each site (Fig. 6.6). For the second experiment, we test how dIVA performs when
the number of subjects available at each site remains fixed at Kp = 32 for p ∈ [P ],
while the number of sites involved in the analysis increases (Fig. 6.7). The tests thus
provide a measure of how dIVA changes as the number of subjects, the number of
sites, and the number of subjects per site varies.
A

B

C

Figure 6.6: Effect of increasing number of subjects. For 2 sites we increase the
number of subjects as each site keeping it equal for both. The running time increases
with more data (A) as jISI decreases (C), with iteration number staying put.
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A

B

C

Figure 6.7: Effect of increasing number of sites. Fixing the number of subjects
per site to 32, we increase the number of sites. jISI and the number of iterations stay
virtually unchanged.
To compare the speed of locally run dIVA to IVA, we perform a time test. Both
dIVA and IVA are run for 100 iterations using the same subjects and initial unmixing
matrix. After the 100 iterations, we divide the wall clock time it took IVA to run by
the time dIVA took to run to get the speed up factor of dIVA over IVA. Repeating
this process for 10 different initial starting points and increasing number of subjects
gives a rough idea of how running times of locally run dIVA compare to IVA, as seen
in Fig. 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Effect of increasing number of subjects on speed up. Comparison
of the running times of IVA and dIVA as a function of the total number of subjects.
The higher the factor the faster dIVA is compared to IVA.
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The experiments show that dIVA does indeed work on decentralized datasets. Its
accuracy does not deteriorate with the additional number of subjects and may even
slightly improve (Fig. 6.6(C)). Although the running time steadily grows with more
data the situation may change when the sites are really decentralized and perform
the computation truly in parallel. We leave discussion of many factors (such as
network latency) that can affect the speed for future. The main goal of dIVA is not
to speed up the computation by putting data on remote resources but rather bring
the computation to otherwise inaccessible data. However, as Fig. 6.8 shows, dIVA
when used locally may be able to improve efficiency of the current practice of using
IVA up to a factor of 4, which for long runs with large datasets may amount to a
couple of days versus a week of computation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
The work presented here makes significant contributions to the BSS and neuroimaging fields, re-framing the entire BSS field and casting new light on its organization
and implications to the neuroimaging community. The unified modeling framework
presented here provided us with new insight into the connections among many traditional and modern BSS models. The new perspective lead to a broader sense of
generalization, highlighting several directions for further development. Particularly,
MDM models emerged as an organic confluence of three major trends: simultaneous
multidataset analysis, grouping of sources within each dataset, and use of all-order
statistics, consequently capturing all key features and subspace structures common to
their predecessors. Their greatest benefit is in the flexibility to simultaneously model
dataset-specific as well as cross-dataset subspace associations.
The extensive work on controlled synthetic data generation furthered our understanding of the properties and requirements of multi-dataset models, describing a
series of issues associated with current ad hoc simulation approaches. An overall lack
of statistical rigor was observed in previous simulation studies, which we believe have
often resulted in an incomplete picture about the strengths and, in particular, the limitations of the tested models. Our work fills this gap by borrowing ideas from the field
of computerized simulation, which were summarized into a set of principles for synthetic data generation. Based on these principles and with a firm grasp on statistical
rigor, we proposed a novel framework for simulation of stochastic multidataset models
that is generic, admits a gradual, controlled transition between various designs, and
is able to accommodate realistic neurological features. With this approach it became
possible to investigate and rightfully assess specific scenarios and model assumption
violations for the new class of MDM models. The proposed simulation framework
therefore highlights how multivariate stochastic processes must be tested and stud182

ied before their application to neuroimaging data and widespread interpretation of
ensuing results takes place. The takeaway is that careful design of the simulated
datasets, in agreement with the proposed principles outlined here, is fundamental to
address specific questions in a careful, incremental, and controlled fashion. This is an
important contribution to the field, providing guidelines for fair assessment and comparison of new models and serving as a baseline for multidataset simulation design.
The implication to neuroimaging is quite straightforward: better understanding of
a model’s strengths and limitations leads to reliable interpretation of the underlying
processes driving multi-subject and multimodal associations.
With a renewed view of the area and of the requirements for proper performance
assessment, we delved into the pursuit of a new model for the class of MDM problems. Combining optimization theory principles and statistical inference, we devised
MISA and demonstrated its extreme flexibility and impressive performance at elevated noise levels. Multiple examples on synthetic, hybrid, and real neuroimaging
data highlight its generality, offering a single, malleable tool for any independencebased BSS problem, and the first robust solver for MDM problems, namely MISA-GP.
The approaches for combinatorial optimization pursued were crucial to enable this
flexibility. The RE via the pseudo-inverse of W also proved very useful, especially in
the challenging case of V > N , i.e., with fewer observations available.
Finally, focusing on research collaboration settings in which data is expensive
to collect and spread across many sites, we proposed a distributed data joint ICA
algorithm that (in synthetic experiments) finds underlying sources in decentralized
data nearly as accurately as its centralized counterpart. This shows that algorithms
like djICA enable collaborative processing of decentralized datasets by combining local computation and communication. Similarly, the proposed dIVA algorithm also
operates on decentralized data and provides high estimation accuracy, overcoming
limitations which often prevent multi-site collaborative research. For example, when
data sets are held by different parties who are unable to share their data but wish
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to collaborate in an IVA analysis. While this would preclude the typical centralized
approach, our solution enables such collaborative research consortia, opening a new
set of opportunities for research. In addition, while the running time of centralized
IVA is quadratic in the number of data sets, preventing large-scale analysis, dIVA
allows the bulk of the computation to be parallelized (both locally and across sites)
with the aid of an aggregator that collects summaries from individual sites. Experimental results show that the running time of the method is significantly improved
over a centralized approach.
Altogether, the work presented here opens up a whole new set of possible research
directions as discussed below.

7.1
7.1.1

Future Directions
Emerging Modalities

Improvements in imaging instrumentation and signal acquisition continue to provide
researchers with novel and higher quality information about the physiology of the
brain. Naturally, the use and combination of such emerging modalities has great
potential for producing new findings and applications.
We begin with a summary of promising, emerging modalities.

First, high-

resolution quantitative MR imaging of tissue-specific parameters such as longitudinal
relaxation (T1) provides good indication of cortical myelination (Lutti, Dick, Sereno,
& Weiskopf, 2014), with the benefit of allowing direct comparison of images across
scanners and sites, as well as longitudinally, for most cortical brain areas (Sereno,
Lutti, Weiskopf, & Dick, 2013). Also, a measure of local variation in grey matter
called voxel-based cortical thickness (VBCT) provides higher grey matter sensitivity than typical voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Hutton, Draganski, Ashburner, &
Weiskopf, 2009). Following recent breakthroughs in DWI (Johansen-Berg & Behrens,
2009; J. Li, Shi, & Toga, 2016), crossing white matter fibers can now be resolved and
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tracked, providing thrilling details about the orientation and structural connectivity of
fiber bundles. Similar improvements have led to ultra-fast fMRI sequences (Feinberg
& Setsompop, 2013) at higher spatial resolution, simplifying the filtering of certain
physiological noise sources, such as breathing and cardiac pulsation.
We also highlight the emergence of new devices that combine different imaging
modalities. Simultaneous PET/MR devices offer multiple opportunities for multimodal research. Particularly, with the advent of functional PET (fPET) by constant infusion of 2-[(18)F]-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), functional changes in glucose
utilization by the brain can be observed with better time resolution than traditional
PET (Villien et al., 2014). Consequently, simultaneous functional imaging using fPET
and fMRI (by arterial spin labeling (ASL) and blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)
contrasts) enables the study of neurovascular coupling (Villien, 2015), especially in
the study of drug challenges. Also, sMRI scans interleaved with PET acquisition
can enable improved PET resolution and SNR following MRI-guided attenuation and
partial-volume corrections, motion compensation, and reconstruction (Zaidi & Becker,
2016).
Similarly, recent advances in cap and probe design allow for high-density simultaneous fNIRS and EEG experiments with reduced motion artifacts and for extended
periods of time (Giacometti & Diamond, 2014; Yücel, Selb, Boas, Cash, & Cooper,
2014). These could be combined with PET/MR systems, offering a huge opportunity
for neurodiscovery, and indicating an impending need for multiple-dataset methods
oriented to multimodal fusion.
The availability of such advanced BSS approaches will provide novel ways to investigate inter-subject covariation across multiple populations, sites, and longitudinal
inquiries.
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7.1.2

Emerging Applications

The past decade has witnessed a growing interest in multimodal analyses, especially
N-way multimodal fusion (Silva et al., 2014b; Sui, Yu, He, Pearlson, & Calhoun, 2012),
for their potential to leverage hidden multimodal interactions (i.e., cross-dataset dependence) and construct a more complete view of brain function and structure. More
modalities typically means increased confidence in statements about the neural determinants of healthy (Hao et al., 2013) and disease states. Moreover, multiple-dataset
BSS has demonstrated potential to identify endophenotypes from brain imaging data
for genetic association studies, eliciting candidate biomarkers for several mental illnesses (Liu et al., 2012; Meda et al., 2012).
While multiple-dataset BSS provides a pristine opportunity for neurodiscovery in
multimodal studies of mental disorders (Sui et al., 2013), the benefits for unimodal
studies involving longitudinal or multi-site data can be more immediate, as they may
identify recurrent features across time and study location.
Structure-function connectivity analyses (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009; Rubinov &
Sporns, 2010; Yu et al., 2012, 2013) are also expected to largely benefit from continued
research in multiple-dataset BSS. For example, graph-oriented BSS may elicit the
underlying breakdown of networks into modules and meta-states (R. L. Miller et al.,
2016), offering a fresh new look at connectivity.

7.1.3

Emerging Techniques

Typically, linear BSS on a V × N dataset X = AS captures information along the
dimension of N . In order to leverage information contained along the other dimension,
some approaches have been exploiting the data transpose XT as well. Utilizing a
two-step approach, mCCA+jICA (Sui et al., 2013) computes mCCA among XTm to
find ATm with high correlation among corresponding rows, followed by jICA on Sm ;
conversely, (Smith et al., 2012) uses temporal ICA on the temporally concatenated
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AT that results from GICA. On the other hand, approaches like non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) (D. Lee & Seung, 1999) alternate between X and XT at every
step of the alternating least-squares (ALS) (de Leeuw, Young, & Takane, 1976; Yates,
1933) optimization. This approach generalizes well to the tensor case (Bro, 1997; Phan
& Cichocki, 2008). Parallel ICA (Liu et al., 2008), however, alternates between ICA
(on X1 and X2 , separately) and CCA (between XT1 and XT2 ) at every step. Such
techniques are likely to play an important role in the development of new methods
for linear MDM problems.
In particular, we suggest that further investigation of MISA should first consider
strategies for estimating ψk adaptively, using robust estimation techniques (Boukouvalas, Said, Bombrun, Berthoumieu, & Adalı, 2015) and exploiting other types of
diversity (Adalı et al., 2014), such as sample dependence (Fu et al., 2015). Second,
the use of constrained optimization using RE via W> on more challenging scenarios
for the case of cond (A) = 1 should also be considered. Further more, given the
observed benefits of the constrained optimization approach, we conjecture that performing a partial initial data-reduction using RE followed by a smaller constrained
MISA optimization may yield better results more efficiently. Another idea is to modify the greedy combinatorial optimization to discover rather than match the subspace
assignments, or even to replace it by a soft L1 regularization to enforce sparsity of
P. The latter approach should yield good results much more efficiently than with
the current greedy permutations. Failure detection is another interesting direction, in
which multiple restarts and ICASSO strategies (Himberg et al., 2004) may improve
robustness, especially given the high rate of accuracy demonstrated by MISA. Lastly,
expanding the RE constraint to incorporate prior knowledge may help yield results
that are selective of external effects of interest, such as disease labels, medication
levels, etc.
To conclude, additional extensions of the decentralized approaches discussed here
may include reducing the bandwidth of the methods and designing privacy-preserving
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variants that guarantee differential privacy (Dwork, 2006). Also, it is not far-fetched
to envision a decentralized data MISA algorithm, which would expand its benefits
into the realm of collaborative research.
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Appendix A

A Brief Review of Previous Multimodal Simulation Works

Here, we review how multimodal simulations have been conducted in previous works
and identify in what ways they have been in agreement (or not) with the principles
outlined in Section 3.1.2. We start with the first multimodal simulation designed for
jICA (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006), which proposed a very simple approach,
combining real data with artificial signals to demonstrate a strength of that model.
By construction, jICA identifies joint multimodal components that share identical
mixing coefficients Am . However, the proposed simulations did not account for the
stochastic nature of the components. Particularly, the designed joint components were
not random samples from a joint pdf but, rather, points from a single deterministic
2D function (cosine with exponential decay), and the joint distribution dependence
was unknown and not controlled. One limitation is that this approach cannot guarantee the simulated components will conform to the jICA assumption of independent
modalities because of the undefined, arbitrary dependence structure of deterministic
sources. Also, this approach lacks the benefit of multiple replications because it cannot generate different random sampling instances from the same distribution, even
though in practice deterministic values can be thought of as one particular instance of
random sampling. As a result, ensemble averages from multiple replications cannot
be reported. This simulation approach, therefore, fails to meet the principles of fairness and control. To be considered fair, the method of data generation should have
narrowed possible estimation errors by controlling the dependence structure between
the multimodal spatial maps. Lastly, the marginal distributions had a point mass
function at zero, which means the pdfs were actually discontinuous and, thus, not in
line with the Infomax implementation used for ICA.
Next, we consider the simulation strategy for CCA+ICA (Sui et al., 2010), and
notice that it also did not fully consider the joint structure of the source compo-
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nents, using deterministic 8-bit gray-scale images as the multimodal spatial maps
rather than random samples from a controlled joint pdf. In contrast to Calhoun et
al. (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006), this work explores some limitations of
jICA by violating some of its assumptions. Specifically, the simulation setup was
intended to challenge the jICA assumption of identical pdfs for all modalities in the
same joint source component. This was achieved by, in some cases, assigning different
images (with different pdfs) to each modality in the same joint component. However,
that work also used different mixing matrices for each modality to challenge the jICA
assumption of identical mixing coefficients. This was particularly relevant (and somewhat realistic) in the context of that work but also induced an additional source of
estimation error, making it ambiguous whether jICA failed due to the different mixing
matrices or the different modality distributions in the same joint source component.
In addition to that, it is unclear how different the distributions of each modality are
(in the case they are assigned different images), neither to what degree the modalities
are independent. As in (V. Calhoun, Adalı, Kiehl, et al., 2006), this simulation is
not entirely compliant to the principles of fairness and control. More importantly, it
is not committed to simple since it tries to simultaneously account for both mixingand component-level effects.
Finally, we consider the work on linked ICA (Groves et al., 2011). Although their
multimodal simulations use random samples from carefully designed marginal distributions, the sampling strategy uses conditional sampling (see Section 3.4.3). This
is due to the implicit use of an indicator function to define “active regions” in the
spatial maps (the sampling distribution is not identical but, instead, conditioned on
the spatial location of each random sample). The same issue can be observed in
the simulations used to support some inaccurate claims about ICA in Daubechies
et al. (V. Calhoun et al., 2013; Daubechies et al., 2009). The concern is that the
final source distributions become of mixture type, and in Groves et al. (Groves et
al., 2011) they present discontinuities, with probability masses at zero. Like other
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ad hoc simulations, this is not following the principle of fairness since common implementations of ICA are not optimized for discontinuous distributions. This may
act as an additional source of unintended errors, and could lead to faulty conclusions
too. Moreover, the work provides no description of how the samples are assigned
into spatial maps. This procedure is very important since it plays a major role in
controlling dependences in the multimodal joint distributions. When different modality groups (as defined in Groves et al.(Groves et al., 2011)) are co-registered (e.g.,
smoothed summary structural and functional MRI maps from the same subject) the
assignment of sample values into spatial maps, one map at a time, would likely lead
to uncontrolled dependencies (see Figure 3.3).
We conclude that current approaches to synthetic multimodal data generation are
perhaps intuitive and straightforward in the way they are designed but do not enable
full control of the underlying joint distributions, which renders such experiments less
informative than they could be. Also, a recurring issue in all multimodal simulation
experiments we have reviewed is that most of the source design effort is directed to
the spatial configuration of the “active regions” in the source rather than how its
underlying joint distribution may relate to other sources. This is like prioritizing the
principle of realistic sources over the principle of fairness, both of which have naturally
conflicting goals but are equally important. Currently, the assignment of sample values into maps can be generally qualified as an ad hoc procedure lacking any particular
care for the resulting joint distribution between modalities at the component level,
or even across components. It is likely that unwanted/uncontrolled dependencies between modalities will be present in such simulations, possibly working as yet another
source of estimation errors. Also, a full evaluation of the quality of the estimated
sources was not presented (the estimated source distribution is often not compared
against the ground-truth distribution); only the mixing coefficients were compared
to the ground-truth. All of these motivate the pursuit of a more careful design with
total control of the joint distributions and more in-depth performance evaluations.
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Appendix B

Distribution Formulas and Detailed Source Definitions

Copula Formulations
The Bivariate t-Copula: this is an elliptical copula defined as (Demarta & McNeil,
2005):
−1
t−1
ν
Z (u) tνZ (v)

Ct (u, v|ρ, ν) =
−∞

−∞

1
2π (1 − ρ2 )1/2


 −(ν+2)
2
x2 − 2ρxy + y 2
1+
dxdy
ν (1 − ρ2 )
(B.1)

where t−1
ν (u) is the quantile function (or ICDF) of a standard univariate t-distribution
with ν degrees of freedom, and ρ is the linear correlation coefficient and admits the
following relationship to Kendall’s τ :

ρ = sin

π 
τ
2

(B.2)

which we used to parameterize the level of dependence. In our experiments we used
the copula random sampler available in MATLAB’s Statistics Toolbox using ν = 1
and τ = 0.4 or τ = 0.8.

The Frank Copula: this copula is a symmetric Archimedean copula defined as
(Nelsen, 2006):


1
(e−αu − 1) (e−αv − 1)
CF r (u, v|α) = − ln 1 +
, α 6= 0
α
e−α − 1

(B.3)

where α admits the following relationship to Kendall’s τ :
D1 (α)
1−τ
1
=
, D1 (α) =
α
4
α

Zα
et
0
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t
dt
−1

(B.4)

and D1 (α) is a Debye function of first kind. In our experiments we used the copula
random sampler available in MATLAB’s Statistics Toolbox using τ = 0.4 or τ = 0.8.

Circularly Symmetric (cs):

this is a unique copula with a dependence struc-

ture that is not due to linear correlation (ρ = 0). Its copula pdf is defined as
(Perlman & Wellner, 2011):
ccs (u, v) = c∗cs (2u − 1, 2v − 1)
c∗cs (u0 , v 0 ) ,

√
2π

1
1−(u0 )2 −(v 0 )2

Idisk (u0 , v 0 )

(B.5)


 1, (u0 )2 + (v 0 )2 < 1
0 0
Idisk (u , v ) =
 0, otherwise
Non-Linear Circular Symmetry (nlcs): based on the cs copula above, the nlcs copula
also has a dependence structure that is not due to linear correlation (ρ = 0). Its pdf
is defined as (Perlman & Wellner, 2011):
cnlcs (u, v) = c∗nlcs (2u − 1, 2v − 1)
q

c∗nlcs

0

(u , v)

0

=

1
π

(1−(u0 )2 )(1−(v0 )2 )
Isquare (u0 , v 0 )
2
(1−(u0 )2 (v0 )2 )

(B.6)


 1, (u0 , v 0 ) ∈ [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]
0 0
Isquare (u , v ) =
 0, otherwise

Ferguson copulas: this class of copula pdf is defined as (Ferguson, 1995):

cF e (u, v|g (·)) =

1
[g (|u − v|) + g (1 − |1 − u − v|)]
2

(B.7)

where g (·) is a well-defined pdf in the interval [0, 1]. In our experiments, we are
interested in dependence structure that is not due to linear correlation (i.e., we want
ρ = 0). Thus, we choose g (z) to be symmetric about 1/2. Furthermore, in order
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to explore a different distribution form, we choose g (z) to be oscillatory with two
positive peaks and zero-valued valleys in z ∈ [0, 1] as g (z) = cos (4πz + π) + 1.
Table B.1 below gives detailed descriptions of the distribution choices used to
generate the source pool described in Section 3.2.3.
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Joint

Joint

source

type

Copula

Marginal pdf of S2i

Mixing Coeff
association

[S1i ∼ tν =8

Type

ρ

(µ=0,σ=1)]
1

1

Independence

same as S1 i

Identical

1

2

2

cs

same as S1 i

Identical

1

3

2

cs

Identical

1

4

3

Independence

same as S1 i
gev(mode = 0)

Identical

1

5

3

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

6

4

Independence

same as S1 i

Correlated

0.3

7

4

Independence

Correlated

0.9

8

5

cs

same as S1 i
gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

9

6

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

10

7

cs

same as S1 i

Correlated

0.3

11

8

cs

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

12

1

Independence

same as S1 i

Identical

1

13

2

t(ν=1,τ =0.4)

same as S1 i

Identical

1

14

2

t(ν=1,τ =0.8)

Identical

1

15

3

Independence

same as S1 i
gev(mode = 0)

Identical

1

16

3

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

17

4

Independence

same as S1 i

Correlated

0.3

18

4

Independence

Correlated

0.9

19

5

t(ν=1,τ =0.4)

same as S1 i
gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

20

6

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

21

7

t(ν=1,τ =0.4)

same as S1 i

Correlated

0.3

22

8

t(ν=1,τ =0.4)

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

23

1

Independence

same as S1 i

Identical

1

24

2

Frank(τ =0.4)

same as S1 i

Identical

1

25

2

Frank(τ =0.8)

same as S1 i

Identical

1

26

3

Independence

gev(mode = 0)

Identical

1

27

3

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

28

4

Independence

same as S1 i

Correlated

0.3

29

4

Independence

Correlated

0.9

30

5

Frank(τ =0.4)

same as S1 i
gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

31

6

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

32

7

Frank(τ =0.4)

same as S1 i

Correlated

0.3

33

8

Frank(τ =0.4)

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

34

1

Independence

same as S1 i

Identical

1

35

2

nlcs

same as S1 i

Identical

1

36

2

nlcs

same as S1 i

Identical

1

37

3

Independence

gev(mode = 0)

Identical

1

38

3

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

39

4

Independence

same as S1i

Correlated

0.3

40

4

Independence

same as S1i

Correlated

0.9

41

5

nlcs

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

42

6

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

43

7

nlcs

same as S1i

Correlated

0.3

44

8

nlcs

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

45

1

Independence

same as S1i

Identical

1

46

2

Ferg(g(z))

same as S1i

Identical

1

47

2

Ferg(g(z))

same as S1i

Identical

1

48

3

Independence

gev(mode = 0)

Identical

1

49

3

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

50

4

Independence

same as S1i

Correlated

0.3

51

4

Independence

same as S1i

Correlated

0.9

52

5

Ferg(g(z))

gev(µ = 0)

Identical

1

53

6

Independence

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

54

7

Ferg(g(z))

same as S1i

Correlated

0.3

55

8

Ferg(g(z))

gev(µ = 0)

Correlated

0.3

56

9

Independence

Gaussian noise

Identical

1

Table B.1: Definitions for each synthetic joint source.
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Appendix C

The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm

The Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm approach works by constructing a timereversible Markov chain whose stationary probabilities are π (d) = q (d |λ). The
first step is to define a neighboring system N over D to determine which are the
neighboring states of current state (permutation) d = i. The neighboring system we
adopt here is the one defined by swapping any two voxel locations. In other words,
the current spatial configuration of voxel values corresponds to the current state and
the swap of any two voxel values defines a new spatial configuration and, thus, a
new state, which is considered an immediate neighbor of the current state. It is not
hard to show that under this definition the number of neighbors for any given d is

V
= V (V2−1) . Next, we consider how to control the probability of moving between
2
neighboring states in the discrete search space D in a way that yields a stochastic
process analogous to a random-walk over D.
First, consider a Markov chain with transition matrix T for which p (i, j), i, j ∈ N
indicates the probability of moving from state i to a neighbor state j. Then define a
Markov chain (sequence) {Xn , n > 0} as follows: when Xn = i, generate a random
sample (a new state) from a random variable X with probability P [X = j |i ] =
p(i, j), j = 1, ..., b. Here, b = #neighbors =

V (V −1)
2

and we set P [X = j |i ] to be

uniformly distributed over all b immediate neighbors of i and 0 otherwise. If the new
sampled state is X = j then set Xn+1 = j with probability α (i, j) and Xn+1 = i with
probability 1 − α (i, j). It can be shown (Ross, 2009, p.262) that by setting

α (i, j) = min



q (d = j |λ) p (j, i)
, 1 = min eλ(F (d=j)−F (d=i)) , 1
q (d = i |λ) p (i, j)

(C.1)

the Markov chain will have a stationary probability π (d) = q (d |λ) which is also
the limiting probability when n → ∞, as we desired. However, setting λ to a very
high value makes the convergence to the limiting distribution considerably slower. A
practical work-around which gives rise to simulated annealing (SA) is to replace the
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fixed λ by a gradually increasing one, such as λn = K ln (n + 1), which leads to


α (i, j) = min (n + 1)K(F (d=j)−F (d=i)) , 1
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(C.2)

Appendix D

SNR Definition for Chapter 3

The variance of a sum of independent random variables is the sum of the variances
of each random variable. Also, the variance of a random variable multiplied by a
constant is the constant squared times the variance of the random variable. Lastly,
the second moment of a random variable Y corresponds to its average power:
 
E Y 2 = Var [Y ] + (E [Y ])2

(D.1)

where E [·] denotes the expectation operator, and Var [·] denotes the variance operator.
With that in mind, recall that the marginal distributions of all joint sources are
known and set to have unit variance. Thus, we can use the fact that all joint sources
are independent to derive the variance of any particular mixture Yml , l = 1, . . . , N ,
C
P
where, Yml =
amli Smi is the l-th noiseless linear mixture from modality m, and
i=1

2
E [Yml
] = Var

C
P


amli Smi

 C
2
P
+ E
amli Smi

i=1

=

C
P

i=1

a2mli Var [Smi ] +

i=1

C
P

2

(D.2)

amli E [Smi ]

i=1

where amli are the mixing coefficients of Smi for Xml . Let Xml = Yml + aml Zm , where
Zm is a zero-mean, unit variance random Gaussian noise independent of Yml , and aml
is the mixing coefficient of Zm for the l-th mixture Xml . Our goal is to determine
aml such that the final SNR is 30dB. We formulate the SNR as the ratio of average
powers between the corrupted signal Xml and the noise Zm :

SN RdB = 10 log10

2
E[Xml
]



E[(aml Zm )2 ]


= 10 log10
Solving for aml :
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2 +a2 Var[Z ]
E[Yml
] ml
m

a2ml Var[Zm ]



(D.3)

s

2
]
E [Yml

aml =



10

SN RdB
10

(D.4)



−1

2
] may differ for
The constant aml can be different for each modality because E [Yml

each modality m. This can happen whenever the factor levels are not set to “same”
for either factor 3 (the mixing coefficients) or factor 2 (the marginal pdfs). We
would like to enforce the same mixing coefficient for all modalities (i.e., aml = al ,
m = 1, . . . , M ). We can still guarantee a SNR of at least 30dB in each modality by
2
selecting the smallest E [Yml
], m = 1, . . . , M , to compute al .

Appendix E

Performance Measures for Chapter 3

The NMSE, for each modality m = 1, ..., M , is simply the mean square error (MSE),
i.e., the average power of the error between estimated Ŝmj and ground-truth Smi ,
normalized by the average power of Smi :

E
N M SEm =

2 

Ŝmj − Smi


E (Smi,v )2

V 
P

=

Ŝmj,v − Smi,v

v=1
V
P

2
(E.1)

2

(Smi,v )

v=1

NMI is the mutual information M I (·) between Ŝmj and Smi , divided (i.e., normalized)
by the sum of the entropies H (·) of Ŝmj and Smi :


M I Ŝmj , Smi

N M Im = 
H Ŝmj + H (Smi )

Appendix F

Supplementary data for Chapter 3

Supplementary data for Chapter 3 can be found online at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2014.04.035.
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Appendix G

MISA Gradient Derivation

This section is intended to demonstrate the derivation of the gradient for the MISA
cost in Equation 4.7. Firstly, we outline the basics of automatic differentiation with
respect to matrices and then use that as a tool to obtain the derivation.

G.1

Automatic Differentiation

Automatic differentiation (AD) is a technique for automatically differentiating programs or algorithms without need for analytical derivations nor finite differencing. It
comprises two major approaches: forward and reverse differentiation. In the forward
mode, functions are compositions of a finite set of basic operations. The derivatives of
each basic operation are known and, thus, can be combined via chain rule to yield the
final gradient. In the reverse mode, only the function is computed in a forward fashion, not the derivatives. After that, a reverse traversal of the composite operations
propagates the derivatives backward from the output by supplementing the output
with adjoint partial derivative terms in a compounding fashion. In either case, the
chain rule is the core engine for differentiation of function compositions. Here, we
utilize the reverse mode as it yields the gradient with respect to all variables (the
elements of W) in a single reverse sweep.
Our use of AD in unconventional, however. Rather than applying AD to a program
or algorithm that evaluates Equation 4.7 for a given W at every iteration of the
numerical optimization, we apply it offline in order to obtain an analytical form of
the gradient with respect to W. This allows us to identify simplifications that lead
to a more efficient implementation of the gradient. This is also less susceptible to
numerical instability.
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G.2

Basic Reverse Mode Operations

In order to facilitate the understanding of how AD works in reverse mode, a few basic
rules and examples are presented. Firstly, consider the case of J(W) = x> Wx.
The goal is to obtain

∂J
.
∂W

Thus, forward evaluation of J follows standard op-

eration precedence, leading to the sequence z1 = Wx, J = x> z1 . Accordingly,
(

the reverse sweep starts with J =
joint partial derivative
∂z1
∂W
∂J
∂W

(

∂J
= x, i.e.,
∂z1
(
z1 x> = xx> .

∂J
∂J
(
z1

= 1, which is supplemented with the ad(

(

= x J . Following, z1 is supplemented with

= x> , i.e., W =
This becomes very intuitive once we realize
(

∂J
∂J ∂z1
= ∂z
,
i.e.,
the
adjoint
partial
derivatives
appear
around
J in a com∂J ∂W
1

pounding fashion. Whether an adjoint term appears to the left or right depends on
a few basic rules. These rules are summarized below:
1. The basic product rule for the matrix product z1 = z2 z3 is twofold: if z2 is
(

(

a function of the variable of differentiation (W) then z2 = z1 z3> , and if z3 is
(

(

a function of W then z3 = z2> z1 . When both terms are function of W both
rules apply, causing the reverse sweep to branch and leading to more than one
answer. In that case, the final answer is the sum of the answers (leaves) from
each branch.
2. The Hadamard (element-wise) product z1 = z2 ◦ z3 leads to another product
(

(

(

(

rule, specifically, z2 = z1 z3 and z3 = z2 z1 .
3. Other Hadamard operations simply apply standard derivation rules element(

wise. For z1 = f (z2 ), it yields z2 =

∂f (z2 ) (
z1 .
∂z2

4. Matrix rearrangement operations such as the transpose, vecmn (·), or diag (·)
(

(

have a form like z1 = f (z2 ), leading to the rule z2 = f −1 (z1 ), where f −1 (·)
is the transpose, reshapemn (·), or diag−1 (·), respectively, ignoring elements set
to zero by f (·). Thus, vecmn (·) stacks columns of a matrix and reshapemn (·)
unstacks them back into a m × n matrix, while diag (·) creates a diagonal
matrix from a vector and diag−1 (·) returns the diagonal elements of a matrix
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into a vector.
5. Simple addition of the form z1 = z2 + z3 also yields a branch per term as
(

(

(

(

z2 = z1 and z3 = z1 .
(

(

6. Matrix inversion of the form z1 = z2−1 yields the rule z2 = −z1> z1 z1> .
(

(

7. The determinant of a matrix z1 = det (z2 ) leads to the rule z2 = z1 z1 z2−> .
(

(

8. The trace of a matrix z1 = tr(z2 ) yields the rule z2 = z1 I.

G.3

Derivation of the Gradient

Let
ˇ =−
I(y)
−

M
X
m=1
K
X
k=1

K

JDm

1X
JC − f (K, βk , λk , ηk , dk , νk )
+
2 k=1 k

N
K
N
X
ηk − 1 X
λk X
JF +
JE ,
N n=1 kn k=1 N n=1 kn

where

JDm = ln |det Λm | =

Cm
X

ln |σmi | ,

i=1

with Λm =

U>
m Wm Vm

SV D

>
and Wm = Um Λm Vm


JCk = ln det γk Σyk γk> ,

◦ 21
−1
with γk = (Idk ◦ Σyk )
1
and Σyk =
Pk WXX> W> P>
k
  N − 1−1 
>
JFkn = ln ykn
γk Σyk γk> ykn
 
−1 βk
>
γk Σyk γk> ykn
JEkn = ykn
 

K 
X
dk
dk
f (K, βk , λk , ηk , dk , νk ) =
ln βk + νk ln λk + ln Γ
−
ln π − ln Γ (νk ) .
2
2
k=1
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Then, the gradient of J with respect to W is
ˇ
∇I(W)
m[k] = −

M
X

K

∇W JDm +

m=1

−

N
K
X
ηk − 1 X
k=1

N

1X
∇W JCk
2 k=1
∇W JFkn +

n=1

K
N
X
λk X
k=1

N

∇W JEkn .

n=1

In the following, ∇W JDm , ∇W JCk , ∇W JFkn , and ∇W JEkn terms are derived separately.

G.4

Derivation of ∇W JDm :

Here we show that

∇W JDm =

∂
>
− >
ln |det Λm | = Um Λ−1
m Vm = (Wm )
∂W
with Λm = U>
m Wm Vm

(

= ln z1 , z1 = det(U>
m Wm Vm )
(

=

(
∂ ln z1 (
JDm , JDm = 1
∂z1
1
=
z1

z 3 = U>
m z4 , z4 = Wm Vm
(

z1 = |z2 | , z2 = det(U>
m Wm Vm )
(

(

z 4 = Um z 3

∂ |z2 | (
z1
∂z2

= sign(z2 )

−1
1
>
z2 V m
W m Um
z2

= Λ−1
m

z1 =

z2 =

(

z3 = z2 z2 z3−>

JDm = ln |det Λm |

= Um Λ−1
m
1
sign(z2 )
1
=
=
z1
|z2 |
z2

z2 = det z3 , z3 = U>
m Wm Vm = Λm

z4 = Wm Vm
(
Wm

(

>
= z4 V m
>
= Um Λ−1
m Vm
− >
= (Wm
)
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(G.1)

Derivation of ∇W JCk :

G.5

Here we show that

∇W JCk =


 −1
∂
−1 
ln det γk Σyk γk> = 2P>
Z
−
(I
◦
Z
)
Pk WXX> (G.2)
Σ
d
Σ
k
k
∂W

◦ 12
−1
with γk = (Idk ◦ Σyk )
and Σyk =

1
Pk WXX> W> P>
k
N −1



>
JCk = ln det γk Σy
,
k γk


>
= ln z1 , z1 = det γk Σy
k γk
(

(
∂ ln z1 (
JCk , JCk = 1
∂z1
1
=
z1

z1 =

>
z1 = det z2 , z2 = γk Σy
k γk
(

(

z2 = z1 z1 z2−>
= γk−1 Σy
k

−1

γk−1

>
z2 = γk z3 , z3 = Σy
k γk
(

(

(

z3 = γk> z2

= γk> γk−1 Σy
k
= Σy
k

−1

−1

γk−1

= γk−1 Σy
k

γk−1

(

= Σy
k

−1

= Σy
k

−1

1

γk−1 γk

1
ZΣ , ZΣ = Pk WXX> W> P>
k
N −1
(
(
1
ZΣ =
Σy
N −1 k

y
= Σy
k Σk

(>

(

(

(

∂z9 (
γk
∂z9
1 −1
= z9 2 γk−1
2
1
= γk−2
2

(

(

z10 = −z9> z9 z9>

= γk−1

1
= − γk2 γk−2 γk2
2

..
.

1
= − γk2
2

(

W=

(
2
P> Σy Pk WXX>
N −1 k k

z10 = Idk ◦ Σy
k

(

Σy
k = Idk ◦ z10


1
= Idk ◦ − γk2
2

(

(

1
2

−1
z9 = z10
, z10 = Idk ◦ Σy
k

z5 = Wz6 , z6 = XX> W> P>
k
z6 = W > z5

γk−1

γk = z4

(

(
1
P> Σy
N −1 k k

−1

z4 = γk

z5 = P>
k ZΣ
=

(

−1

z9 =

= γk−1

ZΣ = Pk z5 , z5 = WXX> W> P>
k
(

(

z4 = Σ y
k z3

Σy
k =

γk−1 γk Σy
k

γk = z92 , z9 = Idk ◦ Σy
k
(

>
Σy
k = z3 z4

−1

= γk−1

>
z3 = Σy
k z4 , z4 = γk
(

(

γk = z2 z3>

W = z5 z6>
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(

= γk2

=

(
1
y
W> P>
k Σk
N −1

=

(
1
y
>
P>
k Σk Pk WXX
N −1

=−
..
.

z6 = XX> z7 , z7 = W> P>
k
(

(

(

z7 = XX> z6
=

−1
1
Idk ◦ Σy
k
2

W=

(
2
y
>
P>
k Σk Pk WXX
N −1

(
1
y
XX> W> P>
k Σk
N −1

>
z7 = z8 P>
k , z8 = W
(

(

z8 = z7 Pk
=

(
1
y
XX> W> P>
k Σk Pk
N −1

z8 = W >
(

(>

W = z8
=

 ( >
1
y
P>
Pk WXX>
k Σk
N −1

(

Thus, collecting all W together we have the final form:
h
i
2
y −1
y −1
>
Pk Σk − (Idk ◦ Σk )
Pk WXX>
W=
N −1
 −1

= 2P>
− (Idk ◦ ZΣ )−1 Pk WXX>
k ZΣ
(

G.6

Derivation of ∇W JFkn :

Here we show that
 
−1 
∂
>
ln ykn
γk Σyk γk> ykn
∂W


y > −1
−1 >
= 2P>
ykn zkn
xn +
k γk Σk γk

∇W JFkn =

2
P> [T1 + T2 ] Pk WXX> (G.3)
N −1 k
−1
−1 > −1 y −1
ykn γk Σk
with T1 = −Σyk γk−1 ykn zkn


−1
−1 >
T2 = Idk ◦ Σyk γk−1 ykn zkn
ykn γk

ykn = Pk Wxn

◦ 12
−1
γk = (Idk ◦ Σyk )
and Σyk =

1
Pk WXX> W> P>
k
N −1
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h
i−1
>
>
JFkn = ln zkn , zkn = ykn
γk Σy
ykn
k γk
(

−1
zkn = zkn
>
zkn = z1 z2 , z1 = ykn
, z2 = M−1 ykn
(

z2 = z1> zkn

−1 >
= zkn
ykn M−1

−1
= ykn zkn

>
z1 = ykn

z2 = z4 ykn , z4 = M−1

(>

(

(

−1
= M−1 ykn zkn

(

−1
= M−1 ykn zkn

..
.

z4 = M−1
(

(

z3 = P >
k ykn

(

M = −z4> z4 z4>

−1
−1
= P>
ykn zkn
kM

(

ykn = z4> z2

−1 >
= ykn zkn
ykn

ykn = Pk z3 , z3 = Wxn

(

−1 >
−1
W = P>
ykn zkn
xn
kM

−1 >
= −M−1 ykn zkn
ykn M−1

..
. using derivation in Appendix G.5

z3 = Wxn
(

(

>
z4 = z2 ykn

ykn = z1

(

(

(

(

z1 = zkn z2>

(

(

W = z3 x >
n

W=

−1 >
−1
= P>
ykn zkn
xn
kM

h
i
y > −1
−1 >
= P>
ykn zkn
xn
k γk Σk γk

2
P>
N −1 k



1
2
−γk> M−1 γk + Idk ◦ − γk> M−1 γk Σy
γ
k k
2
Pk WXX>
(G.4)

(

Thus, collecting all W together we have the final form:
(


y > −1
−1 >
W = 2P>
γ
Σ
γ
ykn zkn
xn
k
k k k
h

i
2
y −1 −1
y −1 −1
−1 > −1 y −1
−1 >
P>
−Σ
γ
y
z
y
γ
Σ
+
I
◦
Σ
γ
y
z
y
γ
Pk WXX>
+
dk
kn kn kn k
kn kn kn k
k
k
k
k
k
N −1 k

G.7

Derivation of ∇W JFkn :

Here we show that
−1 βk
∂  >
ykn γk Σyk γk> ykn
∂W


2βk >
y > −1
βk −1 >
= 2βk P>
γ
Σ
γ
ykn zkn
xn +
P [T1 + T2 ] Pk WXX>(G.5)
k
k k k
N −1 k
−1
βk −1 > −1 y −1
with T1 = −Σyk γk−1 ykn zkn
ykn γk Σk

∇W JFkn =
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−1
βk −1 >
T2 = Idk ◦ Σyk γk−1 ykn zkn
ykn γk
ykn = Pk Wxn

◦ 12
−1
γk = (Idk ◦ Σyk )
and Σyk =

1
Pk WXX> W> P>
k
N −1

h
i−1
βk
>
>
JEkn = zkn
, zkn = ykn
γk Σy
ykn
k γk
(

β −1

k
zkn = βk zkn

..
. using derivation in Appendix G.6
h
i
(
βk −1 >
y > −1
ykn zkn
xn
W = 2βk P>
k γk Σk γk
i

h
2βk
βk −1 >
βk −1 > −1 y −1
−1 −1
−1 −1
+
γk ykn zkn
ykn γk Pk WXX>
+ Idk ◦ Σy
γk ykn zkn
ykn γk Σk
P> −Σy
k
k
N −1 k
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